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Circulating Files are collections of verbatim quotes of what Edgar Cayce said during his
readings on a given subject or, in some cases everything. We have medical circulating
files which focus on the over 9,000 health-related readings with subjects from AcidityAlkalinity to Weight Loss. We also have non-medical circulating files on a broad range of
topics, for example Egypt: Sphinx, Pyramids, and Hall of Records, Fear and Its FarReaching Effects, Advice to Parents, Serving in Accord with Ideals, and Business
Advice.
Each circulating file is simply a collection of reading quotes or full readings given for
different individuals on a similar subject or disease. The A.R.E. cannot and does not
suggest treatments for physical ailments nor make claims about the effectiveness of the
therapies. We encourage anyone working with the health readings to do so under a
doctor's care and advice.
The circulating files support the research aspect of the Cayce work. We appreciate any
feedback informing us of progress made in improving one’s life or achieving good health
by applying suggestions given in the readings. Please send any feedback (testimonies,
experiences, results, etc.) to:
Library: Circulating File Desk
A.R.E.
215 67th St
Virginia Beach VA 23451 Or e-mail: CirculatingFiles@edgarcayce.org
Please note: The complete Edgar Cayce Readings are available through the members
only section of our web site, EdgarCayce.org.
Some circulating files contain commentaries or summaries written by physicians. These
reports are to be used as a basis for further research in the form of controlled studies,
and should not be misinterpreted to be either a refutation or an endorsement by the
doctor. Referral doctors wanting to borrow a file for an extended period may do so by
writing to the Library: Circulating File Desk.
Our hope is that through the Cayce readings you will find the wholeness and oneness
which is God's plan for us.
Blessings, A.R.E. Member Services Team
There are in truth no incurable conditions…. 3744-2
This Circulating File consists of a commentary, overview and the Edgar Cayce psychic
readings on breast cancer. The information is not intended for self-diagnosis nor selftreatment. Please consult a qualified health care professional before following any
advice contained within this file.
Articles and books are included because the information supports the remedies and
therapies described in the Edgar Cayce readings or are of a helpful nature. Their
inclusion does not imply endorsement or recommendation. Before following any advice
contained in the articles, please seek the counsel of your doctor.
Products may be purchased from Baar Products, the official worldwide supplier of Edgar
Cayce health care products: www.baar.com or call 800-269-2502.
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522-4, F 43, 7/29/30
(Q) Was bruise received yesterday in breast serious?
(A) No.
(Q) What should be done to relieve same?
(A) Use Iodex, or Mercurachome, or any applicant that takes soreness from
bruised conditions. These amount to nothing in the present, unless the body
allows self to feel like that it will continue to grow - and it will!
2457-4 F 38, 4/2/30 [cured]
Those conditions as are prenatal in their effect, through the activity of forces
made manifest in a physical body, are beginning to become in the manner of
producing within the system an element as of its OWN resuscitation, living upon
the life OF the body-physical. That's a very good description of cancer, isn't it?
for it IS malignant in its nature, and has already attacked the mammary glands,
and is going to be rather fast in its operation unless there are means taken as to
check same....
THESE, as we find, would be the better corrective measures for this body,
were there a serum made from that as is called the “wolve” [wolf] in the beef or
the hare, at this season, and injections made in that region where the blood
supply to the system is most effective. For this region of system this would be
materially aided, or checked - or NICCOLITE, as this becomes. [See 2514-4,
Par. 15-A advising tendon or “wolve” in both left legs of rabbit be removed before
preparing as a food, as it might cause a fever.]
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Introduction to the Cayce Readings on
Health and Healing
No matter what illness or ailment concerns us, certain basic principles about
health and healing are relevant. These are the premises upon which all of the Cayce
health information rests. For those who would like to make a more careful study of
these basic principles, the recommended Circulating File is entitled Principles of
Healing. Here, in essence, are the ideas found in that file. They may prove to be very
useful to your study of the specific ailment that requires healing for you.
The first fundamental idea about healing requires that we maintain a creative
balance between two principles:
1. All healing comes from the infinite - that is, from attunement and harmony
with our spiritual source. The infinite is just as accessible and available in the
visible, physical world as it is in the invisible realm.
2. At the same time, each person must take responsibility for his or her own
healing process. No one can simply sit back and wait passively for healing to
occur.
This second principle - the need for self-responsibility - can take many forms.
For example, healing requires attunement, and no one knows better than ourselves
exactly what has gotten us out of attunement. Often, if we look closely at our lives,
we can see (without needing a gifted medical clairvoyant such as Edgar Cayce)
what's causing our illness.
To illustrate self-responsibility further, the human body has a marvelous,
innate drive to heal itself, but we've got to do our part to help. A broken bone will
naturally try to mend; however, the fracture needs to be set properly for the healing
to be complete and effective. Cayce stresses the healing ability of the body:
Remember, the body does gradually renew itself constantly. Do not look upon
the conditions which have existed as not being able to be eradicated from the
system. . . Hold to that KNOWLEDGE - and don't think of it as just theory that the body CAN, the body DOES renew itself!
1548-3
Another important principle relates to energy medicine, a new field for which
Edgar Cayce was a pioneer. His readings consistently speak of the roles played by
vibrations or vibratory forces - right down to the level of individual atoms. According
to Cayce, there is a type of consciousness that exists in each atom. Although most
of the passages about the atomic physics of healing seem rather esoteric, it might be
easier to follow the analogy of the attunement of a stringed musical instrument. A
violin or piano that is out of tune makes sour, discordant music - symbolic of disease
or illness. Just as a skilled musician can bring the instrument back into attunement,
we experience healing when our vibrations - right down to the atomic level - are
adjusted in a correct manner. In essence, all healing is bringing the vibrations into
harmony from within.
Balance among body, mind, and spirit is another key to Cayce's philosophy of
healing. For healing to be complete and lasting, we must recognize and meet the
needs of each of these three levels. Virtually no illness or disease can be treated
successfully at only one of these three levels.
Edgar Cayce Readings copyright 1971, 1993-2013 by the Edgar Cayce Foundation
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What's more, Cayce affirms that the human body will naturally stay healthy and even rejuvenate itself - if a kind of internal balance can be maintained. “Disease” starts when one part of the body draws energy from another part. One portion
of an organism may become overcharged with the creative life force, while another
portion becomes undernourished. The result is a gradual disintegration of the body
and the onset of illness.
The opposite of this sort of disintegration is rejuvenation. The readings assert
that we are continuously rebuilding our bodies. Within any seven-year period, each
cell is replaced. If we'll allow it, our bodies will transform any problem and resuscitate
any condition. But our ingrained habits usually block this healing potential - the
habits of action and, even more potent, the habits of mind.
What role do drugs and medicine play in the healing process? Cayce's
philosophy clearly sees a place for them, but warns of misunderstanding how they
work and of expecting more of them than is possible. Any healing method attempts
to create an experience of oneness, in hopes of then stimulating a similar response
in the body. For some people in some situations, a drug may be the best way to
accomplish this - just as in other cases surgery may be the best way to stimulate
healing. Medicines can be a practical application of the one life force. Occasionally
they must be very potent in their reactions in order to get the patient through an
acute illness. But Cayce from time to time encouraged people to consider the herbal
formulas he recommended to be tonics and stimulants, rather than medicines.
The dangerous side of medicines is their potential to diminish the body's own
healing work. This is what Cayce alluded to when he warned about “palliatives” that
deceive the soul with half-truths and temporary relief. It's also what he meant when
he warned that we shouldn't come to rely on any condition outside of ourselves that
could be assimilated by the body inwardly. All of this is to say, take the medications
prescribed by the physician you trust. Keep in mind this thought: what those
chemicals can do is temporarily - and somewhat artificially - give your body an
experience of greater oneness.
Healing that really takes hold and lasts must come from changing one's inner
consciousness and vibration. That happens most effectively from consistent and
persistent human effort (that is, engaging one's desires, purposes, and will) something that pills all too easily allow us to skip.
These have been long-standing. Do not take the treatments just a few days,
or even a few weeks, and expect to be well - and then revert to old
conditions. But be consistent and persistent! Have periods when these will be
taken (that is, ALL of those things indicated) for two, three to four weeks.
Then rest by leaving them off a week. And then be just as patient and just as
persistent as though you were beginning all over again.
976-1
Cayce's healing philosophy includes other insights that can help us avoid
misunderstanding. For example, one principle states that the best treatment
procedures sometimes cause a temporary worsening of conditions. If we didn't
recognize this possibility, we might give up just before the benefits begin to appear.
A closely related principle states that when a body is re-establishing its attunement,
it tends to be more sensitive. Again, if we misunderstand that heightened sensitivity,
we might not see the good that is slowly being effected.
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The mind is a focus of other healing principles. The unconscious mind plays a
role in many illnesses and diseases. One example of this is the karmic factor in
health problems. Memories from previous incarnations, stored in the soul mind, can
trigger problems in the body. Of course, we shouldn't go so far as to suppose that
every health challenge has past-life roots; nevertheless, the perspective of
reincarnation can help us understand what we could possibly be dealing with as we
seek healing.
The familiar Cayce axiom, “Mind is the builder,” leads us to wonder exactly
which attitudes and emotions best foster healing. The readings emphasize several:
 Self-acceptance. As we rid ourselves of self-condemnation, we make room
for healing forces to enter.
 Optimism and hope. We're encouraged to expect healing.
 Patience. It's much easier and quicker to destroy health than it is to rebuild it.
We need to be willing to patiently invest whatever time is required.
Alongside these specific attitudes and emotions, we're invited to use the
creative potential of visualization to stimulate our own healing. The mind's imagemaking capacity can be directed in such a way that we “see” the healing
transformation taking place. This is not something that's accomplished in a single
visualization session. Like all the Cayce health-promoting approaches, it requires
persistence and works best in conjunction with other healing methods.
Perhaps the most important principle of the mind's relationship to healing
concerns purposefulness. A person can experience temporarily an outer healing that is, in the physical body only - yet still be spiritually sick. What cures the soul? A
commitment to a purposeful life. Not just any purpose, but instead one that reflects
care for other people.
On occasion a reading from Cayce would pose this question to the person
who was ill: What would you do with your life if you were healed?
What would the body be healed for? That it might gratify its own physical
appetites? That it might add to its own selfishness? Then (if so) it had better
remain as it is. . . But first the change of heart, the change of mind, the
change of purpose, the change of intent.
3124-2
The position of Cayce's psychic source was simply this: Why correct the
physical condition unless there's also going to be an inner correction? People who
are looking for both inner and outer healing are the best candidates for restored
health and vitality. In Cayce's philosophy, healing should equip us to be more useful
to others.
With this ideal of service in mind, we might also wonder just how we can be
channels of healing to others. What principles govern our efforts to be healers to
those for whom we have concern? One principle is based on the spiritual
connections that exist between all people. It states that as we bring the experience
of oneness into our own consciousness, it can profoundly help someone else
experience oneness, attunement, and healing. Cayce's way of putting it was,
“...raising the Christ Consciousness in self to such an extent as it may flow out of self
to him thou would direct it to.” (281-7)
For this to be most effective, the recipient must desire such help and have
requested healing prayer. Of course, we can always pray for someone, even if that
Edgar Cayce Readings copyright 1971, 1993-2013 by the Edgar Cayce Foundation
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individual hasn't asked us. But it's important that we not assume we know what's
needed in any person's life. For one who hasn't specifically asked for prayer, we can
simply offer prayers of protection and blessing, rather than try to direct healing
energies to that person or for a specific condition.
It is also important to remember that each reading was given for an individual.
It must be emphasized that no suggested treatments for any particular ailments
should be “lifted” from any individual reading and tried by another individual except
under the supervision of and with the cooperation of a physician or licensed health
care professional. However, there were many suggestions that were given over and
over, and these can be studied to find how they apply to ourselves. These healing
principles can be grouped in four categories that referred to as CARE.
Circulation – moving the blood around the body through therapies such as
massage or spinal manipulation
Assimilation – encouraging the body to pull the proper nutrients from the food by
eating the proper foods and in the proper combinations
Relaxation – taking time to rest and let the body recuperate and counterbalance the
daily activities
Elimination – removing the waste products from the body through therapies such as
sweats, colonics, and fume baths
For more information about CARE and recommendations on the lifestyle
described in the readings, please see Dr. Harold J. Reilly’s Handbook for Health.
There are also many verbatim collections of the readings in other Circulating Files,
Research Bulletins, and Treatment Plans for individual diseases which may be
purchased through Customer Service at 800-333-4499.
The A.R.E. is interested in having all the material in the health readings
reviewed by physicians and health care professionals who also provide summaries
of their findings in the hope that the information may prove beneficial to others.
When time and finances permit it is planned to have all the information in the health
readings read by one or more physicians and the subject matter summarized.
Please send any feedback to:
A.R.E. Library: Circulating File Desk
215 67th St
Virginia Beach VA 23451 Or e-mail: CirculatingFiles@edgarcayce.org
To obtain health items mentioned in the readings, contact our official
worldwide distributor, Baar Products at 800-269-2502 or Baar.com.
We do not advocate a do-it-yourself process. Please seek out the advice of a
health professional before implementing any recommendation.
In summary, the Cayce readings remind us that our natural state is
wholeness and health. An innate wisdom within ourselves knows what's needed for
healing. We should expect to get well, and we should be willing to do our part to
make it possible. “Those that expect little of the Lord receive little; those that expect
much receive much - if they live it!” 1424-1
Blessings,
A.R.E. Member Services Team
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Overview of Breast Cancer
http://www.edgarcayce.org/are/holistic_health/data/prcabr3a.html
Breast cancer is a complex and devastating disease and the most frequently
diagnosed cancer in American women. Breast cancer may occur in men as well
as women, but is much more common in women. Annual rates for breast cancer
are currently an estimated 182,000 new cases diagnosed in the United States
accounting for an estimated 46,000 deaths per year. Breast cancer not only has
very serious medical consequences, but also has a major psychological and
social impact women with this illness.
Although in most cases the cause of breast cancer is unknown, breast cancer
incidence rates appear to be linked to the conditions of life for modern women.
Risk factors associated with breast cancer include heredity, increasing age; early
onset of menstruation; late menopause; never having had children or having a
first child after age 30; and high-fat diet.
Standard medical treatment for breast cancer usually involves complete or
partial removal of the breast followed by local radiation and chemotherapy or
hormone-blocking therapy. Social support is often helpful and can be obtained
by joining a support group where members share common experiences and
problems.
Treatment outcome is related to the progression of the disease. Early
intervention in cases where the cancer has not spread provide the best outcomes
with a five-year survival rate of about 85%. For patients with extensive spread of
the cancer the five-year survival rate is about 10%. Thus, early detection and
intervention are emphasized. Even with aggressive and appropriate treatments,
breast cancer often metastasizes to distant sites such as the lungs, liver, and
bones.
EDGAR CAYCE'S PERSPECTIVE OF CANCER
Edgar Cayce gave many readings for persons suffering from a wide variety of
cancerous conditions. Here are some of the key points to consider with regard to
Edgar Cayce's perspective of cancer.


CANCER IS AN ENTITY UNTO ITSELF. In most cases, cancer is a
group of cells or tissues which separates ("segregates") itself and forms its
own entity within the larger system of the body. In a sense, cancer has its
own separate identity like a parasite which infests a host organism.



CANCER REPRESENTS A FAILURE OF NATURAL PROCESSES.
Edgar Cayce observed that the same processes which result in cancer are
present in the body all the time. Cancer usually results from the failure of
natural processes such as coagulation and elimination of wastes.



CANCER DRAWS FROM THE VITALITY OF THE BODY. Cancer uses
the body's life-force energy to survive. Like any parasite, cancer is a drain
upon the resources of the host organism.



CANCER HAS MANY CAUSES. There are many etiological (causative)
factors associated with cancer. Heredity, environmental toxicity, poor
Edgar Cayce Readings copyright 1971, 1993-2013 by the Edgar Cayce Foundation
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eliminations, injury, lack of vitality, and depleted immune system were the
most often cited factors linked to cancer. Specifically, chronic irritation or
bruising were often said to be triggering factors producing tumors which
could become malignant.


THERE ARE MANY FORMS OF CANCER. Edgar Cayce recognized the
various kinds of cancer. On two occasions he stated that there are
nineteen forms of cancer.



CANCER CAN OFTEN BE PREVENTED. According to Edgar Cayce,
keeping a healthy diet and good eliminations can help prevent cancer.
Specific therapies such as iodex and ash ointment and plantain salve
were recommended by Cayce to prevent lumps and tumors from
becoming malignant. Gentle osteopathic treatment was also often
prescribed to set up "drainages" and improve eliminations thus decreasing
the chances for cancer.



EARLY TREATMENT RESULTS IN BETTER PROGNOSIS. In
agreement with modern medicine's view of cancer treatment, Edgar Cayce
noted that early intervention produces better therapeutic results.



CANCER INVOLVES MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL ASPECTS. Edgar
Cayce's holistic approach to health and healing is notable in the readings
he gave for person's suffering from cancer. The mental and spiritual
aspects of prevention and treatment were strongly emphasized. Cayce
also stated that excessive worry and negative attitudes can make a
person with a genetic predisposition for cancer more vulnerable to
developing the illness.



CANCER IS SOMETIMES A KARMIC PATTERN. Consistent with the
perennial philosophy which acknowledges the continuity of
consciousness, Edgar Cayce observed that in some cases cancer can
result from past life experiences.



THE TREATMENT OF CANCER INVOLVES MANY MODALITIES.
Edgar Cayce recommended a wide variety of therapeutic modalities for
the treatment of cancer. Treatments directed at decreasing toxicity and
increasing vitality were emphasized. On the whole, natural therapies that
worked with the body to heal itself were given priority.



EDGAR CAYCE SOMETIMES RECOMMENDED SURGERY AND
RADIATION. In certain cases where the cancer was progressive and
extreme, surgery and/or radiation therapy were recommended. Modern
chemotherapy techniques were not available during Edgar Cayce's era.



SOME CASES OF CANCER WERE REGARDED AS INCURABLE.
Although Edgar Cayce was generally optimistic with regard to the body's
innate ability to heal itself from almost any illness, in some cases of cancer
the disease was too advanced to expect a physical cure. In such
instances, Cayce would recommend therapies to decrease the pain and
suffering while emphasizing the mental/spiritual (soul) aspects of healing.
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EDGAR CAYCE'S APPROACH TO BREAST CANCER
Edgar Cayce gave approximately 68 readings for 12 women suffering from
breast cancer. In addition to this core group of breast cancer readings, a number
of readings were also given for women who were experiencing breast problems
such as nonmalignant tumors and soreness. The latter group of readings contain
some excellent insights into the causes and prevention of breast cancer.
Tabor's Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary states that cancer "may be caused by
various forms of chronic irritation." This view is entirely consistent with Edgar
Cayce's perspective, particularly with regard to breast cancer. In numerous
readings Edgar Cayce stated that various forms of chronic irritation were the
source of breast cancer.
Poor eliminations were the most frequently cited causative factor noted in the
readings on breast cancer. The mammary glands become "clogged" allowing
waste material to accumulate. Thus chronic toxicity leads to constant irritation.
Further irritation by injury (e.g., bruising) or a general lapse in the vitality of the
system may further predispose the body to cancer.
"Prenatal" factors were mentioned in several readings. Presumably, this
would include hereditary predisposition. In such cases, mental worry and stress
were sometimes said to contribute to the vulnerability to develop cancer.
Here is an example of a woman who was having problems with her breasts.
While describing the pathological process and acknowledging the possibility that
the condition could lead to cancer, Edgar Cayce encouraged preventative
measures to improve eliminations and decrease irritation to the breasts.
(Q) What causes drawing in breast? [Incipient cancer of breast]
(A) This produced by accentuation of properties not eliminated properly
from the system, and these having become the center, or the centralization
of impurities, this acting as a reservoir, producing a hardening (no, not of a
malignant nature, but that of rather the reservoir), and unless proper
eliminations are kept in system and should this become bruised, or should
the system become so depleted as to produce an extra AMOUNT of refuse
forces not being eliminated in nominal channels, or this to become over
exacting, as it were, in its call on the system, and acting not so much AS
the reservoir - it might become to grow, and become a growth that would
be detrimental. Could be turned into that of malignant nature, but not at
present. NOT to be removed! Use rather that of the gentle massage around
and across the muscle and tissue that lead to the glands of the breast, from
the intercostal, exterior and interior nerve centers, those as come from 5th,
6th dorsal, coming around each side of the body and about the breast
itself, with those properties found in Iodex one evening; then the next
evening use a combination of oil of butterfat with that of plantain, mixed
one to twenty. (325-20)
The recommendation for gentle, natural therapies is a hallmark of the Cayce
approach. However, this woman did eventually develop breast cancer which was
treated by a full range of medical therapies including radiation therapy.
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Here is another example of Cayce's approach to breast cancer. Note the
reference to "prenatal" (hereditary) factors which is documented by a family
history of cancer.
Yes, we have the body here. This we have had before. Conditions are
not so well with the body as when we last had same here. Those
conditions as are prenatal in their effect, through the activity of forces
made manifest in a physical body, are beginning to become in the manner
of producing within the system an element as of its OWN resuscitation,
living upon the life OF the body-physical. That's a very good description of
cancer, isn't it? for it IS malignant in its nature, and has already attacked
the mammary glands, and is going to be rather fast in its operation unless
there are means taken as to check same. (2457-4)
This woman was 38 years old when this reading was given. She followed the
treatment recommended in her readings and was cured of her cancer. She lived
for another 36 years, dying in in her sleep at the age of 74.
EDGAR CAYCE'S THERAPEUTIC APPROACH
Although Edgar Cayce gave unique readings for each individual rather than for
disease categories, when viewed as a whole, certain important patterns of
treatment are obvious. The most common recommendations for the treatment of
breast cancer appear to be:


Improve eliminations and decrease toxicity via strict diet, manual therapy
(spinal manipulation), and hydrotherapy (castor oil packs and colon
therapy);



Utilize ultra-violet light therapy and animated ash to assist the system in
fighting the cancer;



Provide specific treatment to breasts as needed (topical salves and
ointments);



Increase vitality with beef juice and manual therapy;



Create constructive attitudes and emotions by working with the Ideals
Exercise.



Consult with your physician regarding the role of surgery. Make an
informed decision as to whether this is a reasonable option for you.

Keep in mind that the Edgar Cayce approach is complementary to the
conventional medical approach. This means that it can be used in addition to
other forms of treatment. This approach does not require you to stop other forms
of treatment. Work closely with your physician in developing a treatment plan
that is best for you.
Note: The above information is not intended for self-diagnosis or self-treatment. Please consult a qualified
health care professional for assistance in applying the information contained in the Cayce Health Database.
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Breast Cancer Commentary
by Robert McNary, M.D., A.R.E. Clinic, Inc.
Phoenix, AZ, January 19, 1982
A study of 9 cases of breast cancer in the Edgar Cayce readings.
Etiology
The Edgar Cayce readings on breast cancer describe a limited number of
causative or contributory factors in this disease. Reading 2457-4 suggests a
prenatal condition manifesting through physical forces and creating a new
“element” or activity in the system:
Those conditions as are prenatal in their effect, through the activity of
forces made manifest in a physical body, are beginning to become in the manner
of producing within the system an element as of its own resuscitation, living upon
the life of the body-physical. That’s a very good description of cancer, isn’t it?
For it is malignant in its nature.
2457-4
Reading 583-7 gives further insight into cancer in general: “…cancerous
conditions are where cellular forces have congregated on account of irritation, or
poor elimination and irritation following, and the system attempting to relieve
same sets up from broken cellular tissue the condition from within which
becomes malignant.” It appears that cancer is a mis-creative attempt at healing
by damaged body cells.
Reading 5045-1 details chemical changes resulting in a decreased
number of male hormones, causing hardening in the mammary glands. The
remaining readings in this Circulating File suggest poor eliminations, applications
for heartburn, toxic forces, lack of proper circulation, catarrhal conditions,
adhesions, segregations, strangulations, and centralizations as significant
contributing factors to the causation of breast cancer.
Associations
Most of the symptoms in these women which were not directly related to
the cancer were considered to be sympathetic reflexes. These included fullness
and irritation of the organs of the sensory system and respiratory tract, and
unspecified effects on the heart’s action and the digestive system. Other
symptoms noted were torpid liver, engorged spleen, thickened stomach,
tendency to colon prolapse, fullness in the locomotaries, general nervous system
distress, and weakened optic energies.
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Therapy
Reading 5592-1 seems to give a good general therapeutic approach to
breast cancer from the physical perspective—and, most likely, to other malignant
processes:
As we would find, in the meeting of the conditions, even in the present,
there should not be the necessity—nor any reason, will there be added the
proper precautions—of an operative case, or operative measures. We would
add sufficient to the system as will allow the better clarification of the
bloodstream, better pulsation and activity of the heart, and—to be sure—the
better eliminating through the alimentary canal; keeping down the acidity in the
system in such a way and manner as to allow that that is assimilated in the
system to become more effective in creating in the plasm of the blood supply the
sufficient leucocyte in the white corpuscle as will produce not only better
coagulation, but as absorbing of, and destroying of, those tissue and mucomembranes that have become clogged in portions of the glands and in the torso
or trunk portion of the body itself, as well as clarifying or clearing the alimentary
canal.
5592-1
Specific therapies suggested for this woman included animated ash
followed by ultraviolet ray, “less acid” diet, olive oil and Glyco-Thymoline by
mouth, monthly colonics, and manipulations of a general massage character.
As for most medical problems covered by the Edgar Cayce readings, diet
had a central position of importance in the treatment of breast cancer. Reading
2457-4 suggests to “Feed all the food that is of a nourishing nature, but not from
meats. Those of cereals, fruits, vegetables, and such—or principally of the
nature that are the foods of the hare, the foods of the beef—these are destructive
forces to such as may be seen in the condition attacking system.”
Eliminations were stimulated by colonics, Glyco-Thymoline, olive oil and
cathartics. The olive oil was to be given “that the muco-membrane in the colon
and intestinal area may have more activity or food value for the digestive system
itself, as well as aiding the colon in the eliminations and assisting peristaltic
movements…” (5592-2) Vegetable cathartics were given when necessary, but
avoidable “if we will have at least one meal each day of wholly citrus fruit diet, or
the pieplant—as is concentrate—or the fig, or the syrup of same, or those as
carry properties that make for the activity of the muco-membranes from the
salivary glands to the jejunum, or the activity of same begins, or to the action of
the glands that make for separations in the system—or the lacteals. We will find
these should carry those sufficient, when the colonics have removed those
pressures as produce those in the system of mucus in intestinal tract.” (5592-1)
Animated ash with ultraviolet ray is a particularly novel and exciting
approach to cancer therapy. The ash produced from burning bamboo in a partial
vacuum is taken orally and focused on the “centers from which those activities of
the nerve impulse and blood supply receive their impulses in their activity through
the system.” (5592-1) “Five minutes after the ash has been taken, apply the
ultraviolet light for one and a half to two minutes at least thirty-eight to forty
inches from the body, over the lower cervical and upper dorsal area. Preferably
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use the quartz light, or the mercury quartz light. This is the heavier of such
machines. Should this redden the body too much, then we would use the green
light or glass between the body and the ultraviolet, which will prevent so much
irritation to the superficial circulation and such strong light…Or the light may be
moved some more distance away from the body. The light taken after the ash
will cause the action of the ash of the carbon to clarify through the releasing of
oxygen in the bloodstream, by being centralized in the portions of the lungs thus
affected, and in the tissue adjacent to same.” (511-1)
Local therapy included grape, beet, and plaintain poultices, and Anidex
ointment. Anidex was prepared by mixing two grains of animated ash to one
ounce Iodex. This ointment was to be massaged into the breast and axilla on
alternate days to assist in the drying of tissues and the drawing off of refuse
forces.
Other treatments included medications for analgesic, antiemetic, and tonic
purposes; fume baths; male hormone injections; beef juice; manipulative therapy;
and X-ray—”deep therapy for…loosening oxygen for the bone structure.” (24574) Exotic therapies included atropine and electrical treatments, and a serum to be
produced from “the ‘wolve’ [tendon] in the beef or the hare, at this season, and
injections made in that region where the blood supply to the system is most
effective.” (2457-4) Surgery and radium implants were suggested for patients in
extreme circumstances.
Warnings
The readings from the breast cancer file give warnings about the use of
drugs, surgery and radiation in specific cases of cancer therapy.
Drugs: “To give only hypnotics or narcotics is to gradually allow the body
to lose its resistance or ability for resuscitation.” (511-1)
Surgery: “To operate under the existent condition would prevent proper
coagulation in tissue…” (511-1)
The medical readings consistently recommend building up the
“coagulation” abilities and body resistances before submitting the body to
operative procedures. And it is often suggested that if these can be reactivated,
healing may be stimulated and surgical intervention may not be necessary or
advisable.
X-ray: “To add the high vibrations of the X-ray in this particular condition
would not be well. While there are such applications where emanations of the
radial activity of radium or the high vibrations would become destructive to a
condition of this nature, we find that this condition in this body arises from other
sources. For with the accumulations centralized here, the high vibrations would
only produce a burn (which would be more destructive than the condition is itself)
or disseminate same through the system where it would simply take on the form
of other conditions, such as brittleness of the bone, softening in other portions of
cartilaginous forces, and make of the body a cripple.” (683-3) “…X-ray—that
destroys tissue, but not being enabled to eliminate that destroyed, tends to come
back upon itself after certain radiations.” (3370-1)
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Healing
Spiritual: “For ye know deep in thyself that all healing comes of the Lord,
and there is not anything you may do save attune the body forces to the very
vibration of the body itself to the awareness that God is, and is creative in its
every purpose.” (3042-1)
Mental: For spirit is the life, the mind is the builder, the physical is the
result. Constructive, purposeful attitudes are to be cultivated in all who are sick
and injured—all who are unhealed. Patience, persistence and consistency are
hallmarks of the Cayce readings’ recommendations for those in search of healing
of any kind. Changes in consciousness, release of emotional blocks and
attunement to Spirit (Creative Forces, or God) are the real keys to a lasting
“cure,” peace and joy.
Physical: “As known by the body itself (reason, for the moment, as to
constructive forces, as known from the anatomical structure of the body itself),
the body rebuilds itself—constantly, through what? The blood supply! That
lacking or that which is overabundant produces disturbances within the body so
that destructive forces may be set up at any time. Then, that which will act with
the building of the body for new blood, energizing and revivifying same in such a
way and manner as indicated, will be the manner to make for constructive
forces.” (683-3) “…if the vibrations are raised sufficiently these [conditions] may
be dissipated, and—with the body kept in a constructive way and manner—
eliminated entirely from the system.” (683-3)
Suggested Therapeutic Regimen
1. Attitude: Major emphasis needs to be placed on a prayerful, purposeful
state of mind. What will the individual do with her life if she does recover?
Meditation or biofeedback/relaxation and visualization exercises are
particularly valuable in opening one to new awarenesses and attunement
to higher ideals and healing forces. Dream study can bring important
insights into the healing process. Prayer and the laying on of hands can
also be of significant therapeutic benefit.
2. Diet: This should be highly alkaline—rabbit or beef food. Live foods,
especially sprouts and wheat grass, should be emphasized. Lots of water
is useful for assimilative, eliminative and general metabolic purposes.
Glyco-Thymoline drops by mouth (5 to 10 drops in water three times daily)
may be helpful in alkalization of the system. Test the saliva with Nitrazine
paper—pH should read higher than 7. Beef juice is recommended on
many occasions in the Cayce readings as a stimulant/tonic. Cooked
asparagus has been suggested from a number of sources as an activator
of leucocytes. Vitamins may be of benefit, particularly ascorbic acid in
doses up to 10 grams and more per day. Vitamins A and E may be
added. Amygdalin (Vitamin B-15) remains controversial but is not
inconsistent with the readings, especially in light of the Cayce
recommendation to take two or three almonds a day as a cancer
preventative. The readings suggest that all vitamins be taken on a cyclic
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basis so that the body’s abilities to extract same from foods and even
manufacture its own is not disturbed. Gelatin is indicated to be added to
fruits and vegetables to facilitate the absorption of vitamins and minerals.
3. Stimulants: Atomidine is a general glandular stimulant with particular
benefit for the lymphatic system, thyroid and thymus glands. The use of
Atomidine alone or in the 636 Formula will be of value in promoting
glandular eliminations, white blood cell function, and general immune
responses. Castor oil packs have direct effects on assimilative functions
of the small intestine and secondary influences on eliminations, immune
capabilities, and nervous system coordination.
4. Ultraviolet light with animated ash: The length and frequency of these
treatments varies from patient to patient—from one to five minutes twice
weekly to twice daily. Dosage usually was given as one-eighth to onefourth grain. The Violet Ray machine can be used as an effective
substitute for the ultraviolet. This therapy appears to focus atomic oxygen
in the region of the carcinoma (there are references that indicate the
anaerobic preferences of tumor cells) and stimulate white blood cell
aggregation and cancer destruction.
5. Local Therapy: Massage around the affected breast and axilla with
Iodex, Anidex, or cocoa butter stimulates drainage and lymphatic activity.
6. Circulation: Massage, chiropractic or osteopathic manipulation, and
hydrotherapy are frequent suggestions to promote vascular function,
lymphatic drainage, nervous system coordination, and organic
cooperation.
7. Eliminations: Consistent mention is made of the need for proper
eliminations in numerous conditions, including cancer, in the readings.
Daily eliminations should be maintained by diet (emphasis on fiber, figs,
dates, prunes, etc.), castor oil packs, olive oil, vegetable laxatives such as
Castoria, Innerclean, Syrup of Figs, and enemas and colonics.
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INDEX OF READING 511-1 F 50
Air: Oxygen: Ash: Animated

Par. 11

Ash: Animated: Cancer

Par. 9--13

Breathing: Shortness: Cancer: Lungs

Par. 8

Cancer: Bacilli
: BREAST
: LUNGS
: Narcotics: Contraindicated

Par. 2

Clairvoyance of E.C.: Action & Places
: Conditions Confirmed

Par. 1
Par. 1

Electrotherapy: Ultra-Violet Light: Green Glass

Par. 10, 11

Physiotherapy: Massage: Ash, Animated
: Iodex

Par. 13
Par. 13

Prescriptions: Benzoin, Tincture Of: Sedation
: Cinnamon Water: Nausea
: Codeine: Sedation
: Eucalyptol, Oil Of:
: Limewater: Nausea
: Potassium Iodide:
: Syrup, Simple: Sedation
: Turp, Rectified Oil Of

Par. 7
Par. 6
Par. 7
Par. 7
Par. 6
Par. 6
Par. 7
Par. 7

Surgery: Cancer: Contraindicated

Par. 5, 17

Vibrations

Par. 1

Par. 4

BACKGROUND OF READING 511-1 F 50
B1. 2/8/34 Wire from friend, Mrs. [509]: “Mrs. [511] will be either at Radio City or
Medical Center at hour designated…. Serious condition has not been told her.
This diagnosis is by request of her sister and approved by an older sister.”

TEXT OF READING 511-1 F 50
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Virginia, this 8th day of February, 1934.
(Physical Suggestion)
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1. EC: Yes, we have rather the impressions from the home surroundings, as we
have transient conditions as respecting the locating of the body-individual. [GD's
memo: I phoned Mrs. [509] immediately after the reading. and she told me that
Mrs. [511] was definitely in transit at the time.] As we find in this environ, ... Fifth
Avenue, of [511]:
2. There are those conditions existent wherein there is tissue in lung, in breast,
involved; from conditions where they in their very activity are CREATIVE from
that they produce in the system, or are of the malignant nature - thus not only
sapping the life force but filling the blood supply through the character of the
condition or the nature of the bacilli so involved throughout the system.*
3. Thus excruciating pains are produced at times, and there is a gradual sapping
of the very life force in the physical body.
4. To give only hypnotics or narcotics is to gradually allow the body to lose its
resistance or ability for resuscitation.
5. To operate under the existent condition would prevent proper coagulation in
tissue; for, as indicated, not only does it involve the tissue in which the condition
has centered, but along veins and arteries and their walls as well.
* [GD's memo: She also told me that Mrs. [511] did have cancer of the breast
and lungs. No intimation was given previously as to diagnosis of her condition.
Mrs. [509] simply made the appointment for Mrs. [511] and subsequently sent
wire. See 511-1, Par. B1.]
6. As we find, if these properties were combined, this would relieve the
excruciating pain. Though at first it may produce or cause some nausea, this
may be subsided (the nausea) with equal portions - or a tablespoonful limewater
and cinnamon water combined, and small sips taken. We would include in same
a few minims of 10% solution Iodide of Potassium, 3 to 10 minims of a 10%
solution in this quantity. When this has settled the stomach somewhat, then give
another dose. We would combine this, then:
7. To 2 ounces of compound simple syrup, add:
Oil of Eucalyptol.............. 40 minims,
Rectified Oil of Turp........... 5 minims,
Tincture of Benzoin............ 20 minims,
Codeine..................... 1 1/2 grains.
(This compound, or Codeine compound, well powdered before added, so it may
dissolve when shaken together.)
8. The dose would be a teaspoonful three or more times each day, or in the
beginning when necessary to keep the body from severe pain. This is to act in
the place of injections of narcotics. This is not a curative, yet it is an active force
and easily assimilated by the respiratory system in such a manner as to create
for constructive influences IN the blood supply. And will also aid the body in
being better able to breathe and clarify the blood supply. THIS taken internally.
9. Each day we would take one-quarter grain Animated Ash; half of it (or oneeighth grain) taken about nine or ten o'clock in the morning and the other half (of
the quarter grain) taken about three or four o'clock in the afternoon.
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10. Five minutes after the Ash has been taken, apply the ultra-violet light for one
and a half to two minutes, at least thirty-eight to forty inches from the body, over
the lower cervical and upper dorsal area. Preferably use the quartz light, or
mercury quartz light. This is the heavier of such machines. Should this redden
the body too much, then we would use the green light or glass BETWEEN the
body and the ultra-violet, which will prevent so much irritation to the superficial
circulation and such strong light - taken twice each day for this period. Or the
light may be moved some more distance away from the body.
11. The light taken after the Ash will cause the action of the ash of the carbon to
clarify through the releasing of oxygen in the blood stream, by being centralized
in the portions of the lungs thus affected, and in the tissue adjacent to same.
12. At least every day, preferably in the evening after the last dose of Animated
Ash, we would use a compound prepared in this manner:
13. To 1 ounce of the compound commonly called or known as Iodex, add 2
grains of the Animated Ash. This we would mix thoroughly together and use as a
rub over the portion of the breast from the joining of the collar bone to the end of
the breast bone. And this would be massaged into this portion of the body.
14. Do this, and keep the diet and the eliminations so that these are as near
normal as possible.
15. And these, as we find, should bring not only helpful but resuscitating forces to
this body.
16. Ready for questions.
17. All of these, as we find, may be applied by nurse in charge, and not
necessary that there be any hindrances - but insisted that these be done.
18. And do not use the hypnotics or narcotics nor operative forces unless further
suggestions are given for same. We are through for the present.
REPORTS OF READING 511-1 F 50
R1. 2/16/34 Letter from [509] to EC: “...My friend and her husband [[511]'s sister
and husband] had the interview with the doctor, having the entire confidence of
[511]'s family, and he utterly refused to conform or cooperate in any way and
there it rests. The sister's only consolation being that she offered the very best
she knew and my advice is to be comforted therein... I talked to a friend of mine,
a doctor - he is ready to take on any case I may bring to him from your diagnosis.
Will of course also go over patient but conform utterly to treatment and
medication. He has long been interested in astrology and psychic phenomena.
To be sure he is an M.D. and when he has the evidence he will advocate it. I told
him I considered I was offering him the greatest opportunity and blessing...”
R2. 2/19/34 Letter from EC to [509]: “...Of course I am not surprised at the
doctor's attitude regarding Mrs. [511]. I hope it has not made her sister
pessimistic...”
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INDEX OF READING 683-3 F 44 [edited]
Adhesions: Tumors

Par. 5, 6, 10--12, 18

Appliances: Wet Cell: Tumors

Par. 18--23, 32-A

Blood: Humor

Par. 7

Catarrh: Emunctories: Tumors

Par. 10, 11, 30-A

Diet: Grapes: Tumors
: Tumors

Par. 25, 31-A, 42-A
Par. 26

Doctors: Lind

Par. B1

Electrotherapy: X-Ray: Not Recommended

Par. 40-A

Emunctories: Catarrh: Tumors

Par. 10, 11, 30-A

Eyes

Par. 32-A

Glands: Mammary: Tumors

Par. 4, 5, 30-A

Hormones: Blood

Par. 4, 7

Osteopathy: Eyes

Par. 32-A

Physiology & Anatomy: Electrotherapy: X-Ray

Par. 40-A

Physiotherapy: Massage: Tumors
: Packs: Grape: Tumors

Par. 24
Par. 25, 31-A, 41-A--43-A

Psychosomatics: Tumors

Par. 39-A

Soul Development: Karma: Physical: Tumors

Par. 39-A

Surgery: Tumors: Unnecessary

Par. 30-A, 38-A

TUMORS: BREAST

BACKGROUND OF READING 683-3 F 44
B1. Dr. [683]'s condition diagnosed by leading physicians [Dr. Lind, etc.] in
Washington as cancer.
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TEXT OF READING 683-3 F 44 (Chiropractor)
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 15th day of September, 1935.
2. Now, as we find, there are disturbances in the physical forces of the body;
especially with that in the blood supplies as related to organisms' activities in the
body. Yet these taken in time, as we find, may be eradicated from the body, while
there are those activities of the nature that may meet the disturbing forces in the
body itself by resistances.
3. These, then, are the conditions as we find them with this body, [683] we are
speaking of, present in this room:
4. In the BLOOD SUPPLY we find there are indications of the extra numbers of
the leucocytes that have been created in the body through those activities of the
glands to make for the hormones within the blood supply itself to create the
greater coagulation.
5. We find also this indicates, through the activities of same, that there have been
and are those areas in which adhesions have made and do make for conditions
where irritations - if allowed to remain in the body - may become segregated
through those activities in themselves in the physical forces. Especially is this
indicated through the pelvic activities, as well as in the conditions that exist
through the portions of the glands in parts of the body; as in the mammary
glands, the salivary glands, the activity of the glands through the caecum and
through the ileum plexus.
6. These are as loose in the system, though the adhesions as we find exist in the
organs in the torso portion of the body itself.
7. These are as humors in the hormones of the hemoglobins and those portions
of the supply as indicated by their increased activity that has existed in the body.
8. As we find in the NERVOUS FORCES of the body, these are very good
considering the general activity that has existed in the system. Yet these with the
proper activity, or the keeping of the coordination between the vegetative or
sympathetic nerve forces and the cerebrospinal system, may become creative
forces in the activity of the body itself.
9. In the functioning of the ORGANS themselves, we find:
10. There has existed in the body at times, especially through the circulation of
the lymph and emunctory activities in the face, throat and portions of the system,
a catarrhal condition which has caused accumulations at times for portions of the
effluvium as exercised or activated through the circulatory forces of the lymph
circulation.
11. These making for segregations and throwing off into the system have through
the activity produced the centralizing of conditions in portions of the system.
12. Thus cohesions have been made, with the accumulations of those activities
in the white blood supply and the coagulative forces; that is, the forming of
adhesions in the minutia or detail portions through the pelvic area and through
the stomach area itself.
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13. However, as we find, if the vibrations are raised sufficiently these may be
dissipated, and - with the body kept in a CONSTRUCTIVE way and manner eliminated entirely from the system.
14. While there is the necessity for local applications to the organs in the throat,
the head, in the passages for the lungs themselves, these - as we find - will be
only as precautionary forces when the other applications are made.
15. In the heart's activity and in the digestive forces, these we find make for a
normal activity UNDER the stress in which the conditions have been existing in
the body.
16. The conditions through the digestive forces make for disorders, yet we find
these may be eliminated by the creating of that balance and keeping the drosses
eliminated through their regular channels in the body itself.
17. Then, in making those applications that we find would bring the near normal
conditions of the body:
18. We would apply the low form of electrical forces that may be had through the
activative Wet Cell application which would carry with same both the Gold and
the Silver solutions. These, through the absorption of same by the radial activity,
would add to the gland forces in the circulation that which would become not only
constructive to their proper functioning, but would become destructive to the
organisms that accumulate from the adhesions and cohesions through the
portions of the system as indicated.
19. Such an Appliance would be used each day for about thirty minutes, but one
day the Gold solution would be used and the next day the Silver Nitrate solution.
The attachments would be made in this manner:
20. The first day use the Gold solution (in the proportion of 2 grains to 1 ounce of
distilled water; requiring about 4 to 6 ounces of the solution through which the
anode passes for the activative force with the body itself; 2 grains Chloride of
Gold to 1 ounce distilled water). The attachments would be made in such ways
and manners that they would become activative with the circulatory forces of the
body itself.
21. So, the anode first attached would be the copper, to the 3rd and 4th dorsal.
The other large anode, passing through the Gold solution, would be attached last
- at the umbilicii center with the lacteal duct area, so that the vibrations or the
radial forces of these pass, with the activative forces of that assimilated, for the
active principles in the circulatory forces of the body itself.
22. The next day use the Silver solution, which would be a 10% solution of
Nitrate of Silver. It is necessary that this be used with a separate anode, or that
there be those containers where there may be the renewal of the lead applicator
through which this solution would pass in its application to the system.
23. The first anode would be applied to the 2nd and 3rd cervical area, while the
larger plate that passes through the 10% solution of the Silver Nitrate would be
applied to the 4th LUMBAR center; so that the activity of these elements in their
radial forces to the system itself would be carried into those plexus through which
there may be the absorption and activity of such vibrations upon the nerve
centers through these areas.
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24. Every other day we would have a gentle massage that would stimulate all the
areas for those activities to keep the drainages in the system normal.
25. We find it would be helpful to have three or four days each month when
ONLY grapes would be used as the diet. And during those three to four days we
would apply the grape poultices across all of the abdomen itself.
26. Let the general diet at other periods be body-building. Not meats; only fowl
or fish along this line would be taken at all. Principally vegetables, nuts and the
like.
27. And, as we find, these would eliminate and make for a building of a near
normal body for [683].
28. Ready for questions.
29. (Q) Is this growth in my breast cancerous?
(A) No. Tumorous.
30. (Q) It can be eliminated without an operation?
(A) It can be eliminated WITHOUT an operation. As indicated, the activities
of the glands through all portions of the system have made for segregations of
those conditions that have acted as a throw off from a catarrhal condition which
has existed - and settled in the mammary glands.
Then, the application of those things indicated will create activities in the
blood supply, WITH the keeping of the eliminations, that the condition may be
absorbed and thrown off from the system.
31. (Q) The kind of grapes - does that matter?
(A) Concord grapes are preferable.
32. (Q) Would you give me a special treatment for the eyes?
(A) When those applications of the electrical vibrations are made, one to the
upper dorsal and the other to the upper cervical - coordinating with the lower
lumbar, we will find that the vibrations created in the coordination between the
vegetative nerve forces and the cerebrospinal system will make for a
strengthening to the optic centers.
This is rather a STRAIN upon the system than a specific condition with the
eyes; that is, there is a weakening of the nerve supply to the energies or to those
centers through which the optic nerve obtains its impulse, see? So, with the
applications of the manipulative forces or adjustments and the vibrations from the
electrical forces that carry those elements which are the basis of nerve energies
(into the blood stream itself, through the vibratory forces), the system itself will be
renewed!
38. (Q) It is not necessary for me to have an operation on the breast?
(A) If the applications as suggested are used, no. Without same, it may
become necessary.
39. (Q) Any other advice and guidance for the body at this time?
(A) Keep a constructive attitude. KNOW that those conditions within self,
about self, are to be used as constructive forces and influences, and are
necessary - if the body will accept same - for the SOUL'S development!
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40. (Q) X-ray treatment has been suggested for this growth in my breast. What
do you say?
(A) It would dissipate, unless it were given in a way and manner that makes
the blood supply become the building force.
As known by the body itself (reason for the moment as to constructive forces,
as known from the anatomical structure of the body itself), the body rebuilds itself
- CONSTANTLY, through what? The BLOOD supply! That lacking or that which
is overabundant produces disturbances within the body so that destructive forces
may be set up at any time.
Then, that which will act with the BUILDING of the body for new blood,
ENERGIZING and REVIVIFYING same in such a way and manner as indicated,
will be the manner to make for constructive forces.
To add the high vibrations of the X-Ray in this particular condition would not
be well. While there are such applications where the emanations of the radial
activity of radium or the high vibrations would become destructive to a condition
of this nature, we find that this condition in this body arises from other sources.
For with the accumulations centralized here, the high vibrations would only
produce a burn (which would be more destructive than the condition is itself) or
disseminate same through the system where it would simply take on the form of
other conditions, such as brittleness of the bone, softening in other portions of
cartilaginous forces, and make of the body a cripple.
41. (Q) Should the grape poultice be put over the breast also?
(A) It would be well, provided this is in a cloth. The grapes are only crushed,
you see; they are used raw. The poultice should be at least an inch thick, and
applied to the body for an hour to an hour and a half at the time.
42. (Q) How often?
(A) Every day, during those three or four days each month that the grape diet
and poultices are used.
43. (Q) The Concords are the best?
(A) As given, the Concords are the kind to use.
44. We are through for the present.

REPORTS OF READING 683-3 F 44
R1. 2/24/36 Letter from [683]: “...I am informed that you are being prosecuted,
and I cannot understand why such action should be brought against one who has
done so much to relieve the suffering of humanity...”
R2. 2/19/37 Mrs. [264]'s ltr.: “Dr. [683] is quite thin, and has aged so much.”
R3. 8/24/41 See 683-4.
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INDEX OF READING 683-4 F 50
CANCER: BREAST
Doctors: Carter, Floyd
: Street

Par. R2
Par. B4, 7

Doctors: Suggested: Miller, Mary: D.C.

Par. 5, 8, 10-A, Reports

Electrotherapy: Radium: Cancer
: Ultra-Violet Light: Green Glass

Par. 8
Par. 8

Injections: Hypodermic: Atropine: Cancer

Par. 8, 10-A

Surgery: Cancer: Breast

Par. 5, 8

TUMORS: BREAST

BACKGROUND OF READING 683-4 F 50
B1. 2/24/36 Letter: “Having treated several persons who received your readings,
and having investigated many other cases that have been greatly benefitted by
following your advice in regard to treatments, I am sure the charges against you
will be dismissed when the truth is made known to those handling the case.
“If I can be of service to you in any way, do not fail to let me know...”
B2. 6/30/37 Dr. [683] wrote only re her experiments with hair formula.
B3. 5/25/41 Letter from [683]: “...Will you kindly advise me if the battery set used
by Mr. [1242], ..., this city, is the same as was prescribed for me in the reading
given to me in your home in September 1935.
“If it is the same, will you kindly send me the directions for mixing this solution.
They are not given in my reading...”
B4. 8/22/41 Letter from [683]: “...I started the wet cell battery treatments four
weeks ago. My condition is not so good as it was then. The irritation in the right
breast is spreading and there is some drainage of pus every day.
“What can be done to check the spreading and heal the sore?
“Do you advise me to resort to Dr. Street's paste method, which eats out
diseased tissue but does not attack healthy tissue? It is a very painful treatment.
“Advise me what to do. Is it a cancer?...”
TEXT OF READING 683-4 F 50
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at the office of the Association, Arctic
Crescent, Virginia Beach, Va., this 25th day of August, 1941.
3. As we find, conditions are not so good as when we last had same here.
4. The inflammation and the condition of the sarcoma nature in the glands of the
breast are spreading.
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5. We would advise either immediate operative measures or the use of the
electrical treatments with the injections as may be administered by Dr. Mary
Miller of New York.
6. These as we find offer the better opportunity.
7. While the paste is severe for such conditions, we find that the accumulations
and the inflammation are so deep that the destroying of the tissue might produce
hemorrhage.
8. Then, we would either have the operative measures followed with the ultraviolet and the green light, or radium treatment; or the electrical treatments with
the injections as administered in such conditions by Dr. Miller.
9. Ready for questions.
10. (Q) Which would you advise as being the best?
(A) This should be the choice of the entity. The injections referred to are the
small amounts of atropine, as indicated for such disturbance - which has been
used by this physician.
11. We are through with this reading.
REPORTS OF READING 683-4 F 50
R1. 9/6/41 Letter from [683]: “...In regard to the plantain: One of the wires on an
applicator broke so I contacted Mr. Ladd and he fixed it. In some way it came
about that Mrs. Ladd mentioned the fact that plantain was used for Mr. [1242]. I
didn't know what it was so she picked some in their yard. That is how I
happened to mention it in my letter to you. I have seen the weed all my life but
didn't know it by name.
“I was at Mrs. [[...], [1242]'s wife] this evening and we went over their readings.
This is the way I now have the information:
“1 ounce of small plantain leaves stripped from stems and crushed, 2 ounces
of sweet cream or butter fat, Boil 15 minutes and use as an ointment.
“It seems when they first used it, it was applied to the entire surface. A later
reading says this caused irritation. That it should be applied to the surrounding
tissue and not too close to the raw portion. Does this apply to my case or should
it be used as a poultice and cover the entire scab, which is about the size of a
man's thumb-nail. The ointment would be very thin and it would be difficult to
keep it from spreading.
“Then the reading says 'for cleansing use camphorated oil with equal part of
compound tincture of benzoin together.' Should I also use this?
“I haven't heard from Dr. Miller. There is a delay in everything I undertake.
“Thanks very much for your kindness. I will try this as soon as I hear from you.
“No one here (except doctors) knows of my affliction. I leave the impression
with others that treatment is for a patient.
“X-Ray shows that as yet it has not spread to the glands and the lump is not
attached to the ribs.
“It seems to me this combination would be too thin for a poultice. Hope I won't
have to trouble you with any more questions.
“With love and best wishes to all...”
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R2. 9/11/41 Letter from [683]: “...Your letter received this afternoon. I haven't
heard from Dr. Miller, so no doubt she must be away. I have been taking the tea,
and will start the poultices tomorrow.
“Dr. Floyd Carter, who has been giving me the radioclast treatments, is leaving
tonight for V.B. and will be there about five days. He is going to get in touch with
you and I hope you will have time to have a talk with him. He is one of the ablest
men in the drugless field. He is interested in metaphysics. He advises surgery,
but I believe there is some other way out of it.
“Thanks very much for your help. I will advise you of results...”
R3. 12/23/41 Letter from [683]: “...I am taking treatments and my condition is
improving. Will write you about it later...”
R4. 4/13/50 Report: “DECEASED”
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INDEX OF READING 1783-1 F 44
Cancer: Tendencies

Par. 28-A

Catarrh: Toxemia

Par. 30-A

Diet: Eliminations: Poor

Par. 24

ELIMINATIONS: POOR
Glands: Mammary: Eliminations: Poor
: Spine: Subluxations

Par. 13, 28-A
Par. 10, 23

Headache: Spine: Subluxations

Par. 8

Healing: Consistency & Persistency

Par. 14

Heart: Eliminations: Incoordination

Par. 12, 19, 31-A

Insomnia: Toxemia

Par. 29-A

Intestines: Colonics, High: Eliminations: Poor

Par. 18, 30-A

Osteopathy: Spine: Subluxations

Par. 20--22, 30-A

Physiotherapy: Baths: Fumes: Atomidine:
Eliminations: Poor
: Hydrotherapy: Eliminations: Poor

Par. 19, 20, 23
Par. 18, 20, 27-A, 30-A

Prescriptions: Atomidine: Glands

Par. 23

SPINE: SUBLUXATIONS
TUMORS: BREAST

BACKGROUND OF READING 1783-1 F 44
B1. 12/12/38 Letter: "My troubles are more chronic than acute, but of many yrs.
standing, & I should like at last to know what measures to take for them."

TEXT OF READING 1783-1 F 44
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent, Va.
Beach, Va., this 5th day of January, 1939.
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3. Now as we find, there are many phases of physical experience and material
welfare that should be taken into consideration in giving those things which we
find as disturbing conditions with this body.
4. These disturbing factors have long been a part of the general physical welfare;
and little or nothing has been done about same. And the system gradually
attempting to adjust itself to the kind or character of disorders, has built
something of a chronic disturbance.
5. But the increase in the amount of the disturbances from lack of proper
eliminations has caused greater hindrances towards a better physical condition.
6. All of this then should be taken into consideration. And there is the necessity
of preparing the system for conditions which might enable the physical being to
create, through the general assimilating system, effectual activities to rid the
body of the disturbances now existing.
7. Then, these are the conditions as we find them with this body, [1783].
8. There has existed in the cerebrospinal system a subluxation which has long
been the cause of an upsetting of the digestive system, and the recurrent
conditions of a character of headache as produced from pressures upon the fifth
nerve.
9. This subluxation as we find exists in the secondary cardiac plexus areas, or
the 2nd, 3rd dorsal, 5th and 6th cervical.
10. This unbalancing of the activity of the impulse to the assimilating system has
gradually caused an unbalancing of the sufficient quantities of iodines in the
system to purify the glandular conditions.
11. These then have gradually become slowed up. This slowing activity has
produced upon the circulatory forces between the heart and the liver a filling, or
distortion, - without there being sufficient activity through the lower hepatics not
to cause a quick pulsation through any nerve reaction that may arise within the
system.
12. Hence we have not that as of any organic heart disturbance but a functional
one that has become almost of a chronic nature.
13. We also find poisons in the system from excess acidity, with the combined
actions of disturbed glands; causing inclinations for segregations or hardening of
tissue along the mammary gland and to the right breast.
14. All of these then, as we find, are conditions which may be brought to a near
normal activity in this body if there is consistent and persistent activity towards
such, and the changes wrought as would be necessary to relieve the
disturbances so as to bring - eventually - a near normal activity.
15. These will require periods of activity, as has been indicated, for the
preparation for the eliminating of the disturbance existent.
16. There will be required a series of stimulations to the deficiencies and the
activities of the organs to increase the supply of energies to rebuild or replenish
the system in a normal direction.
17. First, then, as we find:
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18. We would have a series of hydrotherapy treatments, of a very precautious
nature. Have at least three high colonic irrigations in a period of three to four
weeks, with each time a hot and cold spray AFTER same and a thorough
rubdown. Then leave same off for about a week.
19. Then begin with Fume Sweats, using Tincture of Iodine to boil in the fumes or atomic iodine (Atomidine). Take these about once each week, with the body
thoroughly massaged off afterwards. Again, precautions must be taken that
these are not of such a high temperature as to cause disturbance to the heart's
activity.
20. When the Fume Baths are begun, we would also begin with the osteopathic
adjustments - gently given in the beginning, and in the Dobbins' manner (Do not
attempt to have the adjustments with the hydrotherapy treatments, or by such
operators!). Correct the subluxations in the upper dorsal and cervical area,
coordinating the 9th dorsal, lumbar and sacral axis with same.
21. This will require about sixteen to eighteen adjustments AND treatments
combined, - that is, of the osteopathic manipulations.
22. Do not attempt to make all the adjustments necessary in the beginning.
23. Also when the Fume Baths are begun, we would begin taking Atomidine
internally; one drop in half a glass of water every morning before any meal is
taken, for a period of ten days. Leave off about a week and then take again.
24. In the matter of the diet, keep away from any fried foods. Very little meat;
rather fish or fowl, provided this is roasted, broiled, baked or the like. Use rather
vegetables that grow ABOVE the ground, - that is, the leafy variety, preferably.
Not any quantity of milk, though cereal drinks will be very well. Plenty of citrus
fruit juices and the like, - and nuts when they agree with the body. Very little
starches or sweets, - save the natural sweets such as in honey and in fruits.
25. Do these and as we find we may bring the better conditions.
26. Ready for questions.
27. (Q) Where would be the best place to obtain the hydrotherapy treatments?
(A) At Reilly's, or the like; but as indicated, they must watch the effects of
these upon the general system.
28. (Q) Certain doctors think I have a tendency to cancer. Is this true and if so is
there any real danger?
(A) If there is not something done, this may be the eventual outcome of the
clogging through the mammary glands.
29. (Q) I am a very poor sleeper. Is this due to my so-called weak heart?
(A) As indicated, from the poisons, toxic forces, - and the pressures upon the
circulatory forces between lung, heart and liver.
30. (Q) What can be done about the catarrh which seems to get worse with the
years?
(A) This will be improved with even the first colonics; and then much more
with the rubs and the massages. Just so there is the alleviation of the pressure
and drainages set up, which will be done first by the hydrotherapy and then the
osteopathic manipulation which goes along with same. Do not attempt to have
the osteopathic adjustments WITH the hydrotherapy treatments, - that is, do not
combine the treatments by the same operators.
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31. (Q) Is the typing which is part of my work bad for my heart?
(A) Not necessarily so, if the corrections are made as indicated.
Do as we have given for the best conditions for this body.
32. We are through for the present.
REPORTS OF READING 1783-1 F 44
R1. 1/10/39 [1783]'s letter to EC:
... Street - New York City
Dear Mr. Cayce:
Thank you very much indeed for my reading. It sounds very sensible and I
have already made arrangements for a series of treatments with Dr. Reilly. We
couldn't make out how long the Fume Baths should carried on but unless I hear
differently from you, I shall plan to take three, the same number as the irrigations.
Perhaps you can clear this up for me when you are giving a general reading. If
this is not possible, then perhaps my general condition will indicate how many
baths I should take.
It seems too good to be true that at last I have the possibility of becoming
really healthy and I am more grateful to you than I can say. Some day when I
have more courage, I hope to have a life reading, just how, however, I want to
give all my attention to getting well.
With all good wishes for you and your splendid work, I am
Very sincerely yours, [1783]
R2. 1/12/39 EC's letter to [1783]:
Dear Miss [1783]:
Thank you for yours of the 10th - just hope the results from the application of
the suggestions seem just as sensible as the information - for after all that is the
proof of any thing - but believe that it will.
About the Fume baths - where there is not a particular number given, think
there is meant for the judgment of your self as well as the operator to be used.
You will of course know how they effect you, and if after the number is taken.
That seems right there is not as much good as you wish take a few more, then
about that time check up on the condition and see what has been accomplished.
Am sure you will find Dr. Reilly a fine person to work with many have gotten
marvelous results there. He is a fine man irrespective of his work there in the
Reilly Service.
Know we will be anxious about you, and of course you will have some good
and some bad days, but keep right to it and you will get the results.
Thanking you.
Sincerely Edgar Cayce
R3. 3/2/39 Report by F. P. Dobbins, D.O.:
Association For Research And Enlightenment, Inc., Virginia Beach, Virginia
Date of Reading: 1/5/39
Case No 1783-1
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Note: As a research organization we are endeavoring to make a thorough study
of psychic information in relation to human ailments. We will deeply appreciate
your cooperation in securing a thorough report on this case.
Name: Mrs. [1783]
(1) (A) Did the Reading presented to you describe the condition of the
patient? (b) Explain any variation. (c) Give technical diagnosis. (A) Yes. (b)
No. (c) Headache & a general asthenia.
(2) Were the suggestions for treatments in your opinion proper for this
condition? Yes.
(3) For what period of time has the patient followed directions given in the
Reading under your care? 2 weeks.
(4) What results have you observed? Too early to tell.
(5) Comment. Lesions given in reading are at a variance with my findings. I
am correcting lesions as given in reading to observe the correctness of diagnosis
& effect upon lesions I find.
Date: March 2, 1939
Signed: Frank P. Dobbins, D.O.
(We will appreciate it if you will include a technical analysis of your findings.)
R4. 4/14/39 [1783]'s letter to EC:
Dear Mr. Cayce:
Today I have finished my 16th treatment with Dr. Dobbins and although I am
feeling better, I do now know whether it is wise to stop all treatments or not. I
had the three colonics and three fume baths at Reilley's in the beginning.
Perhaps I should have continued them longer. I am sticking to the diet and
taking the Atomidine as you directed.
I should greatly appreciate it if you would give me a check reading to see if
anything more is necessary. I am very thin, but people say I do look healthier.
Here are three questions Dr. Dobbins wished we to put before you:
1. Dr. Dobbins finds the presence of osteopathic lesions in 1, 2, 3, 4th cervical
are these primary or are they secondary to the lesions present at the level of the
6th cervical?
2. Are the osteopathic treatments being given correctly?
3. Dr. Dobbins advises an increase of weight. If the body should have this
weight, how may it be acquired?
Is there any improvement in the right mammary gland?
Could the continued (not as often as before) neuralgia be due to a dead tooth
on the upper left hand side. X-rays a year ago showed nothing definite.
Once I acquire some health, I intend to have a life reading to find out what to
do with my new found energy!
With very many thanks for all the help you have given me, and hoping to hear
from you soon, I am
Very sincerely yours, [1783]
R5. 4/26/39 [1783]'s letter to EC:
Dear Mr. Cayce:
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Thank you very much for your letter giving me May 4th, 10: 30 to 11: 30 A.M. I
shall be in my little room two flights up in the rear of ... Street as before.
I am very sorry indeed that you have not been well. Perhaps you have given too
much of your strength to your work which, I can well imagine, will never let up. I
am looking forward to hearing you tonight and hope I may have a chance to meet
you personally for a moment after the meeting if you are not too much
surrounded by your grateful admirers!
There are two things I forgot to ask you about in my last letter. In giving up
starch, I have been taking only orange or grapefruit juice and perhaps a fig for
breakfasts. I get pretty hungry before lunch and wonder if this is the right diet for
me.
Also I've been having a slight pain in the place where my heart is, now and
then. It may not be the heart, but I should like to know how that organ is getting
on.
With many thanks and best wishes, I am
Very sincerely yours, [1783]
R6. 5/4/39 See 1783-2.
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INDEX OF READING 1783-2 F 44
Diet: Acidity
: Citrus & Cereal

Par. 6, 7, 12-A
Par. 6

Doctors: Dobbins, Frank P.: D.O.

Par. 12-A

Glands: Mammary: Tumors: Breast

Par. 13-A

Heart: Digestion

Par. 15-A

Osteopathy: Spine: Subluxations

Par. 4, 5, 9, 11-A

SPINE: SUBLUXATIONS
Teeth: Neuralgia

Par. 14-A

TUMORS: BREAST

BACKGROUND OF READING 1783-2 F 44
B1. See 1783-1.
TEXT OF READING 1783-2 F 44
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 4th day of May, 1939.
3. As we find, there are improvements in the general physical forces of the body.
4. However, there are still the indications of the effects from misdirected energies
through segments along the cerebrospinal system. So, we would continue to
have those corrections, or the alleviation of the disturbances throughout the
cerebrospinal system.
5. While the subluxations, in the greater part, are in the upper dorsal and through
the cervical area, we would occasionally coordinate the 9th dorsal and lumbar
area with same; thus allowing for a better and a more perfect impulse to be had
throughout the ganglia along the cerebrospinal system.
6. We would change somewhat in the diet. Not too much of starches, to be sure,
- but change to whole wheat as a cereal three to four times a week. Do not take
the fruit juices on the same day the cereals are taken, but alternate these, - and
we will find less acid will be formed.
7. Use the whole crushed wheat, well-cooked, and using with same milk or
cream. Occasionally we would also use the combination of wheat and barley, such as may be found in Maltex.
8. The rest of the general suggestions as have been indicated we would follow.
9. There may be periods BETWEEN the manipulations, but we would continue
with same until there are no indications of subluxations or deflected energies.
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10. Ready for questions.
11. (Q) Are the lesions in 1, 2, 3, 4th cervical primary or secondary to the lesions
at the level of the 6th cervical?
(A) They are secondary, - but - as we have indicated - if there is the
coordination of the REST of the system, from the 9th dorsal down, at the times
the manipulations are given - not always, but every other period of application we would find that those of the secondary nature would respond much better.
12. (Q) Dr. Dobbins advises an increase of weight. If the body should have this
weight, how may it be acquired?
(A) As we have indicated, the use of more of those foods that carry the
influences to build up the body should tend to put on weight.
13. (Q) Is there any improvement in the right mammary gland?
(A) A great deal of improvement throughout the whole of the system.
14. (Q) Could the continued neuralgia be due to a dead tooth on the upper left
hand side?
(A) This as we find needs local attention. Should be X-Rayed, - for it will
show that there is needed either local attention or removal.
15. (Q) Have been having slight pain in the place where my heart is, now and
then. What is this?
(A) This as we find is the lack of quantity of blood supply. Hence the need, as
indicated, for the greater stimulation for the digestive forces - since they are more
in accord with the active forces of the gastric flows - these should make for
improvements. We are through with this Reading.
REPORTS OF READING 1783-2 F 44
R1. 12/4/41 [1783]'s letter to EC:
Dear Mr. Cayce:
Would you have time soon to give me a check physical reading? I should like
to know about my general condition and the status of the troubles mentioned last
time; also to have any new indications about remedies I should take or other
things I should do. I am particularly worried about the severe headaches I have
been having. Are these due to my eyes and the need of different glasses? Is my
diet all right, or am I eating more meat than I should?
I am in town at this address during the week and from Saturday afternoon to
Monday noon at the ...
Thanking you for an appointment, I am
Very sincerely yours, [1783]
R2. 12/12/41 See 1783-3.
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INDEX OF READING 1783-3 F 46
Acidity

Par. 9, 10

CIRCULATION: INCOORDINATION
Diet: Toxemia
: Vitamins: Adiron: Toxemia
: One-A-Day:

Par. 15--18, 22-A
Par. 18
Par. 18

Eyes: Spine: Subluxations

Par. 21-A

Glands: Mammary: Tumors: Breast

Par. 12

Headache: Toxemia

Par. 5, 9, 10

Intestines: Colonics: Toxemia

Par. 13

Osteopathy: Spine: Subluxations

Par. 7, 8, 14

SPINE: SUBLUXATIONS
TOXEMIA
TUMORS: BREAST

BACKGROUND OF READING 1783-3 F 46
B1. See 1783-2.
TEXT OF READING 1783-3 F 46
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at the office of the Association,
Arctic Crescent, Virginia Beach, Va., this 12th day of December, 1941.
2. EC: Yes, we have the body, [1783]; this we have had before.
3. As we find, there are changes in the general physical forces of the body.
Some of these, it may be said, are towards betterment; others have become
aggravated. Thus the periods of disturbances that arise in the body at times.
4. These, then, are conditions as we find them with this body, [1783] we are
speaking of:
5. The blood supply, while insufficient in quantity, in quality is somewhat
improved, and there is a better stabilization in its circulation, save at times when
there are those aggravating conditions causing the headaches, - partially from
eyes, partially from the toxic conditions existing in the body.
6. Then we find the circulation would show incoordination, or cold spots, cold
sensations over portions of the body during such times.
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7. While the corrections indicated at the time were made, there are some now
needed in the cervical area and through other portions of the body. Because of
the position, or the activities of the body, there is a tenderness especially in the
2nd and the 6th cervical centers.
8. These, then, become contributory causes to the general nervous condition.
9. That there has been some upsetting in the digestive forces is also indicated,
and from those old tendencies for acidity there is brought about a greater distress
on the hypogastric and pneumogastric nerves.
10. These bring about that type of headache that comes at times to the top of
head, at others through the eyes and temples.
11. Then, as we find, these would be the administrations in the present:
12. Conditions as related to the glandular force are somewhat bettered.
13. We would have at least once or twice more the colonic irrigation, with the
accompanying massages to make for better superficial circulation. These we
would do, and have them about ten days apart.
14. Then we would have at least two or three of the adjustments osteopathically,
with special reference to the subluxations throughout the cervical area;
particularly in the 6th, 7th and in the 1st and 3rd. The conditions in the lumbar
also need attention, especially in the area of the coccyx and the lower sacral.
Portions of the ileac plexus also need some attention.
15. Then the diets:
16. We would keep more to those types of diet that have been indicated; liver,
kidney and such things are very good, if these can be taken by the body. They
supply elements in a manner that may be assimilated, that are not indicated in
many other forms of diet.
17. A great deal of vegetables, of course, raw as well as cooked, should be a
part of the diet.
18. We would take both A and D as combined in One-A-Day tablets. Also we
would take ADIRON, which adds to that, and in a way that is easily assimilated.
Take these at the same time and during some meal, preferably one of morning or
noon, rather than at night.
19. Do these and we should bring bettered conditions for this body, [1783].
20. Ready for questions.
21. (Q) Is there any need for different glasses?
(A) As we find, these should be tested after at least the second osteopathic
adjustment is made. These will aid, as we find.
22. (Q) Am I eating more meat than, I should?
(A) Read just what has been indicated. There have been some periods when
these have upset. Thus the attention to those things indicated, as to the
character of meats as well as quantities. We are through with this reading.
REPORTS OF READING 1783-3 F 46
1/29/42 [1783]'s letter to EC:
Dear Mr. Cayce:
I see it is almost the end of the month and the deadline for responding to your
letter of sometime ago [1/8/42 in re joining EC in daily prayer - see under 2678-1
Background] so I hasten to let you know that I feel very sympathetic with your
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aims and will be glad to cooperate with you in setting aside a few minutes each
day for meditation. Also I want to thank you for your reading which I am sure will
eventually prove helpful, although it is still too soon to see results.
With all good wishes for the continued success of your work, I am
Very sincerely yours, [1783]
5/10/50 [1783]'s letter to GD: ..., Calif.
Dear Gladys Davis:
You will, of course, not remember me, but I was one of many who had the
pleasure of meeting you at the ... once upon a time, (I met and talked with Mr.
Cayce when he was there, too) and I have heard a great deal about you from Mr.
[2091] with whom I have worked for many years, - so, in a way I "know" you!...
Please give my greetings to Mrs. Davis [Louie Irene Davis] who visited us last
summer, if she remembers me….
Sincerely, [1783]
5/12/50 GD's letter to [1783]: Miss [1783] ..., Calif.
Dear [1783]:
Indeed I do remember you - and most pleasantly!...
Mrs. Davis asks to be remembered to you. We hope that you will be able to
pay us a visit in Virginia Beach some day and get firsthand information on what
we're trying to accomplish.
Sincerely, [signed] D. Gladys Davis
5/20/50 [1783] letter to GD: ..., Cal.
Dear Gladys Davis:
. . . Please accept the enclosed small contribution for the work there as a
token of thanks and appreciation. More power to you all! I hope we shall meet
again before too long, at ... if not at Virginia Beach.
Yours sincerely, [1783]
12/30/72 Letter from B. B. in Illinois in reply to questionnaire on benefits of
membership:
"Gentlemen: After reading your circulating file on breast tumors. I completely
changed my diet from fried foods, meats, carbohydrates and sweets to nuts,
fruits, vegetables, poultry and fish. Until the diet change I had to use a high
enema once or twice a week for over a year to keep eliminations open. I have
not had an enema in over a month now.
"Breakfast is now a boiled egg and orange juice. Once in a while milk and
whole wheat cereal. Lunch is a tossed salad without dressing, a jello salad and
coffee. Cashews, peanuts, almonds and raisins, dried apricots are used
between meals to munch on. Supper is tuna fish, canned fruit, uncooked greens
such as endive, escarole, watercress and several leaves of turnip greens. Turnip
greens seem to be an excellent laxative for me.
"Also I have been using cocoa butter from breast to and over shoulder blades.
It has helped remove some of the smarting sensation in the breasts..."
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INDEX OF READING 2457-4 F 38
Ash: Animated: Cancer

Par. 3, 6

CANCER: BREAST: CURED
: General

Par. 6, 9-A

Diet: Cancer: General

Par. 5

Doctors: Grapes, Nona: N.D.
: Stone, Elise: N.D.

Par. B5, B6,
Par. B2, Reports

Electrotherapy: Ultra-Violet Light: Cancer
: X-Ray:

Par. 6, R1, R18
Par. 7

Injections: Hypodermic: Niccolite: Cancer
: Rabbit Serum

Par. 2, 8-A, 9-A
Par. 2, 8-A, 9-A, R39

Physiology & Anatomy

Par. 6

Physiotherapy: Baths: Fumes: Epsom Salts: Cancer

Par. 3, R6

BACKGROUND OF READING 2457-4 F 38
B1. 2/18/25 She obtained Physical Reading 2457-1 for anemia, prolapsed womb
and stomach.
B2. 9/10/28 She wrote: “Am going over to Dr. Elise L. Stone [N.D.] about my left
side; it is giving me trouble again, but maybe it is worry, because when I am
upset I notice the pain more.”
B3. 3/10/29 She wrote: “If I can only get this tightness, lumps or whatever is
causing this drawing feeling in my chest straight, I'll get better.”
B4. 2/16/30 She wrote: “I would like a Check Reading soon to see me through
the next 2-3 yrs. anyway. The doctors may be good but they are too anxious to
cut and I don't want to be cut if there are other ways out.”
B5. 3/12/30 She wrote: “Nona Grapes [N.D.] is working on my back and head
and left side, but the relief is slow in coming.”
B6. 3/22/30 [2457]'s letter: “Maybe I can sit up long enough to get you a few
lines written... I spend most of my time in bed these days... Dr. Grapes was
treating me. Well, after a week's treatment she went to Montgomery. Called by
to see how I was getting on and found me laid out - hasn't been back.
“The lower half of my left breast was hard and had red streaks running through
the upper half, so I sent for the doctor. Had to keep Epsom Salts water packs on
it and ice cap on top. Well, I am up one day and down the next. Seem to be too
young for what ails me (according to symptoms)... Darn these weak spells. All I
can do to hold this pen. The least exertion gets me. For one who has always
been so active this condition floors me... Can't even drive... Now you know I'm in
bad shape...two years of this and what will I be...”
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TEXT OF READING 2457-4 F 38
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his office, 115 West 35th Street,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 2nd day of April, 1930.
1. EC: Yes, we have the body here. This we have had before. Conditions are
not so well with the body as when we last had same here. Those conditions as
are prenatal in their effect, through the activity of forces made manifest in a
physical body, are beginning to become in the manner of producing within the
system an element as of its OWN resuscitation, living upon the life OF the bodyphysical. That's a very good description of cancer, isn't it? for it IS malignant in
its nature, and has already attacked the mammary glands, and is going to be
rather fast in its operation unless there are means taken as to check same.
2. We would give then, THESE, as we find, would be the better corrective
measures for this body, were there a serum made from that as is called the
“wolve” [wolf] in the beef or the hare, at this season, and injections made in that
region where the blood supply to the system is most effective. For this region of
system this would be materially aided, or checked - or NICCOLITE, as this
becomes. [See 2514-4, Par. 15-A advising tendon or “wolve” in both left legs of
rabbit be removed before preparing as a food, as it might cause a fever.]
3. In that as may be done at the present, until same may be made, we would use
those of the medicated ash, with the fume bath, where those of the salts - Epsom
Salts - are used. This to produce that condition where the capillary eliminations
are increased. The dose of the medicated ash should be at least an eighth grain
in at least a tablespoonful or quarter glass of water three times each day.
4. Keep the body quiet.
5. Feed ALL the food that is of a NOURISHING nature, but not from MEATS.
Those of cereals, fruits, vegetables, AND such - or principally of the nature that
are the foods of the hare, the foods of the beef - these are DESTRUCTIVE forces
TO such as may be seen in the condition attacking system.
6. There be, as has been given, some nineteen characters of such conditions,
and all AFFECT the body in SIMILAR but DIFFERENT manners, just as the
different natures of human beings respond to the seven elements that may be so
sub-divided as to make MYRIADS of the changed vibration in system. Oh, much
might be said, but when the ash is given - then apply those of the ultra violet ray.
This should not be supplied more than three to four minutes at a time, for it would
then be other THAN superficial for the body, and should be at least thirty-eight
inches from the body when applied, and BEST that it be applied to the solar
plexus center upward.
7. In the application, also would be well that the X-RAY be applied as DEEP
therapy for the body. This will MATERIALLY aid in LOOSENING oxygen for the
bone structure. While the body may become stiff for a time, unless activities are
given, these may be materially aided by the masseuse or the massage that will
keep in action the muscular forces, the activities of the whole system. Do that.
Ready for questions.
8. (Q) Through whom may this serum be obtained?
(A) Hasn't been made yet.
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9. (Q) How can this be made?
(A) This should be drawn off - that is, the wolve [wolf], see? - PUNCTURED by
an hypodermic, see? This drawn off and then a culture made into the flesh of the
same animal from which it's drawn, whether beef or hare. Then the culture
applied to the HUMAN body, see? or blood drawn and a culture made FOR the
human body and then applied to the body. There must necessarily be
experimentations, with the proper heat, the proper precautions taken as to the
character of cell as is destroyed in the culture made, and in the activity of the
animal as well as human when being used; but for this character of the condition
this would be MOST effective in at least fifty percent of such ills.
10. We are through with this reading.
REPORTS OF READING 2457-4 F 38
R1. 4/6/29 She wrote thanking EC for the reading: “I was worried about myself
for fear of cancer. You know my father and his side of the family were afflicted
that way, and the other side with kidney disease. Mine may be meanness
springing out in a different form. It had me floored for a time, whatever it was...
Believe I will get well... Will see about the violet ray, and will find a druggist who
can weigh out the eighth grain of Ash.”
R2. 4/27/30 She wrote: “My nerves today are creepy, jumpy, if you know what I
mean.”
R3. 5/10/30 She wrote: “You'd be surprised if you knew the amount and variety
of devils that loosed themselves in me last week - the kind that play havoc till you
are ragged.”
R4. 7/23/30 Daughter [259]'s letter: “Mother [2457] is in bed, as her blood
pressure has gone down to eighty. She also complains of double vision (a tight
head).”
R5. 7/29/30 Mrs. [2457] wrote: “Spending every two or three days in bed makes
me weaker still... If it is true that I am going through the stage of life I am making
a try at [menopause?], my feelings are in accord with some of those who have
been: 'Being dead is the best thing that could happen to you' and then when
everything is over such a 'grand and glorious feeling to be alive.' Even my eyes
are going myopic.”
R6. 8/6/30 EC's letter: “I don't know what you are doing for yourself, [2457], but
you ought to be doing a whole lot. I think, suggesting just off-hand, one of the
very best things you could possibly do, and that would not weaken you, but will
assist you a whole lot - if you would, about every other day, at least, take a bath
ALL OVER with about a pound of Epsom Salts in just enough of water for you to
submerge in. Put it in the bath tub, have the water tepid. It'll do you a world of
good. Remain in it for twenty-five or thirty minutes, unless it weakens you too
much. In that case, of course you'll have to do something else.”
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R7. 8/16/30 She wrote: “Started taking the Salts baths the first part of the week.
The first one caused a drawing feeling between my shoulders and my neck but
now I am not bothered.
“Dr. C. D. Feulner [M.D.] is keeping up with the blood pressure and giving me
some pills. The medicated Ash is just about out. You sent that with other
directions when I had the first 'fit' in March. Is it necessary to take more?... If I
had been at the Beach with the low blood pressure, the trip would have been
blamed, for I never would have thought of me having low blood pressure or
anything else that would lay me out as I have been.”
R8. 8/20/30 EC's letter: “Yes, if you can take more of the medicated Ash it will be
very helpful - if we can get hold of more of it for you, but you should be very
cautious with it.”
R9. 8/30/30 She wrote: “How is the medicated Ash supposed to act on my
condition? Since taking the Epsom Salts baths I have felt very much better, but
today for some reason I am so restless. Is it all right to take the Ash with the
pressure pills? That is what I have been doing. Or should I leave off the pills
and continue the Ash? My blood pressure is just a few points off now. The
appetite has been splendid but is off today. Tired of my cooking, which I really
have done lately. Mouth full of blisters, stomach evidently out of order, but
tongue is clean, for once. Taking Milk of Magnesia for that. All right? Will keep
on as I am doing until I hear from you. The doctor dismissed me last week.”
R10. 9/9/30 EC's letter: “The medicated Ash is a property that has been
developed through the readings, which is supposed to release oxygen within the
system, segregating for eliminations tissue that otherwise tends to make for
malignant nature. So it should not interfere with any property that was boosting
the blood supply, but should conform with same. However, if you are able to get
the name and quantity of the booster pills, we can ask the question and then
know just how these conform with each other. I think that is the very best thing to
do. It may be that's why these have aided just at this time. I imagine it must be
either digital or strychnine, though it may not be either. Either of these, however,
work wonderfully with the Ash. Your mouth being full of blisters would be another
indication, however, that there is some other property that is not working with the
Ash - for it is, of course, a cleanser, where eliminations from or through the
alimentary canal are kept a little bit above normal. The Milk of Magnesia may be
alright. I suspect - though I wouldn't like to say until I knew just what the booster
pills were - that you would find if you alternated Milk of Bismuth with the Milk of
Magnesia - that is, take one one day and the other the next - this would be very
much better. But let's be sure about those pills. Let me know about this right
away, so that we can find out about same.”
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R11. 9/12/30 She wrote: “Just phoned about the pills, and they are strychnine,
30's or 40's. Went to pay the doctor today and he tested me out and my
pressure is just a very little off. He remarked about my improvement, so I am
coming. Still have quite a few capsules of the medicated Ash. Take them
regularly. My mouth is all right now but I take the Milk of Magnesia until my
mouth tastes better. Take two tablespoons every other night.”
R12. 11/4/30 Friend Mrs. [310]'s letter: “It has been granted me to try to be
helpful to [2457] who is so sad over the death of her sister [...]...
“My heart breaks over her physically; she thinks she is really much better but I
have talked so frankly to her and she has said many 'give way' things now, since
you have let me know her real condition. She says she feels blank all inside but
thinks it is only an extreme weakness sometimes. She has quite a lump on under
side of left arm, soreness extending almost to waistline, and I think (beneath her
rouge) that her color is most characteristic, but maybe this is only my way of
seeing it. Still she does for me and others all the time. Has had dinner (noon)
with me twice and enjoyed much the car that her sister [...] gave her. She
seemed quite sorry when her medicine gave out but said she had written you [for
the Ash?]... I am trying to seize just this time to insist that she make her will for
sake of her girls [[259] & [711]], but as yet she has not.”
R13. 1/19/31 EC's letter: “Well, I'm glad you are feeling somewhat better
yourself. I hope you will be able to keep up the good work. You've got to get
some more red blood. You know that will be more a matter of diet than anything
else, unless you go so much that you break down all your strength and the ability
of the system to build up that necessary.”
R14. 3/18/31 She wrote: “I can't say enough for your work. Both of our children
[[259] & [711]] are here, well and happy, and I have been greatly benefitted
myself.”
R15. 3/27/31 She wrote: “Feel let down. Maybe the time of month, or it may be
me. Just naturally built crooked... Am dull and stupid - can't think today
somehow. Just tired and hysterical. No way at all for me to be... I'd hate to see
a diagnosis on me at present.”
R16. 4/13/31 She wrote: “I am giving myself a good bit of trouble. Don't know
what to do with or about myself. I am getting very anemic. I wonder if the
Wyeth's Beef, Iron and Wine would pep me up. Remember, you advised it and I
took two bottles 4-5 years ago. The medicated Ash did worlds of good, as did
the Epsom Salts baths”
R17. 4/20/31 EC's letter: “You should keep up the medicated Ash, if you can and as much of the rest of the treatment as possible. I'm sure it will be helpful to
you. I hope that by the next report you are feeling a lot better.”
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R18. 4/30/31 EC wrote: “We have already mailed the Ash to you. Now if you can
get the ultra-violet light with this - that is, after the dose is taken - you will see a
great deal of difference in the results, I'm sure. Use the ultra-violet treatment
thirty minutes to an hour after taking the Ash internally.”
R19. 5/20/31 She wrote: “Am so shaky can hardly hold this pen. Anyone would
think I was going in for a bottle, judging from the hold I have on it.”
R20. 6/28/31 Friend Mrs. [310] wrote: “[2457] has been most precious to me...
“She looks better to me now than for months, and she certainly gives the credit
to you folks for it all. She is most conscientious in her attempt to carry out your
suggestions, and sometimes when she talks real facts to me, I do so truly
appreciate you telling me the true state of affairs with her, and I can the better
reply.”
R21. 7/1/31 Mrs. [2457] wrote: “Have the water running for the Epsom Salts
soak...my body doesn't work as it once did and oh, the muscles rebel, groan and
make me groan. Stiffer and sorer the second day than the day after... Found out
that my blood pressure is getting sluggish again. Off some 25-30 points... Gosh,
if I let myself dwell on my condition, mentally, spiritually, morally, etc., I would
need to be behind bars.”
R22. 8/2/31 She wrote: “Dr. Elise L. Stone [N.D.] is 'stuffing' me daily... I may be
over here just a few days longer, and maybe two weeks - depends upon the
improvement I show. Having trouble with my vision again.”
R23. 9/5/31 Friend Mrs. [310] wrote: “[2457] spent a little more than four weeks
with Dr. Elise L. Stone [N.D.], returning about a week ago... I really do think it did
her a lot of good, and she seems to feel very well; rides all about for miles in the
car; still doing for others, and I suppose she will continue this.”
R24. 9/14/31 Mrs. [2457] wrote: “Dr. Stone found no trace of parasites either
time, but wants to keep in touch with me weekly. She evidently thinks I am in for
more trouble. Heaven forbid.”
R25. 9/17/31 She obtained Ck. Physical 259-6 for her daughter.
R26. 9/19/31 She wrote: “Guess I'm feeling the after effects of [259]'s illness...
Did not get to Montgomery this week [to see Dr. Elise L. Stone, N.D.] but will
have to go next. Dare not neglect myself. Think part of my 'innards' have turned
to ammonia.”
R27. 9/20/31 Mrs. [310]'s letter: “[2457] is most charmed with the results for
[259], and she certainly gives you all credit at all times for the various benefits.
She herself seems to feel real well, but does have so many upsetting all of the
time.”
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R28. 10/1/31 She wrote: “Went to Montgomery yesterday. Am doing fine
according to Dr. Elise L. Stone, N.D. She is a pretty good judge.”
R29. 10/10/31 She wrote: “Dr. Stone has my ailment about corrected, but the
soreness in the abdomen she says comes from elsewhere, and other causes.
Trying to make me think I'm older than I am.”
R30. 10/30/31 Friend Mrs. [310]'s letter: “[2457]'s mother becomes more and
more of a trial for her, says such hard non-understandable things, and [2457]
most beautifully tries to manage all, and lets the hurt go deeper, not showing
from the surface.
“Then her husband is drinking harder than ever - this is most distressing as to
business, humiliation and all for [2457]... Sometimes he is not himself at least
once a week, but sometimes not so often...
“Besides all of the above, she has been feeling quite bad for about a month or
more; has not menstruated for two months or longer and is quite swollen... She
is quite uneasy about herself, although Dr. Stone assures her that it is 'change of
life' and yet, I felt that the thing for me to do is to tell the real facts, so that if she
writes, you will really know. I have done everything to get her to make her will [for
the girls' sake [[259] & [711]]], and she has not yet done this, but does say that
after all of her sister's affairs are settled that she hopes to do this.”
R31. 12/9/31 Mrs. [2457] wrote: “Say, don't you laugh at me. Here I am forty
years old (since last June 30th) and can't get a line as to what ails me. From
certain conditions there are six months or so in front of me, or maybe it is
amenorrhea (Say, I found that word helping with a crossword puzzle. I had the
dictionary.). Describes my condition perfectly. Enough, enough, until I am
certain (of anything).”
R32. 1/8/32 EC gave her a Ck. Physical Reading., 2457-5, indicating she was
pregnant.
R33. 6/24/32 A baby boy was born to Mrs. [2457], two years and two months
after the above reading. 2457-4 which indicated the malignancy.
R34. See subsequent notations under her Ck. Physicals 2457-5 and 2457-6, also
under her Life Reading. 2457-2.
R35. 2/14/58 She wrote: “My husband [3657] was telling me about the real Ash
and the synthetic Ash that I took. Seems the synthetic upset me dreadfully, while
the real did the work!”
R36. 1/3/66 GD's note: “She is still active and in good health.”
R37. 4/12/66 See clipping under 4615-1 of new rabbit serum discovered for
cancer.
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R38. 7/15/66 Daughter [259]'s letter: “Mother [2457] died in her sleep while
visiting us here on March 6th.”
R39. 3/31/81 National Enquirer article, pg. 55:
Amazing Cancer Treatment Quadruples Survival Rate
By Patricia Towle
A revolutionary cancer treatment has quadrupled the survival rate of
victims of ovarian cancer, report researchers from Johns Hopkins University.
The amazing new treatment uses antibodies that are taken from rabbits
combined with improved surgery, radiation and chemotherapy techniques.
“Using this type of therapy, our survival rate is four times as great as with
conventional treatment,” said Dr. Jose Pino y Torres, M.D., a radiation
oncologist.
In the experimental treatment, the doctor surgically removes the ovary,
takes cancerous cells from it, then injects them into a live rabbit.
“The animal makes antibodies in its own blood to fight the foreign tumor
cells,” the researcher explained.
“These antibodies are then taken from the rabbit and injected back into the
patient where, it is assumed, they attack any remaining cancer.”
The new treatment was used on 13 patients at Johns Hopkins.
The five-year survival rate for stage-three cancer - the stage at which
victims are expected to die - has been only 11 percent with conventional
treatment, said Dr. Pino y Torres.
“Yet using the combined treatment with the rabbit antibody, a total of 43
percent of our patients are surviving disease-free for 4 years, which was the
follow-up period.
“We've changed the dismal outlook that has been painted for victims in the
past.
“With this treatment, we are looking at percentages where the patient
really has a chance. We are giving some of them a second start at life.”
The American Cancer Society says 18, 000 new cases of ovarian cancer
will be diagnosed this year - and estimates 11, 400 deaths.
“Normally, the prognosis for stage-three cancer patients is grim,” said Dr.
David Ettinger, M.D., a medical oncologist at Johns Hopkins.
“But with this new technique, we have improved the survival rate - and
hopefully the curability of the disease.
“We are using the best of all methods and we are highly optimistic about
the treatment of advanced cases,” said Dr. Ettinger.
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INDEX OF READING 3672-1 F 35
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BACKGROUND OF READING 3672-1 F 35
B1. 2/18/44 8: 13 A.M. Father's wire from Los Angeles (sent Feb. 17th):
THROUGH THE RECOMMENDATION OF IRIS GABRIEL [no reading, see
3672-1, Par. R6] OF THIS CITY WHO HAS HAD CORRESPONDENCE WITH
YOU REFERENCE TO A READING I AM APPEALING TO YOU TO HELP MY
DAUGHTER. WILL YOU PLEASE GIVE HER A PHYSICAL READING AS THE
DOCTORS HAVE GIVEN HER UP AND WE KNOW ONLY GOD'S GRACE CAN
CURE HER. SHE HAS CANCER OF THE BREAST FOR WHICH SHE HAD AN
OPERATION TWO YEARS AGO HER NAME IS [3672] SHE WAS BORN
SEPTEMBER 29, 1908 IN SALT LAKE CITY UTAH. SHE IS HIGHLY
DEVELOPED SPIRITUALLY AND WANTS YOUR HELP. I AS HER FATHER
ALSO CONSENT I KNOW YOU ARE BUSY BUT IF YOU MAKE A HABIT OF
TREATING EMERGENCIES I WISH YOU WOULD CONSIDER MY DAUGHTER
AS SUCH I AM ENCLOSING BY MAIL MY CHECK FOR 20 DOLLARS WHICH I
UNDERSTAND IS YOUR FEE.
[GD's note: 2/18/44 P.M. EC volunteered 3672-1.]
B2. 2/18/44 Father's letter which EC rec'd several days later: “...I have sent you a
telegram tonight appealing to you for help for my daughter [3672]. The doctors
have done everything possible for her, operating on her for cancer of the breast,
two years ago, and have given her about 70 treatments by X-ray and other ways,
[See 3672-1, Par. 3?] but now they tell me it is deep seated and they don't know
anything that can be done, so she is gradually slipping away. So now I know that
only God can heal her, and I appeal to you to do what you can to diagnose and
recommend what you may find may be done.
Miss Iris Gabriel has corresponded with you and tells me you have three-parts
of your service and I would like to have all three for [3672] if you deem it
necessary to find the trouble.
I enclose a check for $20 and ask for an emergency date if it is possible for
you to do so. I would be grateful for any help you can give. May God bless you
in your work... P.S. Following is information about [3672].
Name: [3672], Born: Sept. 29, 1908, in Salt Lake City, Utah.
She is greatly interested in children, loves them and they love her to a
remarkable degree.
She has had a children's shop and designed children's garments. She is
highly spiritual, and has had for a friend one who seemed to teach her spiritual
subjects, how to meditate etc.
Physically she must have suffered from deficiencies in food values while away
from me and is now also anemic.
Perhaps you may ask me questions in your letter.”
TEXT OF READING 3672-1 F 35
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at the office of the Association,
Arctic Crescent, Virginia Beach, Va., this 18th day of February, 1944, in
accordance with request made by the father - [...].
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(The following information came at the end of another Physical Reading, without
the suggestion being made to include this case.)
1. EC: We would give that being sought in the wire there on the desk - [3672].
2. Yes. While there is life there is hope.
3. To be sure, there have been errors made in the applications that have been
used.
4. But begin with the application of raw beets to the area about the breast, but
not over the destructive portion itself. Cut the beets, with some of the tender
leaves or stems, and apply directly against the body. Change these applications,
using fresh beets, at least three times each day. We find that this should heal.
5. It will also require that there be taken internally about every other day an
eighth grain of Animated Ash, and that this be followed in a few minutes with a
treatment using the ultra-violet Mercury Quartz Light with the green plate glass
projected between the Light and the body, one time through the back and the
next time through the frontal area. The ultra-violet ray should be about 42 inches
from the body, while the piece of green plate glass (size 8 x 10) should be about
14 inches from the body. Only use this a minute each day, one day on the back
and the next day over the breast where the destructive forces would eat through
the tissue to the lung - though they haven't as yet.
6. Apply these properly. Every other day take the Animated Ash, but give the
ultra-violet ray each day - not without the green glass projected.
7. Drink plenty of beet juice. Prepare this preferably by cooking the beets in
Patapar Paper, so that all the salts and juices that come from the beets may be
taken; about two ounces of this juice each day.
8. Do these, and do these properly.
9. And do have faith.
10. We are through.
(2/18/44 GD's note: We're having some eighth grain capsules of Animated Ash
sent to you Air Mail, Special Delivery from Norfolk, Va., as you will be unable to
obtain it locally. See explanatory sheet [which was enclosed] regarding this
product. Please sign, fill out and return the enclosed membership application
form to complete our files.)
2/18/44 WESTERN UNION - Night Letter, Collect [signed A.R.E.]
Mr. [...], California
HAVE DR. MARY MILLER 105 NO. VAN NESS AVENUE CUT AND APPLY
RAW BEETS DIRECTLY AGAINST BODY TO AREA ABOUT BREAST
CHANGING THESE AND USING FRESH BEETS THREE TIMES DAILY. ALSO
USE EACH DAY FOR ONE MINUTE THE ULTRA VIOLET LIGHT WITH GREEN
PLATE GLASS PROJECTED BETWEEN BODY AND THE LIGHT ONE TIME
ON BACK NEXT TIME OVER BREAST. DAILY DRINK TWO OUNCES BEET
JUICE PREPARED BY COOKING BEETS IN PATAPAR PAPER. FULL
INFORMATION AIR SPECIAL.
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REPORTS OF READING 3672-1 F 35
R1. 2/22/44 Ltr. from [3672]'s father: “Let me express my gratitude to you for
taking the emergency reading for my daughter [3672]. It was kind of you, and
necessary for her, for she was in great pain and felt hopeless at times.
Dr. Mary Miller came today, being unable to come before, and she started the
treatment as outlined in your wire, with ultra-violet light with green glass. We
have rented a lamp and will continue the ultra-violet light treatment each day.
Also beet poultice and beet juice, and ash. [3672] is very much improved in
spirits now, and has great faith that this will heal her completely as Dr. Miller has
given her great encouragement.
If I may, I will write you again soon and report progress. Would you please
send me the literature concerning the Ideal and Purposes of the Association, as I
have not received them, and would like to know more.
I have a doctor friend who believes in this spiritual method and if you would, I
would appreciate your sending him also your literature. He will be glad to receive
it. Dr. Bernard Tranger, 430 So. Berendo, Los Angeles, Calif. He now has more
than he can do, but no doubt would be interested in your society.
May I ask whether a check reading may be given and when it should be
done? May God bless you.”
R2. 3/15/44 EC's ltr. to [3672]'s father: “We are making the appointment for
[3672] check-physical reading, Saturday 22nd April, 1944, EWT, from 3: 30 to 4:
30 in the afternoon. Be sure to let us know just where she will be about one
week in advance. Also any questions you might want to ask concerning her
physical condition….
R3. 3/16/44 Wire to EC from Los Angeles [received Mar. 17]: “CONDITION
APPARENTLY WORSE FATHER DESIRES IMMEDIATE RECHECK PLEASE
COMMUNICATE DIRECTLY WITH [...] WIRE COLLECT - DR MARY MILLER.”
[Replied: “Mr. Cayce's illness prevents immediate appointment. Letter in mail.
Edgar Cayce's Secretary.”]
R4. 4/22/44 GD's note: See 3672-2.
R5. 7/28/49 GD's note: See 3549-1 report, in re Miss [3549] using the green
glass with ultra-violet ray with good results for rectal fissure, at Reilly's Health
Club, as described in [3672] except for area of application.
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INDEX OF READING 3672-2 F 35
Ash: Animated: Cancer: Breast

Par. 3-A

CANCER: BREAST
Electrotherapy: Ultra-Violet Light:
Green Glass: Cancer

Par. 3-A

Physiotherapy: Packs: Beet: Cancer

Par. 3-A

BACKGROUND OF READING 3672-2 F 35
B1. See 3672-1.
TEXT OF READING 3672-2 F 35
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at the office of the Association,
Arctic Crescent, Virginia Beach, Va. this 22nd day of April, 1944, in accordance
with request by [3672]'s father - [...].
Calif.
1. GC: You will have [3672], who is at ..., California. You will give the physical
condition of this body at the present time, with suggestions for further corrective
measures, answering the questions, as I ask them:
2. EC: (After repeating suggestion in undertone): Yes. Ready for questions.
3. (Q) What is the condition at the present time?
(A) As we find, the condition is improved where the inroads are being made in
the cancerous reactions through the activity of the body.
We would keep very close to the suggestions as we have made. While not too
much of the beets should be applied, these are healing.
The vibrations that will be destructive to that which is set up in the breast will
be set better.
We would follow rather closely to those suggestions which have been made.
4. We are through with this reading.
REPORTS OF READING 3672-2 F 35
R1. 2/5/52 Note by GD: I found my shorthand notes in the file on this second
Physical Reading for [3672]. Before it could get transcribed we had the invalid
report on address, so did not transcribe and mail it.
R2. 8/26/59 Request via A.R.E. reception desk: Mrs. [3672]'s father asked for
copy by Thermofax of daughter's Physical Reading and telegrams and
related...$1.00.
(Mr. [...], will you please tell us the exact date your daughter died so that we
may add it to her case in the files? Any comments would be appreciated. Also
please give us your current mailing address. Thanks. Gladys Davis Turner,
A.R.E. Secretary)
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INDEX OF READING 4438-1 F ADULT
Ash: Animated: Tumors

Par. 10--12

Diet: Tumors

Par. 5, 7, 12

Electrotherapy: Ultra-Violet Light: Tumors

Par. 11, 15-A

Exercise: Tumors

Par. 15-A

Glands: Mammary: Tumors: Breast

Par. 1

Healing: Consistency & Persistency

Par. 3, 6

Physiotherapy: Applications: Rabbit Fur: Tumors Par. 12
: Massage: Ash: Animated: Tumors
Par. 12
: Iodex: Tumors
Par. 12
Prescriptions: Atomidine: Tumors

Par. 9

Prophecy: Prognosis: Tumors

Par. 13

SURGERY: PREVENTIVE: TUMORS
: Tumors

Par. 2--5, 13, 15-A

TUMORS: BREAST

BACKGROUND OF READING 4438-1 F ADULT
B1. 7/5/32 Husband's letter: ..., Texas
Mr. Edgar Cayce; Virginia Beach, Virginia
Dear Mr. Cayce;
Dr. Sessums of San Angelo, Texas made an examination of my wife and said
that she had a tumor in the left breast and advised the removal of the breast as
soon as possible.
I would like to know if this is true?
If so is an operation necessary?
If you advise an operation, where would you advise her to go to have it done?
Is there any treatment to avoid an operation? If so what would you advise?
Or where could she go to get it?
I hope that these questions are all that are required as outside of this breast
trouble she is in good health.
Any information or advice that you can give on this case will be deeply
appreciated, as I have all the trust in the world in you as I know what you did for
my Mother [5421] when she was at Comyn, Texas.
Sincerely yours [...]
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TEXT OF READING 4438-1 F ADULT
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent, Va.
Beach, Va., this 12th day of July, 1932.
1. EC: Yes, we have those conditions that disturb the physical functioning of the
body in the present. As we find, there are disturbing forces in the physical
functioning of the body. These, as we find, are rather subtle in their nature, for
there has been gradually builded that which has unbalanced the system in its
abilities to eliminate those used forces when these have become excessive in
portions of the system. This, as we find, has allowed those conditions that have
become rather specific in their nature to come about, until we have in the present
a condition of specific nature that causes distress, uneasiness, and a warring
within the physical abilities of the body. These are produced (that is, the first
causes) by the lack of those elements for the functioning of the glands that are
called ductless in their nature. Hence there becomes, with an excess alkali
surroundings, an excess of potash in the system, which - combined with too
much protein elements, as from meat and greases - makes for this excess.
Hence, when there arose a filling of the glands and ducts in the mammary
glands, through irritation these produced an excess of diffused or refused forces
in the system. These not being eliminated, there has been brought about a blind
tumor (that is, open only at one end). In the present, as we find, this is existent in
the left breast, though irritations are manifest in many portions of the system - but
do not cause a general distress at the present.
2. In meeting the needs of the conditions to eliminate same from the system, as
we find, two propositions or conditions confront the body:
3. An operation or a consistent and persistent treatment that would absorb same,
if there will be provided in the system those necessary elements to make a
balancing of the system in the elements that are fundamental for the body to
make coagulation, absorption and elimination, take place without the operation.
4. As to the conditions that would confront the body from operative measures:
5. Were this to be done, it should be done the sooner the better; that is,
PROVIDED the body has been given sufficient time to prepare and CLEANSE
the system so that these forces about the condition in breast will segregate
sufficiently as to not produce any bad after effects; so building up the blood
supply as to be able to insure proper and quick coagulation in the healing of such
a condition, or the operative measures. This would require that there be the
abstaining from meats, butters, or any heavy oils, until there is builded from the
blood building material those elements that are not tumorous in their reaction in
any sense. Or, the diet should be away from meats, greases, or any excess of
tuberous vegetables. Rather leafy vegetables, and those that will carry a great
deal of nerve and blood resistance forces, and a great deal of plasm and urea
building in the blood supply. If such preparation is made, it would be well for the
operation to be done.
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6. However, if the proper precautions are taken, we find, there needs NOT be the
operation - provided the condition is taken at this stage; though, if this is to be
NEGLECTED in ANY part, or portion, then don't commence it! for it would only
retard the condition, and then the last stages would be worse than were there the
operative measures in the present. If there is to be the consistent and persistent
efforts to absorb the condition WITHOUT the operation, then we would do these:
7. Eliminate from the diet all fats, meats, heavy oils of any kind.
8. Keep the eliminations through the intestinal tract high, by the use of vegetable
forces and fluids that do not DRAIN the system but that gently add resistance
and the proper balancing of blood supply.
9. We would add to the forces in the system through medicinal properties of the
iodine that may be absorbed in the system, or Atomidine. Take eight drops in a
glass of water twice each day for a ten day period, resting five days, then begin
again. Continue this for three or four months, or until there is DETERMINED as
to whether this is being effective (that is, of course, provided this course is to be
pursued).
10. Also take Animated Ash, that LOOSENS the oxygen within the system so
that the absorption of same through its course throughout the body is highly
efficient, and will take from the system those properties that now produce this
CHARACTER of condition in system. The dose would be one-quarter grain three
times each week. Empty the powdered ash on tongue and swallow down with
half a glass of water. Do not take the ash IN the capsule!
11. Thirty minutes after taking the ash, apply the ultra-violet in the area of the
cerebrospinal from which that portion of the body receives its impulse - that is, in
the area of the 3rd, 4th and 6th dorsal, see? and not direct to the abrasion or the
lump, or the tumor, that exists at the present.
12. The breast, or lump, may be massaged GENTLY - not bruised, to be sure,
but gently massaged - with a mixture of one-quarter ounce of Iodex and onequarter grain of the Animated Ash. Gently massage this once each day. Protect
this by the use of hare fur, or the like, over same - with a gauze in between the
fur and the skin. The VIBRATION from this is excellent for a tumor, and
DISSIPATES same - if the system is HIGHLY eliminative in its activity, which it
becomes with an excess of iodic effect in the blood stream. This iodic effect, with
an activity of greases or too great protein (or meats), will be more harmful than
helpful. As also would be an excess of potatoes, or beets, or such. Rather use
leafy vegetables, with celery, carrots, turnips occasionally (especially the tops),
cabbage, fruits and nuts. These would be well to keep the body well balanced,
but do not include walnuts or pecans in these! Almonds, Brazilian nuts, cashew
nuts, and the like, are well. Almonds, especially.
13. This carried out, we would find that in three to five months the condition
should be dried up entirely. If it is going to be neglected, then the operative
measures should be taken; but with the whole of these carried sincerely,
prayerfully - the diet and all the active forces for the system - then this, as we
find, would be the better means; for the conditions are such that, UNLESS the
system IS prepared, the operative measures would NOT be effective except in
STAYING same, while the other would be a cure for same!
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14. Ready for questions.
15. (Q) How far from the body should the ultra-violet be placed?
(A) About thirty-four inches if hand lamp is used. Thirty-eight to forty inches if
the heavy lamp is used. This would be from two and a half to three minutes,
thirty minutes after the dosage of ash is taken.
Take the normal amount of exercise, and - as far as possible - FORGET
about the condition! for we will dry it up, if we will do this! If the treatment is not
to be adhered to, then the sooner the body is prepared for the operative
measures the better - but, if this course is pursued, be sure from the blood test
that coagulation is as near equally balanced as possible before the operation is
undertaken. We are through for the present.
REPORTS OF READING 4438-1 F ADULT
R1. 7/12/32 EC's letter:
My dear Mr. [...]
We are enclosing the information gotten for Mrs. [4438]. I believe you will find
this very explicit. While it is left up to you and your wife to make the decision, if
she will be persistent and consistent there is offered a way to rid the body of this
trouble without the operation. However, I do not feel you would be justified in
following this course unless it is possible for her to get every bit of the treatment
suggested. The only thing I see that would be any trouble would be getting the
lights three times a week after taking the ash. Everything else is a matter of
routine. If I hadn't seen several cases of similar conditions treated in this manner
and cured, I would be very dubious in suggesting that you undertake this - and I
wouldn't suggest it unless you make up your mind to be very consistent.
The Ash may be obtained from B. H. Bradley, 5443 Maryland Ave., Chicago,
Ill. Order it in the quarter-grain capsules.
Your local druggist may not have the Atomidine in stock; if not, he can order it
direct from Schieffelin & Co., New York, who are the distributors. I think it can be
obtained through any of the wholesale drug companies.
Then, the whole question would be as to whether she would conform very
rigidly to the diet and follow out the light treatments. If you find she can't do this,
my advice would be to make preparations for the operation, though - even for this
- she should have considerable treatment before the operation would be
undertaken.
Now, I'll be very anxious to hear from you as to what your decision is, and after
she has taken this for two or three rounds of the suggested treatment (if she
decides on this course), I would like to check on the case and see just how she is
getting along; also to have a report from you both as to how the condition is at
that time.
Hoping to have been of service, and with kindest personal regards and best
wishes to you and yours, I am Sincerely, EC: GD
R2. 7/19/32 Husband's letter:
Dear Mr. Cayce;
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Your reading of the 12th received, very glad to get same and we are overjoyed
that we can get this trouble cleared up without an operation.
However there is a few things that are not quite clear to us. You gave
instructions to use as a massage we're to use a mixture of one-quarter ounce of
Iodex and one-quarter grain of the animated Ash, we would like to know how
much of this we should at a time, should we use this quantity at one treatment?
If not about how much would you suggest to use?
Also you said to use Hare Fur with this treatment. Just what does this mean?
Does it mean just the fur? or the skin with the fur on? would the skin of tame
rabbits be alright for this purpose? and would they have to be treated in any
way?
If we are unable to get Hare Fur what could we get to take its place?
I am going to get the medicines right away and will let you know when she starts
taking them,
Very Sincerely yours; [...]
R3. 7/25/32 EC's letter to [4438]'s husband:
Dear Mr. [...]
Yours of the 19th has been received, and I am glad you were pleased with the
reading. I certainly hope you will arrange to carry out the treatments consistently
and persistently, for - as given - it would be better to have the operation than to
go about the other treatment halfheartedly, or to begin and then stop after a
while, for it would allow the condition to develop so as to become very
aggravating and hinder the results that might be obtained.
You would only use sufficient of the salve (made of the Iodex and Ash) each
time to massage the place thoroughly. You are to massage the place gently with
this mixture, all that will be absorbed and a little more. Don't leave it on the
outside as a salve, but massage it gently until it disappears under the skin.
Yes, the tame rabbit fur would be just as well as the wild, though I presume
you wouldn't have any trouble getting a wild hare in Texas - if I remember
correctly. If dried properly (not in the sun), the skin is very pliable - and the skin
portion should be placed on the skin - or next to the skin where the lump is, and
the fur side on the outside - which forms a padding as nothing else does. This is
the way I understand it. If you are not able to get this, I think a pad of gauze
would be the next best thing - but I don't think you will have any trouble getting a
rabbit skin in Texas - not as I remember Texas. I hope it hasn't changed that
much!
Be sure and let me hear from you as the treatment progresses, and - as I
suggested - in a few weeks it would be very well to get a check-up reading to see
just how the condition is and just what should be added.
Appreciating your letter, and hoping to be of service, I am Sincerely, EC: GD
R4. 7/23/32 Husband's letter: ..., Texas
Dear Mr. Cayce;
In the reading that you gave for my wife you said to use a Violet Ray lamp but
did not give any special size or type to use. However I am sending you a cut of
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one that I have ordered, will you kindly tell me if this lamp will be suitable for the
treatments….
With very best wishes for you and yours;
R5. 7/27/32 EC's letter to [4438]'s husband:
Dear Mr. [...]
The Sunshine lamp shown on the cut you sent me I think will be alright. Of
course, it will be necessary to apply this much closer to the body than if you were
using the larger lamp. Don't put it so close, however, as to injure the body - but
about twenty-eight inches would be the right distance, and don't guess at it. Get
you a measure and be sure it is the same distance every time. If it reddens too
much (in case your wife is fair and easy to burn), then move it off at least two or
three more inches, but you want enough of the heat and the ultra-violet ray to
make some therapeutic effect in the circulation, or on the part of the body where
it is exposed….
Let us hear from you if there are any other questions, and let us keep in touch
with the progress you make in the treatments.
Sincerely, EC: GD
R6. 8/10/32 Husband's letter: ..., Texas
Mr. Edgar Cayce; Virginia Beach, Virginia
Dear Mr. Cayce;
I am writing you in regards to my wife's condition. We have followed the
treatment that you gave for a week now and as you requested we are letting you
know the condition at present.
It may be that we are unduly alarmed, but from the outward appearance of the
breast it would seem to us that the condition is worse. I mean by this that the
breast seems to be cracking around the nipple and the nipple looks as though it
was ready to fall out, it also has a very bad odor. There is also a small amount of
drainage although I suppose that the drainage is natural in a case of this kind.
However she seems to be feeling quite a bit better. We would appreciate it very
much if you could give us a check reading at once and see if we are following the
treatment properly and if there is anything to be added.
If you find it necessary to give any different medicine I wish you would order it
and have it sent to me C.O.D. as we had a very hard time getting some of the
medicine that the former reading called for, and delayed starting the treatment.
Very Sincerely Yours,
R7. 8/18/32 See 4438-2.
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INDEX OF READING 4438-2 F ADULT
SURGERY: PREVENTIVE: TUMORS
: TUMORS
TUMORS: BREAST

BACKGROUND OF READING 4438-2 F ADULT
B1. See 4438-1.
TEXT OF READING 4438-2 F ADULT
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent,
Virginia Beach, Va., this 18th day of August, 1932.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body, [4438] - this we have had before.
2. In some respects we find the physical condition shows improvement.
3. As we find, there has been an adverse reaction to the specific condition, owing
to the manner in which the various applications were made. Should this continue
in such a manner so that the discharge becomes offensive, and gives the
appearance of the proud flesh, the operative measures should be resorted to at
once; but with the application in the manner as has been given, all in their regular
order and as outlined, the discharge should be stopped, or the tendency for the
continuation of the swelling and soreness, and rather DRY the affected parts
than causing erosions.
4. Ready for questions.
5. (Q) Is the treatment being followed properly?
(A) Read just what was given, that it hasn't been put altogether in the order
and manner as outlined, causing adverse reaction to the existent condition for
the affected portions of the system!
6. (Q) Just what part hasn't been put together properly?
(A) Only gotten part at the time, and part at the time begun to be taken - which
caused reverse reactions in system, just as given!
7. (Q) Should anything be added?
(A) Do as we have outlined; and should this continue to show the reactions
from those conditions that are affected, then the operative forces should be
resorted to at once. We are through with this reading.
REPORTS OF READING 4438-2 F ADULT
R1. 8/23/32 EC's letter to [4438]'s husband:
My dear Mr. [...],
The reading for Mrs. [4438] was mailed to you several days ago. I'm sure
conditions have either improved a great deal or you have had to resort to more
drastic measures. I was very much in hopes that she would be able to start all
the treatments properly, for - from past experiences I felt the condition could be
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removed without an operation. The suggestion in the last reading was that if you
did not see a response it would be advisable to have the operation right away.
This was very disappointing to you, I am sure - but I do hope she did respond
and that it has not been necessary to have the operation. Just what part of the
treatments had you failed to get at first? Did you get the ash immediately from
Bradley in Chicago? This is what should have done the most work, both locally
and internal]y, as well as the lights. One without the other does not have the
desired effect.
Be sure and let me hear from you as often as you find the opportunity, for I am
quite anxious and will be very glad for you to let me know just how your wife's
condition comes along. Please know that if it is at all possible for me to be of
service, that is my desire.
Sincerely, EC: GD
R2. 9/4/32 Husband's letter:
Dear Mr. Cayce;
Your reading and letter received several days ago and very much appreciated,
although the contents were somewhat disappointing. The only part of the
treatment that we did not start properly was the Atomidine as we had some
trouble in getting it, but we did start with the Ash and the lamp and the Iodex on
the breast, eight days before the Atomidine came. We ordered it from a local
druggist and it was not carried in stock at the wholesale house at Ft. Worth, so
we had it reordered and as it did come when we thought it should, we wired
direct to N.Y. for it and had it sent by air mail so you see we had quite a time
getting it.
Now we will try and describe the condition at present. To us there seems to
be quite a less amount of drainage. There is very little soreness, and no
increase in swelling. But the erosions are worse, I mean by this that it is slufing
away around the nipple more than it has been. If it were not for this slufing we
would not be worried but this looks very bad to us, although there is not a sign of
proud flesh. You say in your reading that if the discharge should become
offensive. The discharge has always been offensive since we started the
treatment. But does not seem to be quite as bad as it was.
She has been following the diet very closely, but has not had the desired
bowel action and has been taking small doses of Dr. Hinkle pills every other day
that she doesn't take the Ash. They are a cascara compound. However she has
quit this until we hear from you as we are afraid that this might interfere with the
treatment.
Now Mr. Cayce I hardly know what to do, I do not want to ask for more
Readings than is necessary, but feel as though we should check as soon as
possible, as we are not able to have an operation and would have quite a hard
time getting it done properly, and if there is any chance to avoid it we certainly
want to do it. Please let us hear from you at once, what you think should be
done….
Very Sincerely yours [...]
R3. 9/12/32 See 4438-3.
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INDEX OF READING 4438-3 F ADULT
Ash: Animated: Tumors: Breast

Par. 3

Diet: Tumors: Breast

Par. 5

Electrotherapy: Ultra-Violet Light: Tumors:
Breast

Par. 3

Glands: Mammary: Tumors: Breast

Par. 1

Physiotherapy: Applications: Rabbit Fur:
Tumors: Breast
: Massage: Ash: Animated:
Tumors: Breast: Iodex: Tumors: Breast

Par. 4
Par. 3, 4
Par. 3, 4

Prescriptions: Cascara Sagrada: Eliminations
: Leptandrin:
: Podophyllin:
: Sanguinaria:
: Senna:

Par. 7-A
Par. 7-A
Par. 7-A
Par. 7-A
Par. 7-A

Surgery: Tumors: Breast

Par. 2

TUMORS: BREAST
TEXT OF READING 4438-3 F ADULT
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent, Va.
Beach, Va., this 12th day of September, 1932.
1. EC: Yes, we have the body here - this we have had before. Now, as we find,
the conditions are on the improve. If the precautions are taken that will prevent
any spread of the inflammation to the glands, that will keep down inroads of
those germs that make destruction of tissue in the mammary glands and the
regions about same, the condition should be protected in such a manner as to
not only be dried up but so guard the rest of the system as to prevent any more
inroads.
2. However, should inflammation arise - either by injury or by indiscretions in the
activity or the diet we would operate immediately.
3. We would add at least one-half more of the ash to the Iodex solution that is
massaged into the area about the breast, where the conditions are showing
some inflammation. We would also increase the amount of the light treatment
and take a whole quantity of ash in the capsule (that is, pour out the powder from
the capsule) before the lights are given. Do not apply the light treatments direct
to the inflamed area; rather to those portions of the cerebrospinal system from
which the portion of the system receives its circulatory impulse, or over the upper
dorsal and lower cervical area. Increase the period for ten to fifteen minutes each
treatment.
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4. In combining the ash with the Iodex salve, add three capsules of the ash to
one-half ounce of the Iodex. Mix thoroughly together before it is applied. Keep
the breast covered well with the fur, as given, that there is no irritation.
5. Beware of taking fats or greases in any form with the diet; rather those foods
that are well cooked, and all meats should be rather cooked in just a little salt
water than with any other seasoning.
6. Ready for questions.
7. (Q) Should the Dr. Hinkle pills be taken for the constipation, or what would you
advise?
(A) Any of the cathartics that are reactive to the system will be well. As we
find, this prescription would be preferable, with the conditions that exist - this
would be one dose, and several of the capsules may be prepared:
Podophyllum.....................1/4 grain,
Leptandrin......................1/2 grain,
Sanguinaria.....................1/4 grain,
Cascara Sagrada.................1/4 grain,
Senna...........................1/4 grain.
This should be thoroughly mixed, and may be given in capsule. It will not be
found necessary to use this more than every other day, or every third day.
8. We are through with this reading.
REPORTS OF READING 4438-3 F ADULT
R1. 9/13/32 EC's ltr. to [4438]'s husband:
My dear Mr. [...]
Replying to yours of a few days ago, I felt it necessary to see what information
could be obtained regarding Mrs. [4438]'s condition. Enclosed you will find the
suggestions for further corrective measures. The amount of ash in the Iodex
solution is to be increased. Also the light treatments are to be increased, but be
sure to apply these treatments to the radial plexus area as suggested, rather
than direct to the condition itself.
I certainly hope this will continue to be on the improve. Please let us hear from
her every few days, and know that if we can possibly be of service it is our desire
to do so. Sincerely, Edgar Cayce
R2. 9/14/32 Mr. [...]'s ltr. to EC:
Dear Mr. Cayce;
I hope that you received my letter stating the condition of my wife and the
request for a check reading if you thought it necessary.
Her condition is about the same as when I wrote you except the past few days
she has been feeling very bad, her arm has been paining her quite a lot and she
has a tired worn out feeling. Hoping that we will hear from you in the very near
future.
Very sincerely yours [...]
R3. 9/27/32 EC's ltr. to Mr. [...]:
My dear Mr. [...]
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You no doubt already have the information that was gotten and sent to you
sometime ago, before we received your last letter. I will certainly be very anxious
to know just how conditions progress, and trust that you will see a decided
improvement soon, so that it won't be necessary for the operation; however,
should the condition continue, I certainly would not hesitate; for you know that if
you wait too long it becomes very bad.
Hoping you will let us hear from you from time to time, assuring you of our
interest and desire to be of service, I am
Ever the same, Edgar Cayce EC: GD
R4. 9/28/32 Mr. [...]'s ltr. to EC:
Dear Mr. Cayce;
I am writing you today in request for another reading as my wife is having quite
alot of trouble with her arm, what the trouble is we don't know. There is a large
lump under the arm that is under the shoulder joint this lump has been there ever
since she has had this breast trouble but it was not very large and I did not say
anything about it when I wrote you for the first reading thinking that if it had
required any attention that you would have said so in your reading. But it is now
two or three times as large as it was then we think that it may have something to
do with her present, condition, as at times her arm does not bother her at all and
at other times she can hardly use it at all. I mean by this that when she raises
her arm up or back she has terrible pain and arm aches.
To us the breast seems to be improving as the drainage has slowed up at
times more than others, and the bad odor almost gone, also the slufing stopped.
The general size of the breast is smaller but quite a bit harder.
At the present time she has a bad cold.
Below is a list of questions we would like very much to have answered.
(1) What is the cause of this arm trouble and what can be done for it.
(2) Is the general condition of the breast improving as it should. (3) Are we
getting proper results from the violet ray lamp. If not is one at the local hospital
here O.K. (4) Is she getting everything necessary in her diet.
She has been following very rigidly the diet and treatment as you gave.
I do not like to have to ask you for the reading so often but feel that it is best to
check closely on a case of this kind, I am enclosing $5.00 to help in this work,
also 15 cents for postage as I want you to send the reading to me by air mail as
we want to get it as quick as possible as it takes so long to get a reply otherwise.
The family joins me in sending thanks and best wishes.
Sincerely yours, [...]
R5. 10/4/32 See 4438-4.
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INDEX OF READING 4438-4 F ADULT
Ash: Animated: Cancer: Sarcoma

Par. 3, 12-A

CANCER: SARCOMA
Electrotherapy: Ultra-Violet Light: Cancer:
Sarcoma
Physiotherapy: Applications: Plantain Salve:
Cancer: Sarcoma
: Massage: Ash: Animated: Cancer:
Sarcoma
: Iodex: Cancer: Sarcoma

Par. 3, 10-A, 13-A

Par. 5
Par. 6
Par. 6

TUMORS: BREAST

BACKGROUND OF READING 4438-4 F ADULT
B1. See 4438-3.
TEXT OF READING 4438-4 F ADULT
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent, Va.
Beach, Va., this 4th day of October, 1932.
(Physical Suggestion)
1. EC: Yes, we have the body, [4438] - this we have had before.
2. While conditions are improved somewhat in the system, there are the
indications that the sarcoma germ finds lodgement in those ganglia of the lymph
and tendon circulation, as indicated by the nobules or the swellings in other
portions of the system.
3. As we will find, with the increased amount of the ash and light this will be
aided, gently but specifically.
4. For those portions under arm, along the muscle and tendon that leads to those
portions where abrasions have arisen, we would use an application first of this,
prepared in this manner:
5. To 4 ounces of Plantain leaf and root (bruised) put the same amount of thick
cream (Sweet cream) or butterfat (without salt, to be sure). Cook sufficiently
together to make an ointment, and apply this to the swollen parts.
6. When this has been cleansed with tepid water, after the application of the
Plantain ointment, we would use the Iodex and Ash.
7. This will bring easiness, and a drying up of the conditions.
8. Ready for questions.
9. (Q) Is the general condition of the breast improving as it should?
(A) Improving, as has been given.
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10. (Q) Are we getting the proper results from the violet ray lamp, or is the one at
the local hospital better?
(A) The one at the hospital would be more effective.
11. (Q) Is she getting everything necessary in her diet?
(A) This is very good; it is being followed rather closely.
12. (Q) To what dosage should the Ash be increased?
(A) As has already been given in the last suggestion.
13. (Q) In what way should the violet ray be increased?
(A) This has already been given; this with the heavier lamp, as indicated, not
direct to any affected parts but to the cerebrospinal system from which the
impulses are received to the brachial center, to the secondary cardiac center, to
the lumbar plexus, and from the solar plexus - in the radial centers; see?
14. (Q) What is the cause of this arm trouble and what can be done for it?
(A) This has just been given; sarcoma finding its expression in the nobules
[nodules?] or swelling over a portion of the system, and the spread, you see; this
has to be dried from the centers. We are through with this reading.
REPORTS OF READING 4438-4 F ADULT
R1. 10/6/32 EC's letter to [4438]'s husband:
Dear Mr. [...]:
The reading was sent to you Air Mail. Not knowing whether you would know
what the Plantain was or not, I went out and gathered some and am sending it to
you for your convenience; in case you haven't known what it was nor where to
get it.
I certainly hope that it proves helpful at this time, and that you will let us hear
from you from time to time.
Sincerely, EC: GD
R2. 10/9/32 Western Union wire:
Received at 8FHG 10
BIGLAKE TEX 1015 A OCT 9 1932 EDGAR CAYCE VIRGINIABEACH VIR
PLEASE SEND PLAINTAIN LEAF AND ROOT IMPOSSIBLE TO GET HERE
[...] [Husband] 205p
R3. 10/12/32 Husband's letter to EC:
..., Texas
Mr. Edgar Cayce Virginia Beach, Virginia
Dear Mr. Cayce:
Your reading and Plantain leaf and roots received and we were indeed glad to
receive same. We received the Plantain two days after the reading which
accounts for the telegram I sent you. But after washing the plantain and cleaning
it I took it to the local drug store to have it weighted to be sure to have the proper
amount and upon weighing it found that there was not quite two ounces which we
mixed with the same amount of sweet cream and put it in a double boiler and
slowly simmered it for some time the result was that we got very little salve out of
it as the cream seem to disappear before the Plantain was cooked very much.
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Was this the proper way to prepare this and should the salve be squeezed out
of the leaf and root or the whole left together and applied.
I want you to have me sent some more Plantain at once as from the small
amount we received will not last but a few days and if there is any cost attached
to this have it sent C.O.D. as we are only too glad to pay for anything that we
received. We have only given the arm two treatments of the salve and it is not
long enough to tell whether or not we are receiving any benefit or not although
the arm seems to eased slightly. Please send the Plantain by Air Mail.
To be frank with you Mr. Cayce I do not like the looks of the breast as it looks
as though the slufing is going to continue and if there is not a marked
improvement in the next few days I will let you know and we will find out what is
best to do - I want you to know Mr. Cayce that I have all the faith in the world in
you but you know what it means if a condition of this kind runs too long.
However we are hoping for the best. But if an operation is necessary I think that
we could get it performed now as I am working.
One more question. After applying the Plantain salve which we apply at night
we do not put on the Iodex and Ash until the next morning - is this Proper?
I will let you know in a few days how the case is progressing.
Sincerely Yours, [...]
R4. 10/18/32 EC's letter to husband:
My dear Mr. [...]
Yours of the 12th was received, and I am today mailing to you all the plantain
that I can find around the place where I live. Should you desire to get more of
this, you will be able to obtain it from S. B. Penick Crude Drug Co., Asheville,
N.C. This concern carries practically all crude drugs that may be obtained in the
United States.
I hope to get some information regarding Mrs. [4438] today or tomorrow. I
have not been wholly satisfied with the results since the second reading, and if it
possible for you to make arrangements for the operation (I'm speaking now
awake, not asleep), I think you should do it. We will see what the reading says,
however.
In the applying of the plantain as prepared with the cream, where the plantain
and the root has been powdered, you preserve the whole salve - don't drain off
the leaves or roots. Crush these, though, so they may be applied directly to the
body. This gives quite a bit more solution, or salve also.
Hoping to let you hear from me again, possibly in the next mail - or the same, I
am with kindest personal regards, and certainly hoping for the best.
Sincerely, EC: GD
R5. 10/18/32 See 4438-5, taken after above letter was written.
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INDEX OF READING 4438-5 F ADULT
CANCER
Surgery: Cancer

Par. 2, 4

TUMORS: BREAST

BACKGROUND OF READING 4438-5 F ADULT
B1. See 4438-4.
TEXT OF READING 4438-5 F ADULT
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at his home on Arctic Crescent, Va.
Beach, Va., this 18th day of October, 1932.
1. EC: Yes. Now, as we find, the conditions with this body show both
improvement in some directions and exaggerations or inflammation in other
directions. There has been some activity or pressure produced on some of the
glands that lead directly to the mammary gland that is so inflamed, and there has
again begun the sluffing and the very offensiveness in odor which indicates there
are inroads being made in the destruction of tissue itself; while those conditions
in the glands to the emunctories, or those nobules [nodules?] of the nature that
are seen in the arm, or under arm, show improvement.
2. As we would find, it would be better - UNLESS the conditions are slackened
SOON - that the operative measures be resorted to.
3. Ready for questions.
4. We would make those applications that have been outlined; but unless there is
soon a greater response from the use of the light, from the use of those
properties given, we would resort to the operative forces.
5. (Q) How soon?
(A) Unless there is SOON seen some corrections, or some allaying of the
inflammation, the alleviating of the offensiveness in the odor, that indicates so
thoroughly that inroads are being made by the bacilli itself - see?
6. We are through for the present.

REPORTS OF READING 4438-5 F ADULT
R1. 10/18/32 EC's wire collect to husband: "Plantain and information mailed.
Unless improvement soon resort to operation."
R2. 2/29/48 Husband's letter: "Would you please advise me as to where I can
purchase 'THERE IS A RIVER' by Thomas Sugrue?"
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INDEX OF READING 5045-1 F 47
CANCER: BREAST
Doctors Suggested: Babcock, Wayne: M.D.

Par. 7-A

Glands: Mammary: Hardening

Par. 2

Hormones: Male: Cancer: Breast

Par. 2

Hospitalization: Temple University Hospital

Par. 3

Injections: Hypodermic: Hormones: Cancer

Par. 2, 6-A

Surgery: Preventive: Cancer: Breast

Par. 2

BACKGROUND OF READING 5045-1 F 47
1/27/44 Mrs. [6021]'s daughter's letter: “The enclosed application is for Mrs.
[5045] who has been told that she has cancer of the breast. She also complains
of pains down around the kidney region. She has had some radium treatments
for the cancer, but when I told her about you, she asked me to ask you to help
her. She is a very devout woman and a fine person, and I am very fond of her.
Her daughter dances in the show I am in... She doesn't want her daughter to
know of her illness, so would you please send communications to me?...”
1/27/44 Questions worded and submitted by Mrs. [6021]'s daughter:
(1) Do I have cancer of the breast? (2) What treatment is suggested to cure this
condition? (3) How long should I continue this treatment? (4) Should I place
myself in the hands of a physician or specialist? (5) Why have I been afflicted in
this way?
2/25/44 Mrs. [5045]'s friend's letter: “Forgive me - a stranger - taking advantage
of your busy time, but I'm all mixed up inside, and I want to put it to your
judgement... Through the courtesy of Mrs. [5045]'s daughter, who has arranged
this reading, I had the chance to study your literature, and I have a complete faith
and great admiration for your work. I'm conscious that in writing this letter to you,
I'm doing something - maybe - I shouldn't do, but Mrs. [5045] is a very close and
very dear friend of mine, and I want her to derive the most beneficial help from
your reading. I think it's only fair that in order to give a good reading you should
know the real facts and status about Mrs. [5045]'s condition.
They are: About a few months ago (July or August), Mrs. [5045] fell down and
injured badly her right breast... It became hard, swollen and very painful.
Examination of the x-ray plates taken at the ... Hospital in ..., N.Y., showed a
case of malignant cancerous growth - (tumor). Radium treatment under the
direction of Dr. C. R. A. [Crandall (?), M.D.] (same hospital) followed with quite
satisfactory results. Dr. C. R. A. has permitted Mrs. [5045] to go to ..., Ill. with the
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understanding that she will contact a doctor E. L. S. [Elsner (?), M.D.], at ...
Hospital, and follow up the treatments. The pains have now returned with
increasing severity. Mrs. [5045] tries to hide it, but it's plainly visible that she
suffers terribly, yet she refuses to go to the hospital or see a doctor. She just
doesn't want to live. She rather is waiting for the end....”
TEXT OF READING 5045-1 F 47 (Widow, Musician)
This Psychic Reading given by Edgar Cayce at the office of the Association,
Arctic Crescent, Virginia Beach, Va., this 5th day of May, 1944.
2. EC: Yes. As we find, there are disturbances that are causing disorders
through the chemical changes in the body, following change in the activity in the
body-functioning. Chemical reactions have decreased the number of male
hormones in the body. These have with the conditions through pressures,
caused a hardening or formation in the mammary glands. Thus in the breast has
been caused conditions that may react to the use of the injection of these
hormones, if they are taken in time. If these are allowed to become so
centralized or localized as to set up the circulation within themselves, it will
become of such nature as to require operative measures.
3. We would give: Go to the heads of that department in Temple University
Hospital in Philadelphia, for they would give the proper consideration, and with
the use of these measures we would find the better response.
4. Ready for questions.
5. (Q) This has not become cancerous yet?
(A) It is in the first stages.
6. (Q) What can be done to relieve the pains around my lower back?
(A) These would need other directions. We had best remove first these
disturbances here now.
Then we would have later the corrections osteopathically as to relax all of
these nerve tensions. But when there has been set activity through the use of
these injections, these we would find would respond much better.
7. (Q) Why have I been afflicted in this way?
(A) That which has been indicated is the source or cause.
Go to Babcock. We are through.
REPORTS OF READING 5045-1 F 47
R2. 7/27/50 Questionnaire sent to daughter. No reply; questionnaire also sent to
Dr. Babcock.
R3. 8/3/50 Reply to questionnaire sent to Dr. Babcock, by his secretary: “No
evidence of this patient.”
6/18/52 Reply from Mrs. [6021]'s daughter: “...I have not seen Mrs. [5045] or her
daughter since 1945, and doubt very much that Mrs. [5045] ever took the
treatments recommended by the reading. Also, I know nothing of the past history
of this case.”
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INDEX OF READING 5236-1 F 42
Asthma

Par. 15-A

CANCER: TENDENCIES
Chiropractic: Tumors

Par. 6, 7, 14-A

Diet: Tumors

Par. 11

Electrotherapy: Mercury Quartz: Tumors
Par. 6, 7
: Ultra-Violet Light: Green Glass: Tumors Par. 6, 7
Intestines: Colonics: Tumors

Par. 10

Lymph: Plethora: Tumors

Par. 4

Nervous Systems: Incoordination: Tumors

Par. 4

Pelvic Disorders: Vaginal Discharge: Tumors

Par. 5

Physiotherapy: Douches: Glyco-Thymoline:
Vaginal Discharge

Par. 9

Prescriptions: Bismuth, Milk Of: Tumors
: Pepsin, Elixir Of Lactated:

Par. 10
Par. 10

Sensations & Symptoms: Pain: Breast: Tumors

Par. 14-A

Surgery: Preventive: Tumors
: Tumors

Par. 8
Par. 6

TUMORS: PELVIC

BACKGROUND OF READING 5236-1 F 42
4/23/44 Letter: "...(1) I have had several chiropractic adjustments recently, and
would like to know if I should continue having them? (2) What causes the weak
feelings that I have frequently? (3) What to do about them? (4) What is the pain
in the center of body, just above the lower ribs? (5) I have had very severe
attacks of these pains at times. (6) Do I have a tumor in or near the uterus, and if
so should it be removed? (7) What causes pains in my whole left side (arms,
legs, etc.) at times?..."
5/20/44 Letter: "...In my letter of April, I did not mention that I have asthma and
would like to know cause and cure for it..."
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TEXT OF READING 5236-1 F 42 (Episcopalian)
This psychic reading given by Edgar Cayce at the office of the Association, Arctic
Crescent, Virginia Beach, Va., this 27th day of May, 1944.
2. EC: Yes, we have the body here [5236].
3. As we find, there are real disturbances which are preventing better physical
functioning. There are rather unusual circumstances which accompany the
disorders and disturbances. For the administrations which are being made are
slowing and preventing, in the present, the conditions coming to a head. Yet,
there are continuing disturbances and disorders which are indicated by existent
conditions.
4. In the pit of the stomach we find there are those accumulations that form gas,
and these are from a plethoric condition in the lymph circulation, in the pyloric
portion of the stomach itself. This, as we find, is an indication also of how,
through incoordination between cerebrospinal and sympathetic nervous forces,
which supply energies from brain and blood force by impulses, as well as the
regular circulation which goes directed or controlled or influenced by this
incoordination which exists here, there are produced segregations or
accumulations which would be called tumorous in their nature.
5. The same we find exists in the organs of the pelvis, and this is upon the tubes
which lead from the ovaries to the uterus, and this causes a general discharge
which becomes very aggravating to the body.
6. It might possibly become necessary for operative forces, but so long as there
may be had the thorough cooperation of those making adjustments in the present
we would continue. And we would have them use the ultra-violet with the green
glass projected between the ultra-violet and the body, and do use the mercury
light, not the carbon. Use this at least twice a week.
7. We would keep the adjustments and massage regularly, as in the present, but
do have following each period the use of the light over the body, and this would
preferably be over the back area, and let it extend from those areas from the
lower portion of the abdomen to the area just below the heart. These are not
more than a minute in the beginning. Have the light at least thirty-eight inches
from the body and the green glass at least (an eight by ten or ten by twelve),
fourteen inches from the body, that we may have the effect of the rays on the
greater portion of the affected areas.
8. This do, and we may be able to prevent operative measures and we may find
conditions gradually improving.
9. Do use the vaginal douche at least once a week; body temperature, and to
each quart of water put a tablespoonful and one-half of Glyco-Thymoline.
10. Do use a small quantity or one-half teaspoonful of Milk of Bismuth with ten
drops of Elixir of Lactated Pepsin in a glass of water once each day, preferably
following the heavier meal taken. This may necessitate after the first, second or
third day that a colonic irrigation be given, or taken, so as to cleanse the colon
from the poisons which will be absorbed by the activity of these properties
through the body.
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11. In the diets keep away from vegetables of the tuberous and bulbous natures.
But leafy vegetables such as carrots, oyster plant, red cabbage, celery, lettuce,
greens of all kinds would be preferable. Fish, fowl and lamb may be taken but
never fried foods.
12. Do these and we may bring the best conditions for this body.
13. Ready for questions.
14. (Q) What causes pain and soreness in right breast?
(A) These are accumulations. These come from the glands and these we
would not irritate in any way. Do keep these suggestions. And we may eliminate
these disturbances by keeping the massage or chiropractic treatment for this is
good and not all such treatments are good.
15. (Q) What should be done for asthma?
(A) All of these are taken into consideration. Do keep these suggestions.
16. We are through with this reading.
REPORTS OF READING 5236-1 F 42
R1. 10/4/49 Letter: "Referring to your 11/1/48 issue of the 'Searchlight', page 5,
information of 4 major areas of interest in studying the EC records. I am
interested in the first mentioned: physical, particularly on appliances, i.e., for
nervousness, glandular conditions, etc….
ULTRA VIOLET APPLIANCE
The ultra violet appliance is a professional therapy device, available
usually on prescription basis from medical supply houses; requires
goggles and extra care and detailed instructions for use.
VIOLET RAY
The Violet Ray is an electrotherapeutic appliance. It provides a high
voltage and low amperage source of static electricity. The Violet
Ray was widely used during Edgar Cayce's era, both as a medical
device and beauty aid. Its use was primarily to stimulate the body,
particularly the circulatory and nervous systems.
UV Light Benefits for Health:
http://www.ehow.com/list_5920029_uv-light-benefits-health.html

Ultra-Violet Light Therapy and Animated Ash:
http://www.edgarcayce.org/IntSearchHealthDatabase/data/thgglass.html?terms=ultra%2
0violet
Violet Ray Appliance:
http://www.edgarcayce.org/IntSearchHealthDatabase/data/thvioray.html

Cayce Health Database: Glossary
http://www.edgarcayce.org/IntSearchHealthDatabase/data/glossary.html?terms=ultra%2
0violet
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Baar Products
www.baar.com or (800) 269-2502
Carbondex, Carbon Ash and Anidex, Animated ash Reference Manual

Anidex®, Animated Ash, 1/4 gr. and 1/8gr., 20 capsules
Bamboo Source
• Edgar Cayce Product
• Oxygenates the blood
• Exclusive Baar Products Electrification Process

Mentioned in the Cayce Readings for oxygenating the blood. Most often
activated with use of the Violet Ray unit or the UV lamp system. May also be
mixed with Iodex per instructions in the Cayce Health Care Philosophy. Read the
Carbondex and Anidex book for the details of this wonderful product.

Carbondex®, Carbon Ash, 1/4 gr. and 1/8gr., 10 capsules
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Iodex, 1 oz.
Topical Antiseptic Ointment
Iodex is an anti-infective salve. As long as Iodex remains in contact with
body tissues in minor cuts, wounds and abrasions, the iodine gradually
separates from the molecule of the carrier and inhibits the growth and action
of bacteria and promotes healing. This product has been available since
1910 and was mentioned about 125 times in the Cayce Readings.
• Iodex Formula Now with 2% Iodine
• Ihhibits Growth of Bacteria
• Promotes Healing
This first aid ointment helps prevent skin infection in minor cuts, wounds, and abrasions. As
long as Yodex remains in contact with body tissues in minor cuts, wounds and abrasions, the iodine
gradually separates from the molecule of the carrier and inhibits the growth and action of bacteria and
promotes healing.
Directions: Cleanse affected area with mild soap and warm water and rinse thoroughly. Apply
product and rub until color disappears. If area is too tender, apply freely and cover with a light loose
bandage. Ask a doctor before use if you have deep or puncture wounds, animal bites or serious
burns.
Active Ingredient: Iodine, 2 %. Inactive Ingredients: Oleic Acid, Paraffin, Petrolatum.
Warning: For External Use Only. Do not get into eyes or mucous membranes.

Atomic Iodine, 2 oz. Dropper Bottle [Atomidine]
Electrified
• Stable Nascent Iodine
• Electrified for Enhanced Assimilation
• Recommended by Doctors, Scientists and Health Care Physicians
• Official Edgar Cayce Formula
• Excellent Antiseptic
• Also Recommended for Application to Cuts, Boils, Bites and more
Baar Atomic Iodine is the world's only electrified and stable non-toxic
aqueous form of iodine that liberates the element in an atomic or nascent state.
Atomic Iodine, was developed by Dr. Sunkar A. Bissey in the 1920's. His product was
used for goiter, malaria, hypothyroidism and other health issues. Iodine in the nascent
state is known to fight infections.
Cayce suggested electrifying the product. This process of electrifying was
developed and perfected by Dr. Bruce Baar in the 1980's. Dr. Baar's unique process not only includes
electrification but also includes the effect of the specialized herbs from the Bissey formula.
Baar Atomic Iodine is excellent for external application to cuts, boils, bites, rashes, poison ivy
and more. A truly unique and economic product that is electrified as indicated in the Edgar Cayce
Health Care Philosophy.
Suggested Use:
One drop in a half glass of water provides approximately 600 mcg of nascent Iodine which is
more than the minimum daily requirement.
Apply as needed, topically to skin. Allow time to air dry. Bandaging is discouraged after
application as it may cause tissue irritation.
Ingredients:
1% solution of Electrified Nascent Iodine (approximately 600 mcg iodine per drop).
Warning: If used internally, do not use in conjunction with any other concentrated source of iodine. Overstimulation of the thyroid gland with resulting nervousness may be experienced. People who are hyperactive or
have cardiovascular difficulties should not use this because glandular stimulation might over stimulate the heart.
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By Julian Whitaker, M.D.
Venture Inward, January/February 2004
Cancer! Perhaps no other diagnosis is as feared. Yet many people fear
the treatment options nearly as much as the disease itself – and rightly so.
Conventional cancer therapy is toxic and dehumanizing – and, by and large, it
doesn’t work. Its reliance on aggressive, invasive, and toxic methods such as
surgery, chemotherapy, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy is based on the
faulty paradigm that the body must be purged of cancer by any means
necessary. This may have seemed reasonable in the early 1890s when William
Halstead, M.D., performed the first radical mastectomy, but it has proven to be so
wrong over the last century that continuing to adhere to it constitutes more fraud
than honest mistake.
In this report, I am not going to tell you what you should do if you have
cancer. Only you can make that decision. However, I will tell you what I would do
if I had cancer. Equally important, I will tell you what I wouldn’t do. To begin with,
I wouldn’t accept a diagnosis of cancer as a death sentence. I wouldn’t swallow
everything my doctors told me. I would research treatment alternatives and
become my own expert on my condition. In short, I would fight for my life by all
means available to me.
The strategies that I would use to fight cancer are similar to strategies I
would use to fight any serious illness such as heart disease or diabetes: dietary
modifications, targeted nutritional supplements, and other natural therapies. The
beauty of these therapies is that they can be used with whatever other treatment
– conventional or alternative – you would choose to undergo. Together, they give
your body a fighting chance to heal itself. Let’s first look at my anticancer diet.
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My Cancer-Fighting Diet
Diet is a more powerful cancer therapy than most people realize. There is
solid evidence that improved nutrition strengthens the immune system,
slows the growth of tumors, and protects against metastasis (the spread of
cancer). In a study conducted at the University of Victoria, B.C., researchers
examined 200 cancer patients who had experienced “spontaneous regression”
(an inexplicable cure or tumor reduction). A full 87 percent of these patients had
made major changes in their diets.
If I had cancer, I would take this research to heart. I would switch to a
primarily vegetarian diet and eliminate virtually all sources of saturated fat,
including meat and dairy products, as well as trans fatty acids found in processed
foods. Diets high in these saturated fat and trans fatty acids have been shown to
stimulate cancer growth. At the same time, I would include healthy fats from coldwater fish (salmon, tuna, and mackerel) and flaxseed. The omega-3 essential
fatty acids in these foods are proven to protect against cancer.
In addition to small amounts of healthy fats, my anticancer diet would
include moderate servings of protein, and abundant helpings of fiber-rich
vegetables, fruits, legumes, and whole grains. Plant foods are loaded with
beneficial vitamins, minerals, and phytonutrients that slow cancer growth. I’d
make a special effort to eat foods with known anticancer properties – soybeans,
cruciferous vegetables (such as broccoli and cauliflower), leafy green and yelloworange vegetables, berries, citrus and other fruits, garlic, and green tea.
I would also investigate macrobiotics. Macrobiotics is an Eastern tradition,
defined by Michio Kushi, founder of the internationally famous Kushi Institute in
Massachusetts, as “the universal way of health, happiness, and peace.” At its
center is a “perfectly balanced” diet consisting of 50 percent whole cereal grains
and 20 to 30 percent locally (and preferably organically) grown vegetables,
supplemented with smaller amounts of beans, sea vegetables, soup, and
occasionally white meat, fish, and fruit. Many studies have demonstrated the
value of this kind of diet in treating cancer patients.
Nutritional Supplements Are a Must
A healthy diet is only one tool in the fight against cancer. Equally important
are nutritional supplements. As a doctor, I know that cancer cells drain nutritional
resources from the body and leave it in a state of malnutrition. Studies have
shown that cancer patients have sub-optimal levels of a number of vital nutrients
– particularly antioxidant vitamins and minerals.
If I had cancer, I would take a high-potency multivitamin and mineral
supplement to ensure my body had the nutrients it needed in doses adequate to
mount an attack on cancer cells. I would also take targeted supplements that
have proven to strengthen the immune system and help the body fight back
against cancer. Here are some of the most promising:
Selenium: The trace mineral selenium is one of our most powerful
weapons against cancer. In a study published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association in 1996, researcher Larry Clark, Ph.D., of the Arizona
Cancer Center, presented convincing evidence that supplemental selenium could
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reduce cancer death rates by as much as 50 percent! In this study, Dr. Clark
recruited 1,312 people with a history of skin cancer and divided them into two
groups. Those in the first group were given 200 mcg of selenium per day, while
those in the second group were given a look-alike placebo. Though selenium had
no effect on skin cancer recurrence in these patients, its effects on overall cancer
incidence and mortality were dramatic – there was a 37 percent lower cancer
rate and 50 percent fewer deaths from cancer in the selenium group. In fact, the
results were so definitive that the study was stopped early, as researchers felt it
would be unethical to deny the placebo group the benefits of this remarkable
mineral.
Selenium is a powerful antioxidant that facilitates the quick repair of freeradical damage to DNA – one of the primary causes of cancer. In addition to its
own antioxidant properties, it is also essential for the production of glutathione,
an important antioxidant and detoxifier produced by the body. But selenium’s
ability to protect against cancer goes far beyond this. It actually causes cancer
cells to self-destruct before they replicate, thereby short-circuiting cancer growth.
I take 200 mcg of selenium daily and strongly recommend that
anyone concerned about cancer do the same. The form used in the study is
high-selenium yeast, which is the most bioavailable form.
Vitamin C: Numerous studies have shown that high-dose vitamin C is
associated with a decreased risk of cancer. But can it be effective in the
treatment of cancer? Studies done by Scottish physician and researcher Ewan
Cameron, M.D., provide compelling evidence that it can.
Malignant cells produce an enzyme called hyaluronidase that breaks up
the “glue” that holds cells together. This allows cancerous cells to infiltrate
healthy tissues. Dr. Cameron discovered that vitamin C inhibits the production of
this enzyme, thereby strengthening the “cellular cement” and slowing cancer
growth. When he gave high-dose vitamin C (an average of 10 grams per day) to
cancer patients, he reported remarkable improvements in quality of life and
survival time.
In addition to strengthening the “glue” between healthy cells, vitamin C
enhances immune function and stimulates the formation of collagen that
encapsulates or “walls off” tumors and prevents them from spreading. It also
corrects the vitamin C deficiencies seen in most cancer patients, speeds surgical
wound healing, enhances the effectiveness of some chemotherapy drugs, and
reduces the toxicity of others.
Extra vitamin C is a must for cancer patients. If I had cancer, I would
take 10,000-15,000 mg a day. High-dose vitamin C can cause gastrointestinal
distress in some people, so it should be taken in small doses throughout the day,
with food, to minimize that possibility. Some people tolerate buffered vitamin C
better. Vitamin C may also be given intravenously.
Coenzyme Q10: Like vitamin C, coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10) is a powerful
anti-oxidant and cancer fighter. CoQ10 is most active in the mitochondria, the
energy-producing factories in every cell. It functions like a spark plug within the
mitochondria, igniting the creation of ATP, the basic unit of energy that runs your
entire body.
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Research has shown that cancer patients often have serious deficiencies
of CoQ10. According to Dr. Karl Folkers, the “father of CoQ10” who began
studying this nutrient back in the early 1960s, supplemental CoQ10 is extremely
effective in reducing and eliminating tumors in some patients. In 1995, in
conjunction with Danish researchers, Dr. Folkers published a study reporting
complete tumor regression in five patients with advanced breast cancer using an
average of 390 mg of CoQ10 per day.
I am convinced that CoQ10 is a valuable component of a comprehensive
cancer treatment program. If I were facing cancer, I’d take 100-200 mg of this
very safe supplement, in an oil-soluble form, every day. CoQ10 requires a
little fat to be best absorbed, so it is best taken with a meal.
Bovine and Shark Cartilage: One of the most exciting discoveries ever in
cancer research was announced in the summer of 1998. Two drugs under
development were able to dramatically shrink tumors in mice by choking off their
blood supply. It may be years be- fore these drugs, called endostatin and
angiostatin, are ready for human use, but two natural agents that work in a
similar way are available right now in your health food store – bovine and shark
cartilage.
Research on cartilage dates back to the 1950s, when Harvard-trained
physician John Prudden, M.D., discovered that bovine cartilage dramatically
facilitated wound healing. Dr. Prudden later found that bovine cartilage inhibited
angiogenesis, the growth of a network of blood vessels around a dormant tumor
that allows it to grow and metastasize – the metastasize – the same mechanism
by which the drugs endostatin and angiostatin are purported to work.
Attention turned to shark cartilage in the early 1990s. Sharks are unique in
that they have no bones – their entire skeleton is cartilage. This ancient species
also has an amazingly robust immune system, and unlike other animals, sharks
rarely get cancer. Biochemist William Lane, Ph.D., was intrigued by Dr.
Prudden’s work but thought shark cartilage might work even better as an antiangiogenic agent.
After carrying out some early studies – and being given the run-around by
the NCI – Dr. Lane teamed up with Charles Simone, M.D., a well-respected
oncologist who utilizes nutritional therapies in his medical practice. In 1993 they
set up a full-scale study of shark cartilage involving patients with advanced
metastatic cancer, most of whom were considered to be “terminal” by
conventional cancer doctors. Thirty-five of the patients went on an intensive
shark cartilage program, along with dietary and lifestyle changes to enhance
immune function, and over a third of these “terminally ill” patients showed
improvement. Three patients experienced complete remission, and nine others
experienced a significant reduction in their cancer. All of the patients reported
improvements in overall quality of life, energy, pain, appetite, and mood.
The recommended dose for bovine cartilage is 9 grams per day. For
shark, it is an average of 70 grams per day (1 gram per 2.2 pounds of body
weight, or as much as 1 gram per pound in very advanced cases). Both
bovine and shark cartilage come in capsules, but with the large amount of shark
cartilage required, it is easier to mix a powder in juice or water three times a day
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– or to administer it by rectal enema. Because cartilage doesn’t actually kill
tumors, but shrinks them by cutting off their blood supply, it should be taken
indefinitely to avoid possible recurrence. The higher doses of shark cartilage may
be lowered by half as improvement is noticed, usually after a minimum of 20
weeks, and then reduced to a maintenance dose of 8-10 grams daily.
Essiac Tea: In 1922, Canadian nurse Rene Caisse met a woman who
told her she had been cured of cancer by drinking an Ojibway Indian tea which
consisted of four herbs: burdock root, sheep’s sorrel, slippery elm, and Indian
rhubarb root. Caisse made the tea for her aunt, who had inoperable cancer. Her
aunt was completely cured, and Rene, naming the tea Essiac (Caisse spelled
backwards), found her life’s work.
Rene Caisse never claimed that Essiac tea was a cancer cure, nor that it
would help everyone. But neither should we dismiss it as just another old folk
remedy – its history is too solid to ignore. The individual herbs in Essiac tea have
all been shown in recent years to have anticancer activity, and thousands of
cancer patients in the past 70 years have claimed to have been helped by Essiac
tea.
The most convenient and least expensive way to use Essiac tea is to buy
the mixed herbs, brew your own, and store it in the refrigerator. Drink two ounces
three times a day at least one hour before meals, and give it an initial trial of 12
consecutive weeks without interruption. Essiac tea is available in health food
stores.
Hydrazine Sulfate: Most cancer patients don’t die from cancer. They die
from cachexia – the energy loss, malnutrition, and wasting away that cancer
causes – and from opportunistic infections and organ failure that accompany this
weakened state. Cachexia results from the abnormal metabolism of cancer cells.
Unlike healthy cells, cancer cells break down glucose for energy in the absence
of oxygen, generating lactic acid as a byproduct. Lactic acid and other
breakdown products are taken up by the liver and – with the expenditure of a
great deal of energy – converted back into glucose. The glucose is again gobbled
up by the cancer cells, more lactic acid is produced, and the energy drain is
perpetuated.
Joseph Gold, M.D.,
an innovative physician
who has been consistently
hounded by the cancer
establishment, has
researched a safe, effective
way to break this vicious
energy-depleting cycle –
hydrazine sulfate. This
inexpensive chemical
breaks the energy depleting
cycle by blocking an
enzyme that is required to
convert lactic acid back into
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glucose. Instead of attacking a tumor, it simply deprives the tumor of the energy
needed to grow. Studies conducted in the former USSR and at the UCLA
Medical Center have shown that hydrazine sulfate improves appetite, weight
gain, energy levels, quality of life and, in terminal patients, survival time. It also
appears to relieve the side effects of chemotherapy and radiation therapy.
The dosage of hydrazine sulfate Dr. Gold recommends is one 60 mg
capsule before breakfast for the first three days; two capsules a day, one before
breakfast and another before dinner, on days 4 to 6; and on day 7 and thereafter,
three capsules a day, one before breakfast, one in the mid-afternoon, and one
before bedtime with a snack. However, the dosage of hydrazine sulfate may vary
with body weight, and should be discussed with your doctor. The course lasts six
weeks and is then interrupted by a one- to two-week drug-free interval. This
same cycle can be repeated as often as needed.
Alcohol, barbiturates, tranquilizers, and foods high in tyramine (cheese,
raisins, cured foods like sausages, and fermented products like yogurt and miso)
should be strictly avoided while taking hydrazine sulfate, as they can interfere
with the drug’s effectiveness and cause significant side effects and sickness.
Amygdalin (Laetrile): Amygdalin (also known as vitamin B17 or laetrile)
has been the subject of more controversy than any other single anticancer agent.
This naturally occurring substance is found in over 1,200 plants, and is especially
prevalent in the seeds of apricots, peaches, cherries, plums, and apples. In the
body, amygdalin acts like a “smart bomb,” breaking down into substances that
selectively target cancer cells while leaving normal cells alone.
Studies carried out by biochemist Kanematsu Sugiura, Ph.D., at Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in the 1970s showed that amygdalin stopped the
growth of small tumors and could dramatically reduce the spread of breast
cancer in laboratory animals. However, the results of these studies were not
made public by Memorial Sloan-Kettering. In fact, officials there set out to
discredit this research. When one experiment failed to confirm Sugiura’s findings,
the public affairs department was told to instruct the media that amygdalin had
been “proven” worthless. What they didn’t say is that this experiment had used
1/40 of the dose used in Sugiura’s successful studies – hardly a fair trial of a
potentially valuable cancer-fighting compound.
Likewise, a widely publicized 1981 clinical trial “proving” amygdalin to be
worthless had serious flaws. This trial was carried out at the Mayo Clinic, with the
support of the National Cancer Institute, among terminally ill cancer patients who
had already had their immune systems devastated by surgery, chemotherapy,
and radiation. These patients were unlikely to benefit from any therapy. To make
matters more difficult, the substance used was not amygdalin (laetrile), but
isoamygdalin, a relatively inactive form of amygdalin. Despite these challenges,
the cancers of 70 percent of the patients stabilized during the three weeks that
they received intravenous amygdalin. (Oral amygdalin did not halt the
progression of cancer.)
While the cancer establishment continues its criticism of amygdalin, this
natural compound remains one of the most widely used supplements among
alternative physicians. Although it can be dangerous if too much is taken, at
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recommended intravenous and oral doses, it is safe and appears to be an
effective anticancer agent, especially for improving well-being and relieving
cancer pain. Apricot kernels or laetrile capsules can be ordered by mail. The
usual dose is 250 to 1,000 mg or 10 to 20 apricot kernels daily.
Ukrain: Ukrain is a unique product consisting of an herb called greater
celandine (Chelidonium majus) combined with a cancer drug called thiotepa.
Greater celandine has a long history of use as a folk treatment for cancer, while
thiotepa was the first anticancer drug produced by the German pharmaceutical
industry. Although each of these compounds is highly irritating and toxic on its
own, the combination is remarkable for its ability to destroy cancer cells while
leaving normal cells unharmed.
Ukrain is the brainchild of Dr. J. Wassyl Nowicky, who named it after his
native country (without the final “e”) and unveiled it at the 13th International
Congress of Chemotherapy in Vienna in 1983. For a therapy that stemmed from
folk cancer treatments, it has an impressive body of research behind it. In studies
conducted at the National Cancer Institute, Ukrain was tested against 60 different
human cancer cell lines and completely inhibited the growth of cancer in 57 of
them, including leukemia, melanoma, and cancers of the lung, colon, brain,
ovary, breast, and kidney.
Clinical studies of this anticancer agent are equally impressive. In a 10year clinical study conducted by scientists at Dr. Nowicky’s Ukrain Anti- Cancer
Institute in Austria, 93 percent of patients starting treatment at the earliest stage
of tumor development (no metastases) experienced a total remission. In patients
with minimal metastasis, the success rate was a still remarkable 72 percent.
Even in patients with advanced metastatic cancer (considered “terminal” by most
physicians), the success rate was 30 percent.
Ukrain works on several fronts to selectively destroy cancer cells. It
inhibits DNA, RNA, and protein synthesis in malignant cells and reduces these
cells’ oxygen consumption to zero, effectively killing them. Like shark and bovine
cartilage, it also inhibits the growth of blood vessels around a tumor, starving the
tumor of nutrients and helping to prevent the spread of cancer beyond the
original site. And it fortifies the immune system by increasing the number of T
helper cells, which coordinate key immune activities, and macrophages, which
seek and destroy abnormal cells.
Over 120 scientific papers on Ukrain have been published by scientists
from 16 countries and 47 universities and research institutes. Investigation of
Ukrain continues not just in Austria, where it is produced, but at many institutions
in Canada, France, Germany the Netherlands, Switzerland, Thailand, and even
Swaziland. Unfortunately, American oncologists are far less open to the potential
value of this anticancer compound. Only a handful of alternative practitioners in
the United States offer Ukrain therapy. (See Resources sidebar.)
Keep Searching: The therapies that I have described above are the ones
that, in my opinion, would offer me the best chance of success in fortifying my
immune system and helping me to combat cancer without destroying my body in
the process. In contrast to the invasiveness of surgery, the toxic brew of
chemotherapy drugs, and the destructive effects of radiation, these therapies
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have an impressive record of safety. What’s more, countless patients with
“terminal” cancer have used these therapies to beat the odds and are living proof
that “cut, burn, and poison” are not the only ways to combat cancer.
If I were battling cancer, I wouldn’t stop with what I know now. I would
continue to search for effective, nontoxic therapies that would give me a fighting
chance. I would likely turn to Ralph Moss, Ph.D., probably the most
knowledgeable writer in the world on alternative therapies for cancer. His books
are a much-needed antidote to the mainstream media’s glorification of
conventional cancer therapy. Through a service called The Moss Reports, he
also provides personalized recommendations on the best alternative cancer
treatments worldwide, depending on the type and severity of cancer.
I would consult People Against Cancer, a nonprofit organization that
provides a comprehensive counseling service called the Alternative Therapy
Program. It includes a review of your medical records by a network of doctors
who use alternative therapies.
Finally, I would look into cancer treatment clinics using therapies that
promote the body’s innate healing powers rather than devastate the immune
system. Here are two of the most promising clinics that I would explore.
Burzynski’s Antineoplastons: Antineoplaston therapy is a remarkable
cancer treatment devised by Stanislaw Burzynski, M.D., and administered at his
clinic in Houston, Texas. I firmly believe that antineoplastons are among the most
important breakthroughs of the century in cancer therapy for one reason: they
address cancer at its origins. Administered by mouth or intravenously, these
small protein compounds enter cells and alter specific functions of their genes.
Some activate tumor suppressor genes that cause cancer cells to undergo
apoptosis (programmed cell death), while others turn off oncogenes that would
otherwise cause unbridled cell growth – the very definition of cancer.
Dr. Burzynski recently celebrated the 25th anniversary of the founding of
the Research Institute and the Burzynski Clinic. There was much to celebrate, for
since opening his clinic, he has extended the lives of thousands of cancer
patients, many of them with aggressive, “incurable,” or highly advanced cancer.
Dr. Burzynski’s success rate is especially remark-able considering the types of
cancer he is most closely associated with – virulent brain tumors that
conventional medicine is powerless to treat. In one trial of patients with brain
tumors, survival, complete remission, and partial remission rates were seven
times greater with antineoplastons than have been documented in the published
studies of patients with similar tumors treated with surgery, radiation, and
chemotherapy.
If you are interested in pursuing antineoplaston treatment, be aware that
the FDA controls who gets to use the therapy and who doesn’t. Patients with
malignant brain tumors or lowgrade lymphoma may begin therapy as soon as
they are diagnosed, but those with other types of cancer are often required by
the FDA to first undergo radiation or chemotherapy. Patients must be seen in the
Burzynski Clinic in Houston, and may be required to stay in Houston for two to
four weeks for daily antineoplaston administration and evaluation. It is an
expensive therapy but is sometimes covered by insurance.
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DR. WHITAKER’S RESOURCES
MENTIONED IN THIS ARTICLE
The vitamins and minerals mentioned in this report are available in health food stores or
from Healthy Directions, at 800-722-8008 or www.drwhitaker.com.
Bovine cartilage developed by Dr. Prudden, VitaCarte, is available in health food
stores or from Phoenix Biologics, 800-947-8482. Dr. Lane’s shark cartilage, BeneFin, is
also available in health stores or at www.lanelabs.com.
For more information on shark cartilage, read Dr. Lane’s books, Sharks Don’t Get
Cancer and Sharks Still Don’t Get Cancer.
Hydrazine sulfate is available from Bio Research Institute, 800-291-1508.
For information about amygdalin (laetrile), call Bio Research Institute at 800-291-1508.
To learn more about ukrain, which should be used under the care of a physician, write
to the Ukrainian Anti-Cancer Institute, Margaretenstr. 7/ 7, A-1040 Vienna, Austria, or
visit their Web site, www.ukrain.com.
Ralph Moss’s books on the cancer industry and alternative treatments for cancer are
available in bookstores and many libraries. For information on The Moss Reports, call
800-980-1234 or visit www.cancerdecisions.com.
To contact People Against Cancer, call 515- 972-4444 or visit www.people
againstcancer.com.
To learn more about the Burzynski Clinic, call 713-335-5697 or visit the Burzynski
Research Institute’s Web site, www.cancermed.com, or the Burzynski Patient Group’s
Web site, www.burzyn skipatientgroup.org.
To learn more about Hoxsey therapy, contact the Bio-Medical Center in Tijuana,
Mexico at 011- 52-66-4684-9011 or the National College of Naturopathic Medicine at
503-255-4860.
I3C is available from Life Extension, 800-544- 4440 or 800-841-5433, or www. lef.org.
The brand of modified citrus pectin used in the research cited in this report is
PectaSol, available in health food stores or from EcoNugenics, 800-308-5518.
Cell Forte with inositol hexaphosphate (IP- 6), from Enzymatic Therapy, is sold at
most health food stores.
ImmPower AHCC by American BioSciences can be ordered from Harmony Company
at 800- 422-5518.
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Hoxsey’s Herbs: The Hoxsey therapy is one of the oldest alternative
therapies for cancer. A self-trained healer, Harry Hoxsey used herbal formulas
passed on by his great-grandfather to treat cancer. Some of these formulas were
applied to the skin in order to selectively destroy cancerous tissue, while others
were designed to be taken internally. These tonics were believed to balance the
body and create a healing environment in which the immune system is
strengthened and tumors die.
Hoxsey established a clinic in Dallas, Texas, in the 1920s, where he had
good success treating cancer patients. Despite popular support for his treatment,
the conventional medical community dismissed Hoxsey as a charlatan and he
was repeatedly arrested for practicing medicine without a license. In one twoyear
period, he was arrested over 100 times! Eventually, his treatment was banished
from the U.S. When Hoxsey retired, he passed the torch to his nurse, Mildred
Nelson, R.N., who established the Bio-Medical Center in Tijuana, Mexico, in
1963. It was the first alternative medical treatment facility catering to American
citizens outside the United States.
Since its establishment, the Bio-Medical Center has treated thousands of
cancer patients. The types of cancer that seem to respond most favorably
include melanoma, chronic leukemia, lymphoma, and other types of skin cancer.
Patients with cancers of the lung, colon, prostate, cervix, and breast also report a
good response. Recent research leaves no doubt that Hoxsey’s formulas,
however strange their origins, do indeed contain many plant substances with
therapeutic activity. In fact, scientists have identified antitumor activity in all but
three of Hoxsey’s plants, including burdock root, red clover, barberry, licorice
root, and prickly ash.
When patients are confronted with a diagnosis of cancer, reason often
flies out the window. At the very time they should be making calm,
wellconsidered, educated decisions, they’re paralyzed by shock, fear, and an
extreme sense of urgency. Many patients in this situation rush headlong into
whatever course of action their physician recommends. They do so not so much
because they have faith in the effectiveness of current cancer therapies, but
because they’re too scared to do anything else.
Be an “exceptional” patient, even if you’re labeled “difficult.” Don’t be
afraid to ask your doctor for documentation, and don’t be reluctant to question
what you don’t understand or disagree with. Absolutely get a second opinion, and
possibly a third and a fourth. I know it takes courage to question your doctor’s
recommendations and even more courage to reject them. Don’t forget, it’s his or
her professional opinion. But it’s your life.
Julian Whitaker, M.D., is founder and president of the Whitaker Wellness Institute
Medical Clinic in Newport Beach, Calif. He the author of the monthly newsletter Health &
Healing, and has written eight books including Reversing Hypertension, Reversing
Diabetes, and Reversing Heart Disease (Warner Books). For more information, visit
www.drwhitaker.com or call 1-800-539-8219. This article is a reprint of Dr. Whitaker’s
booklet of the same title. Used by permission.
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Healing Cancer with Cayce’s Help
by Allen S. Chips, D.C.H.
Venture Inward magazine, March/April 2006.
As an alternative health professional, I never thought I would be the one telling
about my own battle with cancer. I’d helped others cure theirs, but did not expect to
be in the position of needing the advice, “Physician, heal thyself.” We always think
that it won’t happen to us – we take so many supplements, do our spiritual work,
meditate, try to eat right, then whammo! the body does things that we don’t
consciously want. Like me, many embark upon a grand educational journey through
alternative or allopathic medicine, in search of healing.
People often ask me, “Do you know what caused it?” or “Do you have any
pollution problems near your house?” I tell them yes, that I know what the turning
points were for contracting the disease, and then getting rid of it. I did have a
pesticide plant near my house. I tell them genetics played a role, as my mother
contracted the exact same strain of Hodgkin’s at the same age. I also tell them that
my traditional oncologist now says I am a walking miracle: “the most exceptional
patient [he’s] ever had.” So here’s my story:
I know the events that led to the breakdown of my immune system, which led to
mono - a virus that resulted in Hodgkin’s lymphoma. It was, in part, a family issue. In
order to protect our family’s privacy, I will leave out the details; but almost everybody
is familiar with the potential difficulties inherent in parenting teens. When you come
from an ethnic background, such as mine, family is everything, and so the turbulence
was all-consuming.
My teenagers are great today, but back then, I experienced sleepless nights and
dissatisfaction toward life for a short period of time, I must admit. This inner
restlessness was just enough to trigger a change in my health.
I came down with the first symptoms of night sweats and week-long fevers on
Good Friday, in April 2003, was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s lymphoma on May 21,
right on my 20th wedding anniversary, and reluctantly set up my first chemo date for
June 16. My diagnosis was stage 2B - two areas of the body, traveling in the blood.
Two tumors on the neck, four tumors between the heart and lungs, and growing. I
was supposed to take 12 treatments of A.B.D.V. chemotherapy, with a PET scan
after eight treatments, to determine whether chemo would be enough. If not,
radiation would also be necessary.
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I got on the recovery warpath in May by spending every day, from 7: 30 a.m. to
sometimes as late as 1 or 2 p.m., researching cures in a book or on the phone. I
contacted a wide variety of treatment programs, oncologists, cancer researchers,
alternative health practitioners, psychics, ministers, recovered cancer patients, and
the National Institutes of Health’s National Council of Complementary and
Alternative Medicine (NCCAM).
At first, because sharks don’t get cancer, I put myself on shark cartilage;
however, I later discovered, through the NCCAM website, this form of calcium by
itself had proved to be ineffective. I put myself on garlic, due to the recent studies in
Japan showing tumor reduction capabilities, and added high doses of coenzyme Q10 to the mix, due to its recent reports of assisting cures in breast and other cancers.
I changed my diet to eating slightly higher amounts of fruits and vegetables. I
implemented daily “white light” meditation for tumor reduction using shark imagery.
At first I imagined great whites eating tumors, then purple nursing sharks in my
bloodstream for eating any traveling cancer cells. I also took a multivitamin, some
green grasses, elderberry extract, and vitamin E with B6, B12, and folic acid. I did
hypnomeditation daily and received guidance that purple was my healing color for
this condition. I later had a significant dream that I would be healed. This was
confirmed by my deceased grandmother during a symptom-relieving reiki treatment
with my wife, who is a reiki master and medical clairvoyant.
I did get the tumors in my neck to shrink slightly from mid-April to mid-May, but
by the end of May, I knew I was losing the battle. One of the two tumors on my neck
was growing. It went from a kind of loose kidney bean to fanning out and attaching
on the side of my neck. This was the week before I was to teach a segment of our
past-life therapy training program at the A.R.E. Each night, I felt deathly ill, as if I had
a cross between walking pneumonia and the flu. It felt like lighter fluid on the
sternum and a brick on the chest.
On June 1, I woke up in the morning, after a few hours of sleep, drenched in
sweat. That day, the first day of the class, I announced my problem and that other
instructors would take over the training thereafter. Several students came up to ask
me if I’d explored the A.R.E.’s health and rejuvenation center. I told them that I would
look into it. By the end of the day, I had set up an appointment for a lymph cleansing
– a three-and-a-half-hour process that would begin at 9 a.m. the next day. That night
I received a much-needed mind-body regressive soul-retrieval session.
The next day began the turning point in my recovery. The lymph cleansing
included three parts with three practitioners: a lymph massage, acupressure with
castor oil packs, and a colonic. The lymph massage felt relaxing and balancing, but
the acupressure was a real purger. As I lay there with a hot castor oil pack on my
abdomen, sweating like a pig, the pressure points on my arms and wrists felt like
nails were being driven through them. I was having difficulty breathing, and my
practitioner said, “Wow, you are moving a lot of energy.” A cleansing effect was
apparent.
Next was my first colonic, where my worst fear came true. The therapist was a
former hypnotherapy student from a certification program I had taught at the A.R.E.
(God help us during these kinds of synchronicities!). Nevertheless, she was very
professional and experienced, so it turned out to be a very educational and
beneficial experience. (I continued colonics for the first few months.) At the end of
my session, I met with a staff member at the Health and Rejuvenation Center who
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told me about a relative who had Hodgkin’s lymphoma and cured it with
chemotherapy. It was encouraging to know that traditional medicine had cured
someone, should I wish to go through with it. However, the side effects of
chemotherapy, of contracting more cancers, concerned me. This was particularly
true of radiation therapy.
My acupressure therapist gifted me with the booklet, Cancer Medicine from
Nature, by Roger Bloom. The book made sense, as it emphasized the herbs Edgar
Cayce recommended to rectify cancerous conditions. Herbal medicine made sense
to me, as I recollected a Cayce reading suggesting there was natural cure for every
illness. I felt that God would have foreseen our conditions of illness and given us this
grace; so I wanted to find out more about it while at the A.R.E.
After checking in with the conference department, to secure my speaking
schedule at A.R.E. (all of us affirming I would be here next year), the next stop was
the A.R.E. Library. There, I explained to Linda, the librarian, of my plight, and she
immediately committed to helping me find a natural cure for my condition.
Apparently, she’d also cured herself of a medical condition with the help of the
Cayce readings. I loaded up with books, tapes, videos, magazines, and illustrations,
and headed to the resource room to work with the readings on CD-Rom. I found a
wealth of information.
My focus was on herbs and diet. I wanted to see what Edgar Cayce
recommended not just to prevent cancer, but cure it. I found multiple
recommendations of burdock root, stillingia, yellow dock root, wild cherry bark, and
potassium iodide. I also found elderflower and noticed that Cayce recommended an
alkaline diet.
As I watched the video outlining the Hoxsey approach, Quacks Who Cure, my
head spun. Harry Hoxsey was a naturopath curing cancer around the time Cayce
was giving readings, prescribing almost the exact same herbal compounds. What I
saw convinced me that these two men discovered the cure for cancer. The
government conspiracy...the alkaline diet similar to the Cayce diet...and the herbs –
almost identical. Due to the fact that Hoxsey was curing cancer outside of the
medical establishment, the A.M.A. filed a lawsuit, which Hoxsey won in a counter
suit. He proved he was curing cancer as he’d claimed. However, a few weeks later
Hoxsey’s 17 clinics, which were located in almost every major city across American,
were pad-locked by the F.D.A. In 1962, their headquarters in Dallas moved to
Tijuana, Mexico, where the clinic still exists today. At the end of the video, I viewed
several testimonials of cancer cures.
Then, I watched another video called, Hoxsey’s Bio Medical Center - The
Experience, which described a patient’s experience at the clinic. A husband and wife
who both recovered with the clinic’s treatments produced it.
She’d been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer and given three months to live –
20 years ago! I later found out that typically those who are diagnosed with pancreatic
cancer are told to skip chemotherapy because it would just shorten their lives.
Traditional medicine offered no hope. Wow! I later phoned her to find out her
husband was diagnosed with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma a few years after her cure,
and he was also cured with Hoxsey therapy using no traditional medicine.
The number of testimonials I’d heard on the video indicated that it couldn’t be
quackery. After Linda pointed out the Hoxsey Formula in the Baar Products catalog,
I got on the phone with Bruce Baar, president of Baar Products, whom I’d met years
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earlier at a conference held at the A.R.E. Even though Bruce advised me to go to the
clinic in Tijuana, instead of experimenting with his formula, I decided to try it just to
see what it would do. His tonic’s main ingredients were similar to the original Hoxsey
tonic (burdock root, stillingia, red clover, poke weed, licorice, cascara sagrada,
prickly ash bark, buckthorn bark, berberis root, and potassium iodide) with the
addition of a few herbs that Cayce recommended for cancer recovery. However, this
formula was suspended in an alcohol base, which I later found out reduced its
potency.
Next, I went to the Heritage Store and bought burdock root and red clover (also
traditionally used in Native American cures), and the herbal digestive tonic Formula
545 (also available through A.R.E.), since it contained yellow dock, sarsaparilla,
prickly ash, and wild cherry. Finally, I mixed in some licorice extract with all of the
above, creating my own concoction.
Next, I began the Cayce alkaline diet. That night I contacted a local chiropractor,
who was referred to me by the A.R.E. librarian. She said that she had been
diagnosed with breast cancer last September and immediately checked into the Bio
Medical Center in Tijuana to use their system as her only treatment. Originally, her
tumor was the size of a half dollar and was now the size of a dime. (Recently, she’d
informed me that her physician in the U.S. took CT scans, which indicated a solid
remission; she now has outlived her relatives, many of whom had died from cancer).
I started on all the Cayce herbs on June 2. At that time, I figured that if I could
get the Cayce/Hoxsey herbs and diet to work, as evidenced by shrinking my tumors,
I would skip chemo.
By June 5, I was home in Virginia when I received my package with the Hoxsey
tonic from Baar Products. That night I sensed the presence of Padre Pio, the
stigmatist, in my bedroom. My prayers previously requested his intercession to either
heal me or enlighten me as to the purpose for having the disease. That night, I
received the message that I would not be healed through divine intervention, but that
I was to educate others on my journey.
My wife and I flew to Puerto Vallarta for a third honeymoon just before I was to
start my first of 12 chemotherapy treatments on June 16. I continued to use the
herbs and a form of Cayce’s alkaline diet while I was on the trip, when nothing short
of a miracle happened. I felt the large tumor on my neck detach itself, like a rubber
band snapping against my neck. It began to shrink as the week went on, and by the
time I arrived at the oncology clinic on the 16th, it was the size of a BB. The other
lymph node, which had also been proliferating, was by then nonexistent. My
physician said, “You are the most exceptional patient in the history of my practice.”
He told the nurses, “I don’t think Mr. Chips will be needing his chemotherapy today.”
They looked dumbfounded as I could barely hold myself together to make another
appointment for a six-week check-up.
However, unfortunately, the battle wasn’t over. By the end of June, at a family
gathering, people said that I still didn’t have good color. I felt bloated and was having
night sweats every two weeks through the end of July, (my oncologist indicated that
night sweats could possibly coincide with the spread of cancer cells through the
blood stream). I was worried and asked God for a dream of discernment. That same
night, I had a dream that I erroneously interpreted as an urging to take
chemotherapy, and with the medical professionals in my family urging me, I signed
up to start the process the third week in July, thinking I would do both alternative and
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traditional medicine to make sure I won the battle. I told my physician about the
dream:
“I was in a car race and had a slow vehicle that was very frustrating. There were
two big black guys in the back seat, and one in the passenger seat. The one in the
passenger seat kept grabbing the steering wheel trying to take over the driving. I felt
the message was that somebody must take over from here, and I should stop selftreating. I think you [the doctor] may have been the woman with dark hair who
started the race. I interpret this as a sign that I should probably start chemo.”
He told me he wasn’t sure about my interpretation of the dream, since I was
making good progress with the Cayce herbal-dietary approach, but that he would
order in the “juice” if I wanted it. My traditional oncologist had written three books on
oncology and spirituality, so his hesitance about my interpretation of the dream is
worth noting.
I took one round of chemo anyway, thinking I would do self-hypnosis and
imagery to stave off the side effects. Afterward, I was anemic, had hives from an
allergic reaction, blisters on my tongue, severe, debilitating short-term memory loss
(from intravenous steroids), and the list goes on. I couldn’t remember what I did or
said from one moment to the next, and of all of my gifts from God, my mind is my
most treasured asset. A few days later, when I went to church, my pastor looked at
me and said, “What happened to you?” I told him that I took a chemotherapy
treatment, and he said, “Maybe you needed to try it to find out it was something you
should never do again.” I agreed. I felt like death warmed over, and I almost fainted
a couple of times during the service.
I knew that Spirit was talking through him. After church, I checked myself into the
emergency room, and was told not to drive. On the way home, my wife’s intuition
was that it would kill me if I proceeded, so I vowed never to do chemo again.
In essence, I was on my own from here. I was a “no-show” on my next chemo
appointment, and at my subsequent doctor’s visit, my oncologist said I needed to
have at least 5 more treatments (of 12 minimum) to have any remote chance of a
cure. He recommended I take off from work for at least a year, close the speaking
and publishing business, and have my wife support me. I said, “No way.” He said,
“You know one treatment won’t cure you.” I acknowledged that, and was officially
signed off as “refusing treatment” in my medical charts. As I departed, I will never
forget my oncologists face as he shook my hand farewell as if he would never see
me again.
In the meantime, I recalled the Cayce reading indicating that nothing significant
in one’s life would happen without first appearing in a dream, so my wife and I
thought long and hard to reinterpret my dream correctly. After all, I had asked God to
give me a dream for the purpose of discernment. Then, it all began to make sense.
We reinterpreted the black driver, who fought me to take over the steering wheel, to
represent Hoxsey’s “black tonic,” one of the herbal compounds used at the clinic
which is characterized by dark root extracts. The group of passengers was the
Mexican medical staff at the Bio Medical Center, Tijuana, Mexico. We both
ascertained that I was supposed to go to Mexico and let them “drive” now; and we
were betting it would be the black tonic they would prescribe for me.
I contacted the local chiropractor again in Virginia Beach. She said, “Eighty
years and 80 percent success. You can’t beat those statistics.” This confirmed it. As
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I hung up the phone, I decided no more self-treating. Next, I booked a flight to San
Diego, destination Tijuana, Mexico.
When I got to Tijuana on August 10, I requested an additional consultation with a
homeopathic physician (all the physicians had been there 15-20 years). In the
waiting room, I read the visitor registry. It was filled with testimonials, many from
patients who had returned for checkups many years later, still satisfied that the
B.M.C. had extended their lives. I read many stories of people whose cancer had
metastasized and were cured with Hoxsey therapy in a last-ditch effort after
traditional medicine gave up on them.
An oncologist who had worked at the clinic for 18 years examined me. He said
my liver and spleen were slightly enlarged, so we would need to stay in frequent
contact to make sure the cancer was not spreading to my organs. Next I was shown
all my CT scans, which covered a wall. The BMC’s radiologist and several
alternative medicine physicians pointed out cancer-related factors in the CT scans.
That morning, I learned much more about the extent of my disease than I had in the
U.S.
Later, I met again with my oncologist, who put me on a much stricter diet,
eliminating pork, vinegar, tomatoes, processed sugar and flour, most fats, alcohol,
and many preservatives. The diet added alkaline-forming foods, and took away acidforming foods. Supplemental replacements were given for specific nutritional
deficiencies. The premise for the diet, which had to be followed exactly, was that
cancer couldn’t grow in a highly alkaline environment. While stifling cancer growth it
stimulated the immune system to attack the tumors. The herbs, which cleanse the
blood and restore the organs, further boost the immune system and destroy the
capillaries feeding the tumors, all of which was evidenced in my CT scans. Years on
the diet rebuild the immune system to a level sufficient to prevent any cancers from
recurring. The diet works like a vaccine. Once the immune system recognizes and
overcomes certain cancer cells, the body maintains a permanent immunity to them.
Second, he put me on the “black tonic,” as he called it. (Bingo! Just as the
dream indicated.) Their herbs were suspended in a potassium iodide base (instead
of alcohol), which proved to be much more potent, as I would discover for the next
two months experiencing prolonged digestive tract cleansing. Apparently, the
berberis, which is known for killing candida, was doing its job. Then, in the
homeopathic consultation I was put on two forms of Chinese medicine. The first was
from Spring Wind Herbs - a Berkeley California based Chinese medicine pharmacy
that labeled the powdered tea, “Lymphoma Rx.” The other was the new “miracle
cure,” as it’s been referred to in the International Journal of Oncology, 2001, called
Artemisinin. Nutracology in Hayward, California manufactures Artemisinin. It’s a
derivative of the herb, artemesia (sweet wormwood), which has been a long-time
cure for malaria in Asia. An article written by Robert J. Rowen, M.D., stated that it’s
been credited with 100% effectiveness, in all cases studied, often resulting in
complete remissions - but is not approved by the FDA. I was also put on Montana
yew tree needles, the natural, much less toxic derivative of the popular chemo drug
taxol.
The last phase was supplement education - Keep taking CoQ-10, garlic, and
multivitamins; stop the shark cartilage, and take coral calcium with magnesium
instead, since it has several minerals our soil doesn’t pass on to our foods anymore.
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At the end of my consultation and examination, which cost less than $100, I was
offered a lifetime supply of the herbal medicinal tonic, which amounted to several
thousand dollars. There were a few other minor expenses. The clinic was willing to
work with patients if they couldn’t pay it all at once. At that time, a patient could try
the tonic for one year at a price of $700. Since I knew the remedy was going to work
for me, and because the Bio Medical Center recommended a minimum of five years
on the tonic, I bought the lifetime supply.
Upon returning home, I experienced six to eight weeks of digestive tract
cleansing, which I had been warned about. By late summer, I changed my imagery
to God’s light melting everything directly, like ice cubes in the sun. I also created a
healthy attitude of Buddhist detachment within my personal relationships.
My next visit was to our local hospital in November. The Osteopath who
examined the CT scan (on the screen in front of me, since he was my friend and
neighbor) exclaimed, “These look necrotized! What have you been doing?” He knew
I had given up chemo as soon as I started it, and he had been praying for me. I told
him what I’d done to get to this point. Next, I flew out to Mexico for a checkup, and
my Mexican oncologists said the same thing: “They (the tumors) look black, and
small.” Usually, it takes a year or so to boost the immune system high enough to kill
and shrink the tumors to this degree, not three months!
In 2004, after two rounds of CT scans, one in the spring and one in the fall, I
received a clean bill of health from my local traditional oncologist. He said, “You’re
done. You don’t need to come back here anymore.” He had become more interested
in how I did it, so I promised him a lunch out after my one-year routine checkup due
in the fall of 2005 - when I would further explain these cures from nature.
Yes, the BMC doctors agreed that the chemo was a help, but not a cure; my
traditional oncologist concurs. In fact, he originally believed it was a miracle from
God. I believe it’s a combination of the Cayce/Hoxsey herbs and alkaline diet, the
daily imagery I utilized, and the people that God put in my path to teach me how to
win the race. The A.R.E. introduced me to natural remedies I didn’t realize existed.
The BMC made available these unknown cures, and their holistic support system
included a thorough education of diet, herbs, supplements, environment, and
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lifestyle factors. Throughout the process, they promptly responded to every email
and phone call.
This journey made me realize that we are all on borrowed time, and we need to
heed the saying carpe diem, which in Latin means, “seize the day.” With gratitude, I
owe my life and well-being to Edgar Cayce, Harry Hoxsey, the people at A.R.E. and
the Bio Medical Center - and first and foremost, to God.
“There is within the grasp of man all that in nature that is the counterpart of that in the
mental and spiritual realms, and an antidote for every poison, for every ill in the
individual experience, if there will but be applied nature, natural sources.”
Edgar Cayce reading #2396-2

Important Resources:
Bio Medical Clinic: 011-52-664-684-9011; BMC@telnor.net; www.Hoxsey.com
Baar Products: (800) 269-2502; www.baar.com
A.R.E. Health and Rejuvenation Center: (800) 333-4499
Cansema and Hoxsey Video
Nutracology: (800) 545-9960; allergyresearchgroup.com
Spring Wind Herbs (pharmacy): (800) 588-4883
A.R.E. Bookstore: (800) 333-4499; www.edgarcayce.org
Dr. Rowen’s newsletter, Second Option: (800) 728-2288; (770) 399-5617
Killing Your Cancer Without Killing Yourself, by Allen S. Chips, D.C.H.

Dr. Allen S. Chips is president of the American Holistic University, and the National
Association of Transpersonal Hypnotherapists, and the author of three books: Clinical
Hypnotherapy, a Transpersonal Approach; Script Magic: a Hypnotherapist’s Desk
Reference; and Killing Your Cancer Without Killing Yourself. Over the past 12 years he
has been a popular speaker at A.R.E. conferences on such topics as: professional
hypnotherapy certification, reincarnation, life between lives, cancer prevention and
recovery, personal growth, and more – all relative to the readings of Edgar Cayce.
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Cancer and the Naturopathic Journey
by Marion Kincaid
February 2007
Cancer. The very word conjures up a myriad of emotions. Fear being the
primary one. Denial. Uncertainty. Death.
All these loom larger in the mind. Fortunately, we are spirit as well as
mind and body – spirit speaks to us whether we are listening or not. Choose to
listen.
I was the last person one would select as “most likely to choose a
naturopathy therapy in response to a cancer diagnosis.” I had worked in what I
refer to as the edge of allopathic medicine – a receptionist for a large multinational pharmaceutical company, the assistant to nurses and a dietician in the
“Wellness” program of a major hospital, the assistant to even more nurses in a
big toxic-chemical court case involving 2000 claimants, and recently, quality
assurance specialist in another big hospital/pharmaceutical supply company.
Thus when my first diagnosis of breast cancer came, I started out on the
allopathic path. I did the biopsy, the next surgery (at that time, a segmectomy
and a lymph-node check). Nothing was detected in the lymph-nodes; the
surgeon had, he thought, all the cancer out and clear margins. Still, he was
recommending radiation, and five years of Tamoxifen. So I proceeded to
arrange for the radiation treatment. Everything was on schedule – except the
day came and I didn’t go to the radiation center. The decision not to go, I think,
was made during a process I had started. One that I turn to when I am in trouble.
And so, I started praying – what on earth should I do now, Lord? I wanted
to get well. From this a series of events occurred...while looking in the trash can
for something to read on the subway home from work, I pulled out an alternative
newspaper that had on the last page, a whole page ad for the ARE (Association
for Research and Enlightenment). I had heard of the ARE, Cayce and his work;
however, I did not know there was a conference center, 800 number and so forth.
This was the turning point. It led me to counsel with Dr. Bill McGarey in
Arizona over the phone. He outlined for me a process to use in how to safely
venture inward. I was first to meditate for 15 minutes before going to sleep...to
get a question really clear in my mind. When I asked what kind of question, he
suggested, “Why don’t you ask if you are sick?” Then I was to go to sleep and
when I woke up, note “the answer.” It did not seem a difficult process. And so I
did so for about a week.
Cayce says when there is a need, the answers will be there. Was I sick?
Just as I was about to come to full consciousness, I was telling my girlfriend from
Milwaukee to stop sending
the “Get well” cards. Thus, not sick any longer! Should I pursue chemotherapy?
A big “NO!” And so, I only took 2 months of Tamoxifen. How should I handle the
nurses at work who were getting increasingly uneasy? The dream – I was
playing in a quartet with 3 others playing the strings, and I, the drums. I was
beating to my own drum – (beating my own drum or marching to my own
drumbeat??). Later, I was to learn this was called, “incubating a dream.”
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Since I was only 4 hours from the ARE in the Washington, DC area, I
started coming to conferences, meeting people, reading from the library, and
finding like-minded groups in the DC area. All of this was immersing me more
into Cayce, alternative medicine, new ideas and eventually new ways.
A year later, the second diagnosis came, a lump in the other breast. This
time, the surgeon asked me what I wanted to do. I told him I wanted to go to a
“Holistic” Clinic in Phoenix. I went through the “Temple Beautiful” 11-day
residential program at Bill McGarey’s ARE Clinic in Phoenix. By the end of the
program, I had a pretty clear idea of what to do; however, incorporating the
program in a routine with working full time was difficult. After attempting to do so
for six months, I told the surgeon, if the tumor is still here, schedule me for
surgery. It was still there.
Another segmectomy (no lymph-node check this time)...and after the
surgery, the doctor says, “Well this (indicator) is favorable, this is favorable, this
is favorable...” He went through his whole list of indications for a good (or not so
good) prognosis. And, “You are probably correct that there is no lymph-node
activity.” I just said, “Thank you, Doctor.” And mentally, “Thank you, God!” The
visualization techniques that I learned at the ARE clinic, I feel, had stopped any
lymph-node activity. Two more months of Tamoxifen followed.
In 1996, I moved to Virginia Beach and resumed life. I am grateful for all
those years of living what a “normal” life consists of – even if mundane at times.
With the year 2005 came the third diagnosis of breast cancer. I thought,
“I know the routine.” Not exactly! This time, it was a different surgeon in a
different city. And this time, I did suspect it had not only returned, but since my
arms were in pain, that lymph-node involvement was there. I did not suspect
what the surgeon would suggest, after the biopsy (again confirming the cancer
diagnosis); he suggested two variations of a mastectomy. After getting a second
opinion...which merely confirmed the first scenario, I came to see this as a choice
which is “SOP” standard operating procedure in the medical world. I viewed this
as virtually a no-win choice. Surely, there must be another way.
And so, I was praying again. Eventually, over the next 2 months, I went to
three different DO’s (doctors of osteopathy) in the area with various suggestions
on what to do. One of the doctor’s recommended a book called The Complete
Cancer Cleanse: A Proven Program to Detoxify and Renew Body, Mind, and
Spirit by Cherie Calbom, M.S., John Calbom, M.A., and
Michael Mahaffey, P.C. Mahaffey is a cancer survivor of over 20 years! While
looking for this book I called up the ARE library and was greeted by the librarian,
“Are you looking for a clinic?
Do you have time to pick up some materials?”
That very afternoon I went to the library and picked up a wealth of
information on Cayce and cancer, herbal treatment, and the BioMedical Center
(located in Tijuana, Mexico). Roger Bloom’s small book entitled, Cancer
Medicine From Nature: The Herbal Cancer Formulas of Edgar Cayce and Harry
Hoxsey, was the most informative. Bloom, an ARE member, had investigated
Cayce’s herbal formulas when his parents had diagnoses of cancer. He provides
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a thorough comparison of Cayce’s herbal formulas and Harry Hoxsey’s formulas
used at the BioMedical Center in Mexico.
Roger Bloom’s presentation of Cayce and Hoxsey, and my own desire to
avoid the “choice” of more surgery/radiation/chemotherapy had coalesced into
my re-thinking of herbal medicine. Now, instead of thinking herbal medicine was
“backward or ineffectual,” I saw it as a return to the early days of the
pharmaceutical industry. I saw herbs as closer to nature and therefore more
effective (and no side effects).
The librarian also put me in touch with others in the ARE community who
have started the Hoxsey treatment from the BioMedical Center. All are
veterans....3 and one-half years into the five year program. I was able to reach
the one (who also had breast cancer.) whose cancer was also breast cancer.
She was very helpful in answering all of my questions.
The way opened for me and a friend to go to the BioMedical Center
virtually two weeks after receiving the library materials. Set upon a hill in Tijuana,
with a view that just glimpses the Pacific Ocean, and a grand balcony adjacent to
the main waiting room, hope is in the air. Patients are chatting among
themselves. A video is shown on how to prepare “The tonic” and the dietary
guidelines that accompany the program. Sprinkled alongside the practical
information are comments from real people who have recovered from their
cancers. You see yourself mirrored among these faces and hope for you begins
to dawn and grow.
The herbs and diet recommendations are all to support your body
becoming and maintaining an alkaline state. Exactly what Cayce recommends!
Thus, no pork, vinegar, tomatoes, or alcohol. Stay away from white flour, sugar.
Watch the salt! The surprise was “no microwave.” My kitchen is being reordered.
In fact, my life is being re-ordered. I have started once again to ask
myself, “Well if I am still here, what else, Lord, can I do?” And as always,
answers are coming. Change is in the air as this new year of 2007 has begun.
And the cancer? I have been on the herbal treatment for a year. After about 3
months, the pain in my arms had gone! My yearly check-up included both
mammograms and a pap test. Both were “NORMAL.” Thank God, for people
like Cayce, Hoxsey, Bloom, folks at the ARE and the ARE community, and some
very wonderful angels. God Bless you all!
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My Experience With the Hoxsey Tonic
by Myrna
When I was diagnosed with breast cancer in November of 2000, I was
shocked and upset. I was no different than anyone else regarding the "cancer"
word. It strikes fear and dread in most people, especially when they are the ones
who have it, and I was no exception.
My surgeon wanted me to decide what I wanted to do after the
mastectomy - have reconstructive surgery with a plastic surgeon or leave it be.
She was going on vacation, but I should make an appointment for early January
when she returns. In the meantime, I should talk to the oncologist, radiologist and
plastic surgeon.
The radiologist wanted to nuke my lymph nodes, as well as the two
tumors.
The plastic surgeon not only wanted to reconstruct the breast to be
removed, but also work on the good one so they would "match." The
reconstruction would come from my lower abdomen - one side, anyway, and the
other side would be removed so I would balance and then it would be discarded.
Not a pretty picture.
When I saw the oncologist and told him I had to let the surgeon know what
I wanted to do in the next two weeks, he said, "You don't have two weeks!!" That
was December 4, 2000, only two weeks after the biopsy.
I was lucky. I have a friend who had cancer throughout her body in the
early 60s. She was given up to die by the doctors here in the U.S. The
chiropractor she worked for bundled her up and he and his wife took my friend
down to Tijuana to the Bio Medical Center (Hoxsey Clinic). They told her she was
so far gone, they were not sure she would make it, but they would give it all they
had. She could only keep down the Hoxsey tonic and carrot juice and in eight
months, she was back on her feet and raising her two-year-old daughter. She is
78 today and still free of cancer.
At first, I was going to have the surgery and then go down to the clinic to
get rid of any lingering cancer cells. When I discussed it with my friend, she
never told me what to do. Then, on my own, I realized that I was being foolish. If
the tonic could kill the rest of the cancer lurking in my blood stream, it could
certainly kill the tumors in the breast, without surgery, radiation or chemotherapy.
December 6, 2000, just two days after seeing the oncologist and hearing his
"death sentence," saying I didn't have two weeks, I was on my way to Tijuana
and never looked back.
The line for new patients was very small, only a couple of us. The line for
returning patients was practically out the door. That gave me encouragement. If
they're returning, they must be getting good results.
The cancer was confirmed by the blood tests and I was given guidelines
for a diet and a supply of tonic and yew tablets, which is the natural substance
that forms tamoxafen - the breast cancer drug. The yew tablets would kill any
stray cancer cells in the blood.
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The diet consisted of no bleached flour, no white sugar, no sugar
substitutes, no alcohol, no caffeine, no carbonated beverages, sea salt - no
regular salt, no microwaving of food, and above all, nothing with vinegar or acetic
acid and absolutely nothing with tomatoes, not even Mrs. Dash. The vinegar and
tomatoes interfere with the tonic's effectiveness. So that meant no salad
dressing, no mayonnaise, no BBQ sauce, no mustard, no catsup, no sauces, no
spaghetti with tomato sauce, no tomatoes in my salad, etc. It was going to take a
lot of will power and I thank God that I had it. The thought of the radiation,
chemo, surgery and plastic surgery scared the living daylights out of me. After all,
the graveyards are full of people who have been given those treatments and
succumbed anyway. I was not going to be one of them.
I followed the program. I did lose some hair due to the yew tablets, I think.
I started wearing wigs and liked them better than my own hair and I didn't have to
fuss with my own hair, either. Besides, when I'm off the program, I fully expect
my hair to come back.
There were tiny sores that came out on my skin, which I was told would
happen. These were toxins coming out. I was not to lift anything heavy. The tonic
softens muscles and tissues so that the cancer can pull out and be discarded.
Other than that, there were no side effects.
About a month into the program, I started to feel pinching in the breast and
asked my friend about it since she had gone through this. She said that she had
pinching throughout her body. The cancer was breaking loose. One day, the
pinching was so bad, I was wincing. She told me that was the core breaking free.
I never felt another pain in the breast even till this day.
Five months after I started on the Hoxsey program, I went back to the
surgeon, who insisted I be rechecked. I was curious myself. Another
mammogram was taken. She came into the room and gave me the results. "Well,
I see the two scars from the double biopsy, but there's no evidence of cancer."
She still wanted to remove the breast, however. No way, I told her. She insisted
that she left margins in when she did the biopsy and was afraid it would come
back. That was seven years ago.
I received letters from the radiologist and surgeon, letting me know that I
was putting my health at risk and should return for treatment. Hey, they have to
pay for their new car, don't they? It took a lot of courage and confidence that
what I was doing was right. Even my sister and mother let me know that they
were worried - until they found out that the doctor could no longer see any
cancer. It took a lot of strength to buck the system and those you love and watch
them worry about you. I was a salmon swimming upstream.
I then had my dosage of tonic cut back after four years. The program is a
five-year program. In my last year, I was weaned off the tonic and yew tablets. By
December 2005, I completed my five years and was off the treatment. If it ever
should return, I will be given tonic free to me for the rest of my life. That is how
confident they are that it works. They have a 70-80% success rate. The 20-30%
failure is mostly due to people coming as a last resort (after chemo, radiation and
surgery didn't work) or not following the diet and program. I was cautioned to
stick as close to the diet as possible as it is a healthier way to live anyway. That
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is no problem for me. In fact, I feel much better. I used to get headaches before
the treatment and since I changed my diet, I hardly ever get headaches anymore.
So I had the choice of cutting, nuking and poisoning, including killing off
my good cells, or building up my immune system and destroying the cancer
naturally. I could submit to the medical treatments which save very few lives as
compared with those who die from this dreaded disease under those treatments,
or use natural and non-invasive methods to help my body fight the cancer itself.
Which would you choose?

A Synopsis of my Journey with Multiple Sclerosis,
Cancer and Non-conventional Interventions
by Barbara F. Sikes, D.C
It was September 16, 2002 that I was diagnosed with breast cancer intraductal carcinoma was the official designation on the pathologist's report. I'd
had it sent to be read by a second pathology lab just to be sure it was accurate. It
was confirmed. A very scary two days ensued. I say two days because it was just
two days later that I attended a Holistic Health Symposium for which I'd already
registered. As a Chiropractor I like to keep up with the latest in alternative and
complementary medicine. At that Symposium I learned about the Hoxsey Clinic
or Biomedical Center as it is now called.
Thirty years earlier in September of 1972 I had been diagnosed with
Multiple Sclerosis. At the time there were no conventional treatments for MS only medicines like Prednisone that were supposed to help with the symptoms. In
a way I was fortunate to learn after a few doses of Prednisone that my body was
much sicker with it than without it. That forced me to begin to look elsewhere beyond what conventional doctors were offering - for MS treatments. I was
fortunate to learn about the work of Dr. Roy Swank and his research with MS
since the late 1940's using a very low saturated fat diet as a treatment for MS. I
had nothing to lose and could see it was a healthy diet so went on it. Within 4
years the MS had stabilized and I still follow it now after 35 years. I am blessed to
be doing really well in spite of an MS diagnosis. During those years I went back
to school to get my doctorate in Chiropractic and my journey into alternative
health care became well established.
So in 2002 when I was now faced with a cancer diagnosis, I'd been
dealing with an auto immune disorder (MS) for all these years, and was scared to be honest - to submit myself to surgery, chemo and /or radiation. What would
that do to my system? Two or three doses of Prednisone had made me sick how would my system handle the much stronger and more toxic drugs of
chemotherapy. But I didn't know enough about alternative cancer treatments to
feel comfortable, let alone confident, about NOT doing conventional treatments.
So after those two days I attended the Symposium and by Divine
Synchronicity, two of the presentations that year were on cancer, and one of
them was about Harry Hoxsey, his herbal treatments for cancer and the clinics
he had started. After almost 40 years in the United States, they moved to Mexico
in 1963. So by 2002 they had an almost 80 year track record. I began further
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research, talked to patients all over the world that had been to the clinic up to 28
years earlier and were still going strong. I watched the video, read the books and
was down there in 2 weeks. I had also researched a few other possibilities in this
country - one in particular down in Texas. They would charge $450 for the doctor
to review records, $750 to see the doctor personally, and $4500 a MONTH to
begin the treatments. (This was in 2002) By comparison the Biomedical Center
charged $3500 for LIFE. You are asked to pay a third on each of your first three
visits. No bills are ever sent. You are also asked to pay for any additional tests on
each visit.
While it was all new and far away from where I lived on the east coast, the
trip was pretty easy. I flew to San Diego, stayed in a motel in San Ysidro, CA
which provided shuttle buses over to the clinic in MX and back. Any anxiety was
allayed once I got there. The doctors and staff were so professional and friendly.
The other patients were very encouraging to newcomers and it was reassuring to
hear their stories. I was given a thorough exam, along with blood tests and
urinalysis. X-rays were taken. I was then called back in to the doctor's office to go
over their findings and make the recommendations. For me that included the
herbal tonic to be taken four times daily along with dietary restrictions and other
supplements. I was then sent home and asked to return in 3 months, which I did.
Gradually the visits were extended to every six months and since 2005 I've just
returned yearly. The tumor had been monitored physically and with blood tests.
In 2004 one of my doctors in the USA requested I get a PET scan - it showed
"minimal activity" in the affected breast and stated it was "within normal limits". I
was on the right track!! In 2005 new diagnostic equipment was available at the
clinic that is able to distinguish between healthy and cancerous tissue. That was
the first year I had a specific measurement of what was left of the tumor. When
repeated in 2006 the test showed that the tumor was even smaller and when I
returned in 2007 there was no more evidence of any cancerous tissue! However I
continue to stay on the same treatment routine for at least another year to
reconfirm the results and before discontinuing the tonic. The dietary restrictions,
as with those for the MS, have become routine and I can't imagine changing
those to any great degree.
Additionally I must stress the importance of the following components in
this approach to cancer (or any) treatment. Getting plenty of rest, dealing with
stress, keeping laughter, joy, and passion in your life, having a spiritual frame of
reference, getting out in nature, and modest exercising all are critical adjuncts to
the recovery process. For me that meant cutting back on work hours, continuing
with meditation that I'd been doing for many years, taking up walking, DIScontinue watching the news, and expanding my already strong pull to spiritual
studies.
As I look back on this journey, now five years, I feel so incredibly blessed.
I've never been "sick" from the cancer, never had to lose my hair, and never
been cut on. I said to myself - and my concerned family - at the outset that I
would try this approach FIRST. I am so glad I did.
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The Nut That Heals: A Report on Almonds
Almonds can improve your health in many ways. They have been shown to fight cancer
and are beneficial in preventing chronic illness.
by Scott Grady, Research & Education, A.R.E. Clinic
http: //www.areclinic.org/articles.asp?ArticleID=10&src=m
For most scientists, an almond is a nut like any other nut. The common opinion
seems to be that nuts taste good, fill you up, and provide you with plenty of energy —
but that's about it. This way of thinking is on the verge of change.
The latest research into the biochemistry of nuts is shining a new light on the
importance of nuts in the daily diet. The early stages of this research suggest that the
nut of the sweet almond tree (Prunus dulcis) may possibly be the greatest of all the nuts,
and capable of providing remarkable health benefits.
It was in ancient times that the sweet almond first developed a reputation as a
healing food. It was thought to help increase vitality, clear up skin problems, and help the
body resist intoxication. In the late 20th century most researchers simply assumed that
these old ideas were exaggerations, mere folk tales based upon mythology and the
basic nutritional properties of nuts — protein, calories, and the known healing effects of
vitamin E, which is abundant in almonds.
Edgar Cayce, a man regarded as the father of American holistic medicine, also
highly favored the almond. In his readings, Cayce
often recommended that almonds be included in
the diet. Sometimes the consumption of almonds
was portrayed as a key therapeutic agent — used
to improve the complexion, improve eliminations
through the colon, and even to prevent cancer.
If these recommendations of Cayce are
accurate, and almonds are highly therapeutic in
action, then clearly there are some unknown
special qualities to the almond. What are these
special qualities? What has modern research
shown?
A search on the Internet for research on the benefits of almonds yields scant, yet
intriguing results. Among these are studies where the American Institute for Cancer
Research and the World Cancer Research Fund have reported that nuts, including
almonds, are made up of many health-producing substances which could be helpful in
the prevention of cancer.
Almonds vs Colon Cancer
The University of California at Davis reports that that a high-fat diet rich in whole
almonds reduced the colon cancer risk in rats chemically treated to induce this cancer.
When compared with rats fed a high-fat, wheat bran-rich diet, which has been thought to
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protect against colon cancer, the whole-almond group showed a 33% reduction in colon
cancer precursor cells, a significantly greater reduction than found with the wheat bran.
Paul Davis, PhD, the study's lead researcher said, “Colon cancer is thought to be a
nutrition-related disease, brought on and exacerbated by high-fat, low-vegetable, lowfiber diets. Since whole almonds are a complex, natural package of plant-based protein,
monounsaturated fats, fiber, and a variety of micronutrients and phytochemicals, we
hypothesized that they may be protective against colon cancer.
“In fact, not only did whole almonds inhibit colon cancer precursor cells from
developing, but we were gratified to see that they were significantly more effective than
wheat bran, widely believed to protect against this type of cancer.”
Almonds vs Lung, Breast, and Prostate Cancer
Research at Pennsylvania State University showed that plant chemicals found in
almonds inhibited tumor cell growth in culture. Two flavonoids in particular, quercetin
and kaempferol were found to be strong suppressors of lung and prostate tumor growth.
Other research has shown that flavonoids in almonds, fruits, and vegetables can
suppress breast cancer cell growth when these cells have been exposed to cancercausing agents.
Other phytochemicals, such as plant sterols and plant sulfur compounds, are also
being linked to cancer prevention.
But not all of the almond research relates to cancer. Research presented at the
Experimental Biology '99 conference suggests that almonds and other nuts can help
reduce body weight.
“Smart” Fats are Good for You
Researchers at Harvard University have found
that oils from almonds, other nuts, and olive oil
do not significantly raise body fat. Contrary to
popular belief, nutritious dietary oils — “smart”
oils — rarely contribute to body fat. Body fat is
typically created by the consumption of too
much refined sweets and starches, as was
noted by Edgar Cayce in the early 20th century.
The Harvard research shows that a person will lose just as much weight on a lowcalorie/smart-fat diet as they would on a low-calorie/low-fat diet. In fact, eating a diet rich
in smart fats like olive oil and almond oil provides multiple additional benefits. Smart oils
add essential nutrients to the body, including important factors for building hormones. A
diet including smart fats is also more satisfying and can help dieters avoid the “yo-yo
effect” of weight loss followed by weight gain.
One researcher, Kathy McManus, MS, RD, said, “We found that initially people were
reluctant to join the nut and olive oil diet group because they feared they might gain
weight. But in the end, not only was this eating pattern as effective for loss as the low-fat
diet, but there were additional benefits, both in terms of health and enjoyment.”
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The report states that people in both the low-calorie/low-fat and low-calorie/smart-fat
groups lost an average of 10 pounds over a 12-month period. The group using the
smart-fat diet was successful in keeping the excess weight off, and even showed a
significant drop in blood pressure, toward healthier levels. Those who used the low-fat
diet, however, began to regain lost pounds and showed no change in blood pressure.
Almond and Olive Oils Lower Blood Pressure
Why did the Harvard researchers report a reduction in blood pressure for the smart-fat
group? This positive change came about from better nutrition. The body's blood pressure
is governed by hormones, so high blood pressure can be a sign that the body is starved
for the substances found in the nutritional fats.
Almond Oil Reduces Cholesterol, Prevents Heart Disease
Not only can the oil in almonds lower blood pressure, but by the same mechanism it
can positively affect blood cholesterol levels. A study conducted by the University of
California at Davis showed a significant improvement in blood lipid profiles among men
and women who replaced 50% of their habitual fat intake with either whole almonds or
almond oil for six weeks. The reduction of “bad” LDL cholesterol was similar regardless
of whether whole almonds or almond oil was consumed. The “good” HDL cholesterol
levels remained fine.
“Since there were no differences in blood lipid parameters between the two dietary
groups in this study,” said Davis, “it appears as if the oils in almonds, which contain
monounsaturated fats as well as other lipid-related compounds, are primarily responsible
for their cholesterol-lowering effects.”
Researchers from Harvard University's School of Public Health found that four
thousand male and female heart attack survivors who ate nuts at least twice weekly had
a 25 percent reduction in risk of recurrent coronary heart disease, compared to those
who never consumed nuts. Reductions in risk were seen both in those on cholesterollowering therapy and those not on such therapy.
“We looked at other healthful foods, such as fruits, vegetables and grains,” said Lisa
Brown, DSc. “Of these, only broccoli, cabbage and other cruciferous vegetables showed
a similar reduction in recurrent heart disease risk.”
Almonds for Fertility and Diabetes
As the research on almonds continues, studies are beginning to illuminate the
mechanisms behind Cayce’s recommendations and the beliefs of ancient healers.
Almonds contain nutrients that can help complexion, heal the cardiovascular system,
and prevent cancer. Research from other countries suggests that almonds may also
improve vitality.
Scientists at the King Saud University Research Center, in Saudi Arabia, have
conducted a study on almonds, which are used as aphrodisiacs in Traditional Arab
Medicine (TAM). Their research included acute toxicity tests, which show no toxicity
related to almonds. Their findings also indicated that consumption of almonds can lead
to improved vitality in mice, as shown by an average increase in body mass, a reduction
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in white blood cell count, and significantly increased sperm motility and content without
any evidence of spermotoxicity.
The Centre for Biomedical Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology, in New
Delhi, India, has conducted research showing significant hypoglycemic effects from a
non-oil portion of the almond. This may indicate a use for whole almonds in the diets of
those with excessively high blood sugar.
What is in Almonds?
So far laboratories have come up with only a few hints as to why almonds produce
the health results they do.
Nearly half of the weight of an almond is almond oil. Almond oil is a bland-tasting oil
— though rare, higher grades have a wonderfully sweet aroma.
The non-oil portion of the almond is largely made up of proteins, and contain virtually
no starch, hence their reputation as an alkaline nut.
One ounce of almonds contains over 35% of the Daily Value (DV) for the antioxidant
vitamin E, 21% DV for magnesium, 8% DV for calcium and 6% DV for potassium, as well
as 3 grams of dietary fiber. Almonds also contain important flavonoids (including
quercetin and kaempferol), plus biotin and sulphur compounds. As the research
continues, I’m sure we’ll hear much more about the remarkable properties of the almond.

Report from a Member

6/29/75 Mrs. Richard T. Brand, member from Yonkers, New York writes:
“I have just finished reading an article from the July, A.R.E. Journal
entitled, 'Laying On of Hands.'
“The story was very significant for me because I had an experience similar
to that woman. I too had discovered a lump in my breast and was told to see a
surgeon as soon as possible. My doctor told me he thought it was a cyst and not
a tumor but in any event should be removed.
“I had read where Castor Oil Packs on external cysts, warts and moles
were beneficial but I hadn't read where it was recommended for the breast. Well
I applied the packs faithfully for about a week. I even fell asleep once with a
pack on! Almost immediately the size of the lump decreased. During this time I
meditated daily. I say this only because I often miss a day or two and I know
meditation has a healing effect on the body.
“During the next month I continued the packs but only once every two
days.
“It is now two months later since finding the lump and it has disappeared.
I returned to my doctor and after examining me found everything normal. He
asked if I saw the surgeon and I replied, “no”... Whatever - the lump is gone and
I feel the Castor Oil had a lot to do with it.”
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Outsmart Your Cancer: Alternative Non-Toxic Treatments That Work
In writing this in-depth book, author Tanya Harter
Pierce interviewed scores of people who
outsmarted their cancer and went on to live normal
healthy lives. Read their real-life stories and how
they completely recovered from lung, breast,
prostate, colon, kidney, brain, bone, pancreatic,
lymphatic, and other types of cancer using nontoxic approaches.
In an easy-to-understand conversational style,
Pierce also presents sound scientific evidence
supporting alternative cancer therapies, and
explains why they are so effective.
http://www.outsmartyourcancer.com/#toc

Why Not Evaluate Alternative Treatments For Cancer?
What Have You Got To GAIN?
Below are brief descriptions of each alternative approach discussed in the book
OUTSMART YOUR CANCER, Second Edition. For a more in-depth
understanding, real-life case stories, and instructions on how to obtain each of
these treatments as well as their approximate costs, please refer to the full-length
book, Outsmart Your Cancer: Alternative Non-Toxic Treatments That Work.
The Hoxsey Therapy
Currently, this herbal approach to cancer, involving an internal tonic, a topical salve,
and a topical powder, can be obtained in its original form from Mexico. But for
decades it was a thriving successful cancer treatment in the U.S. It was the first
widely used non-toxic cancer approach, but was so heavily opposed by the
American Medical Association that it was finally forced out of the United States in
the 1950’s. Melanomas and lymphomas are considered the best responders to this
herbal approach. The treatment is inexpensive and, for most effective results, the
main Hoxsey clinic in Mexico should be consulted.
Essiac
A cold herbal tea, Essiac was first obtained from a Native American shaman in
Canada. Based on age-old traditions, this combination of herbs has proven successful
for thousands of people with cancer over many decades. It was eventually rigorously
tested and endorsed in the United States by President Kennedy’s personal physician,
Dr. Charles A. Brusch. Essiac is currently mass-produced in a variety of forms and by
a variety of companies. Many people have continued to experience success with it for
cancer, but, as with any mass-produced herbal treatment, finding a good quality
product is extremely important. Combining Essiac with some other alternative cancer
approaches has also proven helpful for many cancer patients. (However, it cannot be
combined with Protocel.)
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The Gerson Method
This is probably the most difficult alternative treatment for cancer patients to
carry out, but it is still achieving great results for many people. Dr. Max Gerson’s
method is a nutritional approach that involves very strict dietary changes,
frequent juicing of fresh, organic fruits and vegetables, daily coffee enemas, and
an array of supplements and other procedures. The Gerson Institute in southern
California, or other certified clinics, start people out with instruction on the
method, then this treatment can be continued at home.
Laetrile
This alternative treatment for cancer is possibly the most misunderstood by the
public, as a result of massive misinformation propagated by the cancer industry
and press decades ago. However, it is still being successfully used to treat
cancer in Mexico as well as in a few places in the U.S. Intravenous treatments
along with other nutritional supplementation (and sometimes other adjunctive
treatments) are usually combined for best results.
Dr. Kelley’s Enzyme Therapy
Two physicians in New York, Dr. Gonzalez and Dr. Isaacs, are working together
to treat cancer patients with this approach and are having great results. The
treatment centers around taking high doses of special enzymes that can only be
gotten from these physicians. It is a rigorous nutritional/dietary approach,
involving strict diet, up to 150 pills a day, and regular coffee enemas, but is not
quite as difficult as the Gerson approach.
Burzynski’s Antineoplastons
At his professional clinic in Houston, Texas, Dr. Stanislaw Burzynski heads an
impressive team of physicians where they treat cancer patients with an
innovative non-toxic approach called “antineoplaston therapy.” This treatment is
unique and can only be obtained at this clinic and one other location in Mexico. It
is the most expensive alternative cancer treatment (averaging around $7,000 per
month), but boasts a good track record for many types of cancer. For a number
of years now, the FDA has been supervising clinical trials at the Burzynski Clinic,
and this restricts the administration of antineoplaston therapy to only certain
cases. However, anyone with cancer can call the clinic, set up a consultation,
and find out if they qualify for entering a trial. If not, Burzyndki’s group offers
some other innovative methods for treating cancer as well.
Protocel®
This unique liquid formula is one of the easiest and least expensive alternative
approaches to cancer, yet may be one of the most successful. Protocel is non-toxic
and, because it is so easy to use, is often ideal for administering to small children
with cancer or the elderly. It was developed by a chemist to interfere with the
anaerobic functioning of cancer cells. The fact that cancer cells obtain their energy
primarily through anaerobic means (glycolysis) was proven in the 1930s and 1940s
by two-time Nobel Prize-winner, Otto Warburg. Since all healthy cells in the body
use aerobic functioning, Protocel leaves healthy cells unharmed. In 1990, the
National Cancer Institute tested this formula (under its previous name of Cancell®),
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and the results showed it to work better than chemotherapy on a large variety of
cancer cells lines. Outsmart Your Cancer is the only source in print to present the
history, theory, and correct usage of Protocel, and it also presents 16 inspiring
testimonials from cancer patients who used it successfully to fight their cancer.
Hospital Santa Monica
This in-patient hospital in Mexico, run by Dr. Donsbach, is a professional setting
that focuses their cancer treatment around various oxygenation therapies. Just
over the San Diego border, this modern facility is an option for people who want
around-the-clock supervision in a hospital setting. Doctors and technicians are
trained to administer a variety of non-toxic approaches, with the three main
treatments being Hydrogen Peroxide, Ozone, and Hyperbaric Oxygen.
Flaxseed Oil and Cottage Cheese
Flaxseed oil and cottage cheese, combined in the right way, are the mainstay of
this dietary approach to cancer. Developed by the brilliant German biochemist, Dr.
Johanna Budwig, it has been used very successfully by thousands of cancer
patients. This approach is based on the fact that flaxseed oil is one of the highest
sources of omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids and cottage cheese is one of the
highest sources of sulphur-based proteins. Taken together, the fatty acids bind to
the sulphur-based proteins, which results in optimum transport of the fatty acids to
cancer cells. The underlying concept is that the omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids
repair the damaged cell walls and chemical communication of the cancer cells to
the point where they normalize. Dietary restrictions and extra supplementation is
also recommended. People with many different types of cancer have responded
well to this method, but prostate cancer appears to show a particularly good
response to this approach.
The Rife Machine
Possibly the most impressive method of defeating cancer ever developed, this
technology was developed in the 1920s and 1930s by one of the true geniuses of
the 20th Century, a microbiologist named Dr. Royal Rife. It involved aiming
specific sound frequencies (piggy-backed onto a particular carrier wave for deep
penetration) at cancer patients to kill their cancer. The treatment was so easy
and non-toxic, it merely involved a 3-minute treatment every other day.
Documented cancer recoveries that resulted were phenomenal. However, this
approach was finally suppressed to the point where it is virtually impossible now
to find a Rife Machine that uses the same technique and specifications of the
original technology. Since many machines are being produced today that claim to
be authentic, yet are not truly effective, it is important for cancer patients to know
about the history and issues revolving around this particular treatment approach.
714X
Another unique approach, 714X is an injectable treatment developed by the
French biologist, Gaston Naessens. Also considered one of the geniuses of the
20th Century, Naessens discovered details of the connection between microorganisms and cancer that had never been understood before. He also
discovered that cancer cells need more nitrogen than normal cells and that they
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produce something he named “Co-carcinogenic K Factor” (CKF) which masks
the cancer cells from the immune system. His aqueous solution, called 714X,
was specifically created to target these and other common aspects of cancer
cells. Many amazing cancer recoveries have occurred for people using this
relatively inexpensive approach, which can currently be ordered from a company
in Canada. Refer to book for more details.
Cesium High pH Therapy
A truly impressive approach to killing cancer, Cesium High pH Therapy was
originally developed by a brilliant American physicist named Keith Aubrey
Brewer. Like Protocel, it targets the anaerobic aspect of cancer cells, but in a
different way. Cesium is the most alkalizing common mineral, and is also readily
taken up by cancer cells. The correct usage of cesium results in “alkalizing
cancer cells to death,” so-to-speak. Using cesium alone, however, will create a
potentially dangerous potassium deficiency in the body, so sufficient potassium
must always be supplemented along with cesium. Originally, a powdered form of
cesium, that was difficult for the body to process out, was used. Recently, a liquid
ionic form of cesium and potassium have been developed. This new
development provides for even more effective and safe usage of this powerful
cancer treatment approach.

***

Protocel – Information and eBooklet
The following is a brief description of PROTOCEL. For a more in-depth
description, see http: //www.outsmartyourcancer.com/ebooklet.asp.
Introduction
Protocel is a non-toxic liquid formula that thousands of people in the U.S.
have used to successfully rid themselves of cancer. It was developed by an
American chemist, Jim Sheridan, who first conceived of it in 1936. He spent the
following fifty years improving the formula, studying its effects on mice with
tumors.
Originally, Sheridan called his formula Entelev, then a slightly modified
version of it was named Cancell. Since 1999, the formula has been produced as
a dietary/nutritional supplement under the name of Protocel. The exact same
formula is also currently being sold in Australia under the original Entelev name.
History and Theory
Protocel was developed specifically as a cancer treatment and designed
to target the anaerobic cell respiration of cancer cells. The principle that cancer
cells are primarily anaerobic was proven by the Nobel Prize-wining biochemist
Otto Warburg. Warburg was the first scientific expert to put forth the idea that
cancer cells do NOT use oxygen in their main method of producing energy and
claimed that this was the prime difference between cancer cells and normal
healthy cells.
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Jim Sheridan discovered a unique way to capitalize on this prime
difference. He designed Protocel to interfere with the less efficient cell respiration
of cancer cells to the point where the cancer cells could no longer produce
enough energy for themselves to survive, thus allowing Protocel to target cancer
cells while not harming the body’s normal health cells. (More details on the
theory of how Protocel works are presented in OUTSMART YOUR CANCER and
the Protocel and Cancer eBooklet.)
After decades of work perfecting his formula, Sheridan was able to
achieve a complete cure rate of about 80% on lab animals with cancer. Human
cancer patients started using his formula in the 1980s and many late-stage
metastasized cases had remarkable recoveries. Since then, people battling
virtually every type of cancer have used Protocel with success.
Though Protocel is NOT a “magic bullet” that will cure everyone, there
continue to be astounding recoveries – oftentimes in people who have been
given no hope of cure from conventional medicine. Some of the fastestresponding types of cancer may be the childhood leukemias (especially the acute
forms), cervical cancer, colon cancer, bladder cancer, basal cell skin cancers and
aggressive astrocytoma brain tumors. But Protocel has also been known to bring
about complete cures for breast cancer, prostate cancer, lung cancer, brain
cancer, lymphomas, kidney cancer, liver cancer, pancreatic cancer, and
melanoma, among others. (To read 16 inspiring case stories of cancer
recoveries, see OUTSMART YOUR CANCER, Second Edition or the Protocel
and Cancer eBooklet.)
Other Uses
As described earlier, Protocel works by interfering with the cell respiration
(energy production) of anaerobic cells. Cancer cells happen to be primarily
anaerobic. But there are other types of anaerobic cells in the body as well that
are not necessarily cancer cells. These are always damaged cells in one way or
another and often are involved in conditions such as auto-immune disorders and
viral infections. Thus, people have also had success using Protocel to recover
from many different chronic illnesses such as arthritis, psoriasis, ulcerative colitis,
Crohn’s disease, multiple sclerosis, and viral conditions. Of these, the intestinal
disorders and viral conditions tend to be the fastest responders, with multiple
sclerosis and other auto-immune disorders taking longer.
Usage
There are two formulations of Protocel: Protocel Formula 50 and Protocel
Formula 23. These are only slightly different variations of the same formula and
either will work for most conditions. But the 50 is preferred by many people for
certain diagnoses and the 23 is preferred for others. Since individuals may
respond better to one or the other, having two versions allows people more
control over their own recovery. Protocel Formula 50 is taken at about ¼
teaspoonful 4 times a day (spread out evenly around the clock) and the Formula
23 is taken at about ¼ teaspoonful 5 times a day (spread out evenly around the
clock). For optimum results, never going more than 6 hours between any two
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doses is recommended. This means that people using Protocel for critical lifethreatening situations will usually get up in the middle of the night to take a dose.
Because Protocel works in a different way than other approaches, by
interfering with the cancer cell’s ability to produce energy for itself, supplements
that raise cellular energy are to be avoided. This means that people using
Protocel should avoid supplementation of vitamin C, vitamin E, CoQ10, and
selenium, among others. Taking these types of supplements can work against
Protocel’s action. (For more details about dosing and to read lists of supplements
that are either compatible or incompatible with Protocel, see OUTSMART YOUR
CANCER or the Protocel and Cancer eBooklet.)
In OUTSMART YOUR CANCER, there are four lengthy chapters on
Protocel and these four chapters are also available by themselves in the form of
the Protocel and Cancer eBooklet offered on this website.
See: http://www.outsmartyourcancer.com/ebooklet.asp

Urine Test for Cancer
Cancer-Free Your Guide to Gentle, Non-Toxic Healing (Second Edition)
by Bill Henderson, http://www.beating-cancer-gently.com/nl81.html
A safe, cost-effective, non-invasive, accurate screening for Cancer
How Do I Know My Regimen Is Working?
One of the most frequent questions I get when I counsel cancer patients is
this one. Is there a test that will tell me conclusively that I'm overcoming the cancer?
Well, yes there is. Only one that I know of. But it is a good one, proven over 42 years
as the most accurate way to determine the level of “abnormally dividing cells” in your
body.
These cells occur only if: a) You are pregnant; b) You have a huge wound
which is healing; or c) You have cancer. Most cancer tests (CT/PET scans, MRI's,
blood tests, etc.) are ambiguous. In short, they do not tell you conclusively whether
you're getting better – overcoming the cancer. This test is different.
It is called the HCG Urine Cancer Test. HCG stands for Human Chorionic
Gonadotropin. Knowing that name is not important. However, you may have heard of
it in connection with the pregnancy test. That test gives a “Yes/No” answer.
This test looks at the same phenomenon (abnormally dividing cells) but it tells
you the relative number or level of these cells regardless of where they are in your
body or where they started. Doesn't this sound like a useful fact to know?
The test returns a single number. If that number is 50 or more, you have
cancer that requires treatment. If it is zero to 49, you have the normal number of
“abnormally dividing cells” (cancer cells) in everyone's body every day.
The beauty of this test is that it provides you with an accurate trend. After you
get the second of these tests, if the second number is lower, you can be sure that
what you are doing is working. Hopefully, this result will inspire you to continue until
you are “cancer-free” (in the zero to 49 range). At that point, you can safely schedule
your “cancer-free” party.
The cost for the test is $50 US Dollars. No doctor's prescription is required.
Compare this to the AMAS blood test (covered earlier in this book) which costs $135
plus shipping and requires a doctor's prescription. Also, the urine test is more
accurate than the AMAS test.
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You send the $50 to a U.S. address and then include a Xerox copy of the
money order or cashier's check in the package you send to the Navarro Clinic in
Manila in The Philippines. Global Priority Mail takes about 5-6 days to get there and
costs about $5.50. You will usually get the results back in about 7 days IF you send
them your e-mail address along with the dry urine sediment sample. If you use
regular mail, it takes anywhere from 6 weeks to forever. Fed Ex costs over $47.
The following procedure is not hard. I've done it a couple of times. I have left
the description verbatim as I received it for those of you who insist on scientific
evidence.
Why Get An HCG Urine Cancer Test?
Developed in the late 1930's by the renowned oncologist, the late Dr. Manuel
D. Navarro, the test detects the presence of HCG in urine. It indicates the presence
of cancer cells even before signs or symptoms develop. Dr. Navarro found HCG to
be elevated in all types of cancers.
The test is based on a theory proposed by Dr. Howard Beard and other
researchers who contend that cancer is related to a misplaced trophoblast cell that
becomes malignant in a manner similar to pregnancy in that they both secrete HCG.
As a consequence, a measure of the amount of HCG found in the blood or urine is
also a measure of the degree of malignancy. The higher the number, the greater the
severity of the cancer.
Urine, as opposed to blood or serum, is the preferred specimen for the test. In
1980, Papapetrou and co-authors reported the correctness of the urine specimen to
be used in HCG Immunoassay. In 32 proven cancer cases, the immunoassay test
gave 31 positive results using urine while only 12 positive results were reported
using blood.
HCG has been found to undergo glycosylation in the liver as it travels in the
hepatic circulation. Thus, the HCG molecule cannot be detected. The molecule does
not undergo this process in the kidney and therefore the molecule remains intact in
the urine.
The test detects the presence of brain cancer as early as 29 months before
symptoms appear; 27 months for fibrosarcoma of the abdomen; 24 months for skin
cancer; 12 months for cancer of the bones (metastasis from breast cancer extirpated
2 years earlier).
Currently, many cancer patients take advantage of the diagnostic accuracy of
this test as an indicator of the effectiveness of their specific mode of therapy.
Patients follow a simple direction for preparing a dry extract from the urine sample.
The powdery extract is mailed to the Navarro Medical Clinic where the HCG testing
is performed.
How to Prepare the Sample
(1) From an early morning urine, take 50 cc (1.7 oz.) and add 200 cc (7 oz.)
of acetone (can be purchased from hardware store or pharmacy) and 5 cc (.2 oz) of
alcohol, either rubbing or ethyl. Stir and mix well.
(2) Let it stand in the refrigerator for 2 hours until sediment is formed. Throw
off about half of the urine-acetone mixture without losing any sediment. [Make sure
the sediment stays at the bottom of the container -- i.e. don't stir it up.] Filter the
remainder through a coffee filter or laboratory filter paper.
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(3) When filtration is over, dry the filter with its sediment. Fold and wrap in
aluminum foil. Send by Global Priority Mail to the Navarro Medical Clinic (address
below) including a Xerox copy of the money order or cashier's check with the
patient's name, address, sex, age and a brief clinical history and/or diagnosis. Also,
be SURE to include your e-mail address. This will speed up your receipt of the
results by at least 4-6 weeks.
(4) PRECAUTION: No sexual contact for 12 days for female patients before
collecting the urine sample. For males, no sexual contact for 18-24 hours before
collecting the urine sample. DO NOT SEND URINE IF THE PATIENT IS
PREGNANT.
Send the above information and the sample to:
Navarro Medical Clinic
Dr. Efren Navarro
3553 Sining Street
Morningside Terrace
Santa Mesa, Manila 1016, Philippines
The Navarro Clinic phone number from the U.S. is: 011-(632) 714-7442, At the same
time, send a money order or cashier's check (no personal checks, please) for $50 to:
Mrs. Erlinda Saurez
631 Peregrine Drive
Palatine, Illinois 60067-7005 USA
Mrs. Saurez is related to Dr. Navarro. Her phone number is: (847) 359-3634.
[Evening calls appreciated]
Please allow 4-6 weeks for test result delivery if it has to be sent by mail to
the USA, Canada or Europe. (HINT: Send it by Global Priority Mail and give the lab
your e-mail address so they can send you the results the same day the test is done.)
Background - “The HCG Immunity Link” by Ruth Sackman
Here is the background on the nature of this test as written by Ruth Sackman.
Ruth is 92 as this book is written. She and her late husband have helped cancer
patients recover for over 33 years. She is a truly remarkable lady.
“Dr. Howard Beard, a biochemist and cancer patient, found that he could
monitor his cancer by doing the human chorionic gonadotrophin (HCG)
immunoassay to determine how actively his body was producing unnecessary cells
or controlling cell production at a normal level. This HCG test is used to determine
pregnancy, a natural process, whereby the body is producing excess cells for the
development of a fetus.
“Dr. Beard's theory was that if HCG levels rose but no fetus was developing,
then abnormal cell production was taking place which, to him, signified a cancer
problem. Dr. Manuel Navarro agreed with this philosophy and established a
measurement to diagnose cancer. A tumor would not be clinically evident
immediately but in time might manifest in men as well as women.
“Two scientists with the West London Hospital, Helen Davies and S. F.
Contractor were interested in one of the most mysterious biological processes - how
the body knew when birth was ready at the end of nine months gestation. They
reported in the British journal Nature that they believe birth is really a process of
rejection initiated by the body's own defense system.
“The reason this rejection is controlled is because above normal amounts of
HCG appear in the mother's urine during pregnancy. HCG, they believe, prevents
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the mother's sentry cells (lymphocytes) from recognizing the foreign protein (fetus).
The HCG levels remain high until just before birth when a drop in HCG triggers the
rejection of the fetus and birth occurs. Without such recognition, rejection cannot
take effect. Ergo, when the HCG titre is above normal [above 50] on the HCG test,
cancer cell rejection does not take place.
Therefore, Dr. Beard's theory of measuring HCG levels has a sound scientific
basis. Low levels of HCG allow the body to reject abnormal protein just as it rejects
the fetus and high levels interfere with the body's ability to build the lymphocytes
necessary to effect rejection of cancer cells.
“This theory validates Dr. Beard's conclusion that the HCG measurement
found in the urine was a competent system to diagnose and monitor cancer cell
activity.”
Bottom line: I recommend you get an HCG Urine Test from Dr. Navarro's
Clinic as soon as possible after your cancer diagnosis. This will give you a “baseline”
number. If I were the cancer patient, this is the only test I would need. I would avoid
CT/PET scans for two reasons: the preparation for that test requires me to drink
glucose to “light up” the cancer cells [does this sound healthy to you?]; and then the
test itself exposes me to the equivalent of about 20 chest x-rays. I would avoid MRI's
for similar reasons. They are not healthy. Cancer marker blood tests (CEA, CA-125,
etc.) would be unnecessary if I were doing the Navarro Urine Cancer Test. They are
less accurate.
How Often Should This Test Be Repeated?
Dr. Navarro says the optimum time between tests is 8 weeks. My guess is
that you will get impatient and want to see that next number in less than 8 weeks. I'd
wait at least 6 weeks between tests.

Socheata, Cancer, Cayce and the Hoxsey Formula
by Linda Caputi, R.N.

A few years have gone by but I’m still in awe at how my daughter-in-law’s
experience with breast cancer unfolded and how God arranged all the
synchronicities. God and all her angels!
Ever since I knew her, Socheata loved angels. Actually angels and anything
purple. It made it easy to find her an appropriate gift for birthdays or special events.
She also loved my son, which was a good thing because he loved her dearly. They
married and soon had three children plus a growing business near Washington, D.C.
Since I live in Virginia Beach and work at the A.R.E. Library, I don’t get to see
them often. But Socheata sends frequent pictures of the grandkids and sometimes
even of the grandkid’s parents romping around as if they were the kids.
However, one day my son called me at work, upset. Socheata had gone to
her physician about a lump in her breast. She was only 32 years old.
I called her as soon as possible and she told me she had had the lump for a
few months but thought it was just a painful pulled muscle – except it kept growing.
Then one night, she had a vivid dream. In the dream she was told she had cancer
and that it might kill her. Without delaying any further, she called her doctor for an
appointment the next morning. After a very uncomfortable needle biopsy and a
week’s wait, the results came back positive for cancer.
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Her doctor advised her she should begin with chemo right away and then
within a few weeks have a mastectomy.
But Socheata had thought things over seriously and knew chemo wasn’t
something she would do. A mastectomy . . . well maybe.
Over the years, working at the A.R.E. has opened my mind to more
modalities of healing than my nursing background had originally exposed me to: an
array of Cayce’s remedies of course (a healthy diet, castor oil packs, osteopathy,
massage, prayer and meditation) plus other approaches such as Dr. Upledger and
cranial sacral therapy, Mariel healing, Reiki, etc. In fact, I had become very familiar
with Cayce’s remedies for numerous ailments, including the remedies for epilepsy
that had healed my daughter Jody1 and the ones for muscular dystrophy2 that had
significantly helped me.
There were many Cayce readings on various types of cancer, including
breast cancer, but what impressed me the most with its simplicity was a tonic
consisting of a few well-known herbs.
Coincidentally, at an A.R.E. conference where Roger Bloom 3 spoke, I learned
that a man by the name of Harry Hoxsey (1901-1974) had put together such a
formula and had been treating thousands of people successfully for cancer in his
clinics [from 1925 until 1960]. Seventeen of these clinics were operating throughout
the United States at one time before the American Medical Association, through the
FDA, closed him down. Hoxsey sued and won but decided against reopening and
facing further harassment.
Instead his longtime nurse opened one last clinic in Tijuana, Mexico.
Thankfully, that clinic, the Bio-Medical Center4, is still operating today using the
same herbs that Cayce recommended.
A number of people I’ve known had gone to the clinic and were healed of
cancer – prostate, Hodgkin’s lymphoma5, ovarian and breast cancer (both women
with breast cancer were advised that in their case a mastectomy would not be
necessary). So when Socheata told me about her diagnosis, I shared with her what
I had learned about Hoxsey and suggested that she visit the clinic for a consultation.
To my great relief, she agreed, and within a few days Socheata and my son
were on a flight to California.
They would stay at a hotel in San Diego where most visitors to the clinic
stayed, and the next morning be picked up by a van which would then take them
(and any other new and repeat patients) for the 45 minute drive into Tijuana. At the
end of the day, they would be taken back to their hotel by the same van, and that
would complete their visit to the clinic.
Later on, Socheata related to me how surprised she was at the attitude of the
patients in the van and clinic – everyone seemed truly happy and cheerful though it
was early morning and breakfast would have to wait until after blood tests would be
drawn. The staff was also very kind and professional and spoke English well, though
1

http://cayce.com/HealingEpilepsyByLindaCaputi.htm
http://cayce.com/caputi.htm
3
Roger Bloom’s booklet, Cancer Medicine from Nature, The Herbal Cancer Formulas of Edgar
Cayce and Harry Hoxsey, Second Edition, is available from the A.R.E. Bookstore.
4
http://www.cancure.org/hoxsey_clinic.htm, Bio-Medical center, Tel: 011-52-664-684-90-11
5
Allen Chips wrote about his experience using the Cayce/Hoxsey formula in his book, Killing
Your Cancer without Killing Yourself. It is also available from the A.R.E. Bookstore.
2
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many languages could be heard because of the diversity of people who came from
all over the world.
After their arrival at the clinic, which was a lovely older mansion, everyone
waited together for their turn to be seen by the medical doctors. Joyful greetings
among clients who knew each other from former visits and conversations among
new ones passed the time.
My son and daughter-in-law started talking to a woman who sat by herself
near them. She too was American. It was her third visit back, and she had only good
things to say about her experience there.
“So how did you find out about the clinic?” the woman asked my son.
“Oh, my mother told us about it.” he answered.
“And how did you learn of the clinic?” my son asked her.
“There was a woman in a library who told me about it after I told her I had
been diagnosed with breast cancer about a year ago.”
“The Edgar Cayce Library?” my son carefully inquired.
“Yes, exactly!” she said, surprised, “How did you know?”
“Well, that woman in the library is my mother” he told her, as they all laughed!
Later that night the three of them went to dinner together and called me in
Virginia Beach to let me know how things had gone.
Their new acquaintance, whose name they mentioned but I didn’t recall, had
done well with her check-up and was told to continue with the Hoxsey tonic and the
recommended diet (similar to Cayce’s).
However, after the doctors consulted with each other – as they do for each
client, Socheata was told to start with the tonic for the time being, and in her
particular case, arrange for a mastectomy as soon as possible. The tumor was large,
attached to her chest wall and causing her to be anemic.
This wasn’t what Socheata and my son wanted to hear but they appreciated
what they had been told. They had also learned at the clinic that occasionally, in
advanced cases, the doctors recommended low doses of chemotherapy if they felt it
was called for in order to give a person the extra time for the tonic to work. But the
doctors had not told Socheata to start chemo – and there was no way she would
have anyway.
Disappointed, my son and Socheata returned home. They had hoped surgery
wouldn’t be necessary, but that was not the clinic’s opinion.
Socheata started on the Hoxsey tonic (and a number of supplements and diet
the clinic recommended) but knew what she had to do if she wanted to live. She
called her doctor for the name of a surgeon and set up an appointment to be seen.
That’s when life got a hell of a lot more complicated.
When she went for her appointment, the surgeon told her, in no uncertain
terms, he wouldn’t do a mastectomy without her first having chemo!
“Well,” she thought, “If he won’t, I’ll just find a surgeon who will.”
She called her regular doctor and asked for other referrals but he warned her
that she was going to run into the same issue. “They” don’t do a mastectomy without
first doing chemo or radiation.
Socheata called them all. And all said the same thing.
More than a week or two had passed since their trip to the clinic by now.
My son called at work and told me their dilemma. They didn’t know if
Socheata would have to go to another country in order to find the right surgeon. “Do
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it my way or you don’t get it done,” seemed to be the attitude. Very frustrating and
stressful, to say the least.
I hung up the phone, lost in thought, when it rang again.
It was a library patron from Arizona wanting to renew her overdue books. The
woman said she was sorry that they were late but she had just gotten out of the
hospital. I said I hoped she was better and then, on an impulse, asked if she knew
any surgeons who would do a mastectomy without first doing chemo or radiation.
She suggested I contact Dr. Bill or Dr. Gladys McGarey – which I thought was
a good idea, something I could do on my lunch break. I thanked her for her
suggestion and we said good-by.
During the phone call, I had noticed a young woman standing nearby looking
at some books. Now tentatively she walked over to me.
“I couldn’t help but overhear your conversation just now. Maybe I can help.
You see my mother had the same problem a few years ago when she was
diagnosed with breast cancer. She wanted a mastectomy but not everything else
that came with it. She was going to use natural alternatives and change her diet, but
wanted the tumor removed. Eventually she found a wonderful man who would do it.
“I have the name of the doctor if you’d like it,” she said as she handed me a
piece of paper with his name on it. “He’s located somewhere in Richmond.”
I think I just stared for a while at this angel in disguise before I could speak.
“How can I ever thank you?” I finally said. “I’ll follow up on this right away”
I asked how her mother was doing. “Very well,” she replied. But when I
inquired, the daughter wasn’t sure of the specific remedies her mother had used
(something else for me to look into another time). And soon after, she turned and left
the library leaving me slightly dazed.
It was quiet so I decided to take a quick look on the Internet. There in black
and white was the surgeon’s telephone number. He was real, at least.
But not wanting to give my daughter-in-law any false hope, I called the office
to confirm what “the angel” had told me. Within moments I was put through to the
surgeon’s assistant – who did exactly that. She even said Socheata could be seen
within the week!
I couldn’t get off the phone fast enough to call Socheata and give her the
information. She was as surprised as I had been and said she would call the office
right away.
Later, after work, Socheata called me at home.
They had made an appointment a couple of days away, and arranged for
their children to be picked-up from school. They would travel to Richmond in the
morning (about a three-hour drive), see the surgeon, and be back in time for dinner.
Socheata was going to Richmond but still wasn’t completely sure about the
mastectomy. Maybe it wasn’t necessary and the herbal tonic could take care of the
tumor? And then again, why go through the pain and expense of surgery if she
would die anyway?
Speaking about pain, let me digress for a moment: Socheata had been in
pain for a couple of months by now, right where the tumor was located. Not
unbearable, but painful nonetheless. However about four days after starting the tonic
she told me that the pain had gone!6
6

This was the second time I had heard about this effect. Another woman I met who had gone to
the clinic with a recurrence of breast cancer after using conventional methods, was experiencing
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In any case, I prayed for Socheata to make the right decision for herself,
whatever it was.
The day of the appointment my son and Socheata left early in case they got
caught in traffic. But there was none and now they had time to spare.
They located the doctor’s office easily enough and then drove around in the
neighborhood. There was a mall so they decided to park and go window shopping.
At one point as they walked, my son said to Socheata, “Doesn’t that woman
at a distance look like the woman we met at the clinic?”
“No, it couldn’t be her, what would she be doing here?”
Not bothering to walk any closer they continued on their journey and leisurely
returned to the doctor’s office.
They met and liked the surgeon who explained the procedure and what to
expect before and after. Despite lingering reservations, they decided to go ahead
and schedule a date for surgery. They could always cancel if need be – but at least
they had found a surgeon who would perform the mastectomy!
They drove back home and arrived in good time.
Later that evening the phone rang. It was the woman they had met at the
clinic. They had given her their number when they left and thought nothing more
about it.
“Oh, how nice,” Socheata thought, “She’s calling to say ‘Hello’.”
They chatted briefly before Socheata was taken aback by what the woman
had to say.
“I really called because a funny thing happened today. I could have sworn I
saw you and your husband when I went to a local mall on my lunch break.”
“That was us!” Socheata said in disbelief. “We were early for an appointment
to see a surgeon in Richmond, Dr...”
“What a coincidence! He’s my surgeon and I think he’s just terrific.”
That was the finishing touch.
More than enough synchronicities occurred to convince the most skeptical
mind and help Socheata come to peace with a disturbing decision that needed to be
made.
She went ahead and had surgery, without incident, and continues taking the
Hoxsey tonic to this day.

December, 2012
Because she was feeling so much better, Socheata decided to discontinue
the Hoxsey Tonic and diet after following it for two years. The cancer returned
four years later. She died this month.

pain in the lymph nodes under her arm where it had spread. After about eight weeks the pain
went away, as did the cancer – eventually – when she started taking the tonic and following the
recommended healthy diet.
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Antiperspirants: More Proof That Antiperspirants Cause Cancer
by Dr. Robert Jay Rowen
Second Opinion Newsletter, March 2008, Vol. XVIII, No. 3

Breast cancer is exploding in women and occurring with more frequency in
men. There are many possible causes. But one concern I've raised in the past
now has even more scientific proof behind it. Several years ago, I wrote about
the potential problems with antiperspirants, particularly those containing
aluminum. Aluminum compounds help wick up the moisture under your arm.
Sounds like a good idea, but aluminum is a bad metal. It's a highly reactive metal
and can damage sensitive breast tissue.
The aluminum you apply to your thin underarm area can easily migrate
into tissues susceptible to cancer. Animal studies confirm that the metal can
cause cancer. Researchers have believed for some time that your body can
absorb the material from sprays or roll-ons. And a new study confirms that this
does indeed happen in humans.
The researchers studied breast tissue samples from 17 breast cancer
patients who had mastectomy. The women who used antiperspirants had
deposits of aluminum in their outer breast tissue. Breast tissue closest to the
underarm area had the highest levels.
Aluminum is not normally found in your body. So why is it concentrated in
cancerous breasts?
The lead researcher, Dr. Chris Exley from Keele University, suggested
that the problem doesn't stop with antiperspirants. He said the aluminum content
of sunscreens also could increase your risk of skin cancer and Alzheimer's
disease.
What did the cosmetic industry have to say about it? The director-general
of their British association said that they don't believe that aluminum in their
products is absorbed. Sounds like another Vioxx scandal to me. Do they have
research to back up their belief? If so, why didn't they present it? And if not, isn't
there a moral duty to do due diligence? In the world of the corporate bottom line,
and entities (corporations) that act more like sociopaths, the only duty is to
shareholders.
Action to take: Please stop using deodorants and antiperspirants
containing aluminum. Your brain, breasts, and immune system will thank you.
Ref: Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry, November 2007; Daily Mail, September 3, 2007.
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Modified Citrus Pectin Guide
Sign up for your free guide at: http://www.dreliaz.org/wellness-guide/mcp

From Citrus Fruit to Medical Breakthrough
In this popular wellness guide, you will discover why leading health authorities
world-wide recommend Modified Citrus Pectin (MCP) as a daily health supplement.
With nearly two decades of scientific and clinical research, MCP’s versatility, safety and
effectiveness have made it an invaluable tool in the treatment and prevention of cancer,
heart disease, inflammation, immune support, and heavy metal toxicity.
In my FREE guide, you will learn about MCP’s groundbreaking research, its unique
properties, and how it provides a simple and all-natural method for supporting total body
health. You’ll also discover:





The science behind what makes cancer cells so deadly
How to test for harmful Galectin-3 molecules
The hidden dangers of heavy metal toxicity and how MCP can help
The clinical evidence for MCP’s effectiveness … even in treatment-resistant
metastatic cancer

If you decide to have Chemotherapy…
*Consider being tested for which chemotherapeutic agent will work for your
cancer. One such laboratory is www.rgcc-genlab.com/?tests
Contact people in Texas: 214-299-9449, cost is a consideration. Not
covered by insurance.
*Also look into insulin potentiation therapy, a way of using chemotherapy
but at a much lower dose: http://www.holisticcancersolutions.com/ipt_report.htm
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Wobenzym Enzymes
http://www.stopcancer.com/enzymes_wobenzym.htm
Enzymes Losses Are Deadly
People are eating cooked foods which totally destroy all life giving enzymes. This
basically removes the gasoline out of their car and their body is struggling to survive.
Enzymes are needed for almost every function within the body and are mainly needed to
digest foods. When we eat cooked food there are no enzymes within the foods and your
immune system drastically has lower its performance and moves its enzymes into the
digestive system.
Support Healthy Blood Flow
Enzymes help to break down the CICs and other dad (necrotic matter) that accumulate in
the blood vessels. The body also used enzymes to regulate the amount fibrin in the blood,
breaking down excess fibrin when the blood becomes too thick. With age, many people do
not have enough of these enzymes. Wobenzym supports the body's natural blood-thinning
process.
http://freedompressonline.com/top_articles/wobenzym_heart.htm
Leading European Oncologist Discusses Systemic Oral Enzyme Therapy & Cancer
Even now in his mid-eighties when he maintains great health and an active lifestyle, Dr.
Heinrich Wrba remembers back to another time.
He was forty. It was after the war. One of his children -- a daughter, Michaela Siedon -was strickened with leukemia. For two years she fought the disease, but nothing could help,
and the treatments themselves were painful and debilitating to the child.
When we met for this interview he stated bluntly, "Chemotherapy killed her."
This from one of Europe's leading oncologists.
To lose a child . . .
Today with some 200 publications in prestigious medical journals, Dr. Wrba has quietly
and permanently changed the way cancer is treated throughout Europe. He has educated a
generation of European oncologists on the value of systemic oral enzymes in the treatment of
cancer. It hasn't been easy. And it hasn't always been smooth sailing. As in America,
overcoming widespread negative mythologies has been one of the greatest roadblocks. But
amazing things are happening on both continents-suddenly the concept that protease therapy
is an important aspect of cancer treatment is catching on in a major way.
In America, the National Cancer Institute is funding a large-scale study on the value of
oral enzymes in cancer treatment (see our report in volume 4.3: 10-11, 18), and the Food and
Drug Administration has awarded investigational new drug status to a systemic oral enzyme
formula. Major advances in cancer therapeutics with enzyme preparations have been made in
Europe as well.
Evolution of a Mainstream Doctor
It was some years after the death of his daughter when Dr. Wrba was head of the
federally sanctioned Cancer Research Institute in Vienna that he met Dr. Karl Ransberger, a
molecular biologist with a doctorate from Fordham University and one of the co-developers
with Dr. Max Wolf of modern systemic oral enzyme therapy.
"Dr. Ransberger told me about systemic oral enzyme therapy, but, naturally, being from
the academic world, I responded with the 'school opinion' that enzymes were large
macromolecules that could not be absorbed from the gut. We had all learned that, once
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ingested, proteins are degraded into amino acids. That was my first objection-and that that
was the end of the story as far as I was concerned."
Still, Dr. Ransberger persisted. He insisted Dr. Wrba take a package of the systemic oral
enzyme preparation. "It was not long after that I was in a hunting party and having lunch. A
servant woman, knowing I was a doctor, came up to me, hobbling, using a cane. She told me
how she suffered terribly from arthritis and could hardly walk or perform her duties. I didn't
know what to do for her. Out of desperation, I gave her the systemic oral enzymes. . . . A few
weeks later when I returned, she was doing much better. I was impressed."
That was when Dr. Wrba contacted Drs. Ransberger and Wolf to learn more about their
research into systemic oral enzyme therapy. He quickly came to realize two important facts
about oral systemic enzyme therapy:
 When designed properly, oral enzymes are actually absorbed into the
bloodstream where they are then able to act systemically. This process is called
resorption.
 Systemic oral enzymes are effective in so many different conditions and types
of disease states this leads to disbelief among medical professionals and lay persons
alike that they can be of help. This was especially true in the use of enzymes and
cancer. "Progress," says Dr. Wrba, "came much more quickly in all other fields such
as vascular disease, rheumatology and hematology-but not for cancer therapeutics.
The thinking among oncologists was and has been for so long that a 'drug' or, in this
case, a natural medicine, without side effects cannot have beneficial effects. It is the
age-old concept that a substance must have some poisonous qualities to be of benefit.
It took such a long time for a breakthrough."
From Skeptic to True Believer
In 1965, Dr. Wrba was invited to become Chair of Oncology at the University of Vienna.
Throughout his professional work, he has carried the message of oral systemic enzyme
therapy to his colleagues.
What Dr. Wrba has seen in treating more than one-thousand patients and overseeing
countless other cases has convinced him of the utility of systemic oral enzyme therapy in
cancer therapeutics.
In Germany, systemic oral enzymes are not officially accepted for cancer therapeutics,
says Dr. Wrba, yet, in practice, "almost every patient gets them."
How Systemic Oral Enzymes Help
Dr. Wrba explained how systemic oral enzymes help in the prevention of cancer and in
cancer therapeutics. Cancerous or diseased cells are a fact of life, but most of these cells are
quickly destroyed by the body's contingent of white blood cells which form the firewall of
the immune system. Other cancerous cells wander aimlessly about via the bloodstream but
are so few in number and unable to attach to any tissues that they ultimately die off.
But under detrimental influences such as environmental pollution, tobacco smoke,
sunburn, radiation, and environmentally weakened or age-related lapses in immunity, the
balance between friend and foe is disrupted. The body is no longer capable of suppressing the
cancer cells. When a significant number of cells escape destruction, their capabilities change.
Some are capable of adhering to cell walls and begin their "dirty tricks" campaign. Almost
seemingly capable of sensing that the body's immune defenders might recognize them, the
cancer cells hide themselves under a thick coat of adhesive fibrin, a coat that is some fifteen
times more thick than the fibrin over normal cells. The thickened coat hides away their
suspicious markings, including their antigens, from the body's immune defenders. The cancer
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cells with their sticky coating can adhere to tissues where they congregate and multiply. To
throw the body's immune cells further off track, the cancerous cells may slough off their
antigens. The immune cells immediately attack these harmless proteins but leave the
cancerous cells unharmed. It is a type of warfare that could make a military general envious.
The cancer cells grow because of the absence or inadequate presence of enzymes that are
capable of stripping the fibrin away from the individual cancer cells. Adequate enzyme
activity can lay bare their antigens and so pave the way for their destruction by the body's
immune cells. The more cancer cells the body produces, the more enzymes that are required.
At the Austrian Cancer Research Institute at the University of Vienna, Dr. Wrba and his
researchers have long been studying the role that systemic oral enzymes play in disrupting
cancerous processes. Working with Dr. Lucia Desser, the team discovered that treating cells
with enzyme mixtures caused substantial secretions of a chemical called tumor necrosis
factor. Tumor necrosis factor or TNF is secreted by immune cells and capable of attacking
cancer cells and those cells infected with viruses. It is vital to our body's cancer defenses.
In general, enzymes are used as complementary therapy in combination with other modes
of treatment. Clinical data support their efficacious use in brain tumors; epithelial tumors in
the region of the head and neck; lung cancer; malignant melanoma; multiple myeloma;
leukemia; T cell lymphomas; stomach and colon cancer; cancerous diseases of the abdomen;
pancreatic cancer; and tumors of the cervix, breast and uterus. The benefits extend to life
prolongation, quality of life, and improvement in cancer markers.
Dr. Wrba notes that Paul Ehrlich (1854-1915), a famous German physician and scientist,
had already established a theory at the beginning of the century that the development of
cancer is dependent on the results of the "fight" between the tumor cells and the
immunological system. "The strength of the immunological system and the particular
characteristics of the tumor cells are responsible for the outcome of this conflict," notes Dr.
Wrba.
"These characteristics include the malignancy of the tumor or its tendency to metastasize
and to penetrate into other tissues, as well as its capability of disguising itself from the
immune cells. The recognition of tumor cells by the immunological system is a very difficult
procedure. It should not be forgotten that tumor cells differ only insignificantly from that of
the healthy cells-a cause for problems with the defensive system. In spite of these difficulties,
and according to the knowledge presently available, the health of the immunological system
is nonetheless able to recognize and to destroy the great majority of tumor cells."
"As a logical consequence, there are two modes of therapy for the immunological
treatment of cancer," continues the doctor. "Attempts are made both to increase the
recognizability of the tumor cells for the immunological system (that is, their
immunogenicity) as well as to strengthen and stimulate the various parts of the
immunological system. Proteolytic enzymes are able to play a role in both aspects of this
therapeutic strategy. They increase immunogenicity of the tumor cells and, at the same time,
support the immunological system of patients at various levels."
Clinical Observations
"Using 20 to 30 tablets twice daily [of Wobenzym® N or similar Mucos Pharma GmbH
enzyme mixtures], we see improvement," Dr. Wrba says. "I have seen about one-third of
cases of pancreatic cancer that were completely cured with about two-thirds not responding
well, which for this cancer is an excellent outcome. Based on experience, the outcome for
most patients is improved with systemic oral enzyme therapy. Enzymes rank as my favorite
adjuvant medicine for every type of cancer. It is very essential to take them in very high
doses. We can force a beneficial effect at 30 pills three times daily."
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Today, in Europe, although enzymes are not necessarily officially part of cancer
treatment protocols, Dr. Wrba estimates that about 90 percent of cancer patients are given
them or told to take them unofficially. What happened many years ago to his Michaela
Siedon could never be changed. But what Dr. Wrba has accomplished since then has changed
the course of survival for so many cancer patients.
The Doctor's Prescription
Everyday Dr. Wrba takes 15 to 20 Wobenzym N tablets to help reduce his risk for cancer
and to take advantage of their overall healthful properties. He advises anyone interested in
reducing their cancer risk or in fighting premature aging to use Wobenzym N systemic oral
enzymes, which are available at health food stores and natural product supermarkets
nationwide.
In cancer treatment, work with your doctor, he advises. Dosages of up to 30 pills three
times daily may be necessary.
How Systemic Oral Enzymes Modify Tumor Cells &
Immune Function to Fight Cancer

Effects on tumor cells

Effects on the immunological system

Changes in the coating substances and
Degradation of circulating immune
changes in the cell surfaces (increase in the complexes (elimination of "blocking
immunogenicity).
factors" that cancer cells use to hide
themselves).
Changes in the coating substances and
Degradation of circulating immune
changes in the cell surfaces (increase in the complexes (elimination of "blocking
immunogenicity).
factors" that cancer cells use to hide
themselves).
Exposure of the tumor cell antigens
(increase in the immunogenicity).

Decrease in the adhesive powers.

Increase in phagocytosis (complete
elimination of the "blocking factors").
Activation of macrophages and natural
killer cells (direct attack against the tumor
cells)
Secretion of cell messenger substances
(TNF, interleukin).
Inhibition of the adhesion molecules
important for metastasis.
Increase in degradation of fibrin.

Systemic Oral Enzymes Page
www.freedompressonline.com/oralenzymes.htm
Dr. Otto Warburg's lecture in 1966 states that if enzymes were put back into the food
after processing it, that it would properly eliminate cancer almost totally from our nation.
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Wobenzym Letter - Paul Winters
Hi Wayne,
There is the reason I list Wobenzym on my web site:
Combination therapy using B17 and vitamin A is based in part on the following study
conducted by Harold Manner Ph.D., chairman of the biology department of Loyola University,
Chicago. He used a combination of vitamin A (A-mulsin, produced by the Mugos Company) the
same company's Wobe Mugos enzymes and B-17.
The results were reported in his book the Death of Cancer: After six to eight days an ulceration
appeared at the tumor site. Within the ulceration was a pus like fluid. An examination of this fluid
revealed dead malignant cells. The tumors gradually underwent complete regression in 75 of the
experimental animals. This represented 89% of the total group. The remaining 9 animals showed
partial regression.
When Manner repeated the experiment he tried different combinations of vitamins, enzymes,
and B17. His results: B17 alone had no appreciable effect, but combinations of enzymes and or
vitamin A with B17 was significantly more effective that just enzymes and/or vitamin A. Details
and references from Total Health Associates, Columbus, OH
What Form of Enzymes?
Wobe Mugos enzymes are available in the USA as Wobenzym which contains Pancreatin and
other enzymes not included in Wobe Mugos. Pancreatin has been recognized for many years as
playing an important part in the B17 theory of cancer.
Wobe Mugos contains the follow per tablet:
Papain......................100mg
Trypsin........................40mg
Chymotrypsin...............40mg
Wobenzym contains the follow per tablet:
Pancreatin................100mg
Papain........................60mg
Bromelain....................45mg
Trypsin........................24mg
Chymotrypsin.................1mg
Rutosid........................50mg
Take care, Paul
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Breast Cancer and Herceptin
by Dr. Bruce West
Health Alert, June 2006, Volume 23, Issue 6
The newest talked-about drug for breast cancer is Herceptin. Indeed, a study
published in the October 2005 New England Journal of Medicine has sent the medical
profession, oncologists, the media, and women with or at risk for breast cancer into a
tizzy. What is it all about? The study indicates that during early breast cancer, adding
Herceptin to a breast cancer protocol can reduce the risk of recurrence by more than
half!
Surely if that were true, it would be a breakthrough. The study indicates that
women who received Herceptin had a 52% decrease in breast cancer recurrence
compared to women who did not take the drug. In medical studies this is called the
“unadjusted hazard ratio” or relative risk.
However, the only thing that really matters is the absolute risk. This refers to the
number of women - both on and off the drug - who suffered a recurrence. Here’s where
the real numbers bring any sane researcher back to earth with a thud.
The risk of having a recurrence or other cancer event in the group who took
Herceptin was 7.5%. The same risk for the group who did not take the drug was 13%.
So the real decrease in risk or the absolute difference in cancer-related events between
the two groups is 5.5% (13% minus 7.5%). But by using the relative risk numbers, the
headlines could claim “half the risk!”
Overall Survival Not Improved
The real question to ask in regard to this medical study is, after the three-year
study period, was there any difference in the overall survival (overall deaths) between
the two groups? At least here the authors of the study were forthcoming by stating that
“overall survival in the two groups was not significantly different.” But how can this be?
Even a 5.5% decrease in recurrence should have made for better numbers for the
Herceptin group. Except for one thing – Herceptin is cardiotoxic.
Herceptin has a troublesome side effect – it is poison for some hearts.
Despite very stringent screening for heart conditions, congestive heart failure developed
in more than 4% of the Herceptin patients, whereas only 0.06% of the non-Herceptin
patients developed this heart problem. This is one reason for the “no difference in overall
survival.”
In summation, Herceptin, when added to the standard chemotherapy protocols
for women with early breast cancer, offers no increase in survival time. A small number
of women will be spared a recurrence in three years. A still undetermined number of
women will suffer a serious to severe weakening of the heart. Some will die from this
and the other drugs they are taking. And unless they are reading this article, none will
learn of the pitfalls of this treatment before it is too late.
Money to be Made
However, there is much money to be made by the pharmaceutical company,
doctors and oncologists, nurses and cardiologists, and the media. The last group will not
do real research on their own, but rather fall all over themselves reporting this
“breakthrough discovery” exactly as it comes to them from the drug company. Who
pays? You – to the tune of about $38,000 per patient.
So what have cancer experts said about all this hype and misinformation? Here
are a few gems from the medical profession about Herceptin therapy:
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“Revolutionary,” “stunning,” and “jaw-dropping.”
“For some women, [Herceptin] drug therapy could equal a cure.”
“The strength of the evidence is so overwhelming at this point that it
would be almost impossible to withhold this drug from the appropriate group
of patients.”

“We don’t have to wait 10 years for data. The data is here today, and
we’re going to apply the information to patients today. So I’m happy. I’m also
humble to be a part of this great study.”

And, The National Cancer Institute and Cancer Centers stated, “In 1991, I
didn’t know that we would cure breast cancer, and in 2005, I’m convinced
we have.”
Who Are These Experts?
Naturally, the most flamboyant statements about this expensive and over-hyped
drug were made by cancer experts who also serve as paid consultants for the drug
company that makes Herceptin. One of these same doctors also brought us the new
world of experimental, extreme high-dose chemotherapy that basically destroyed the
bone marrow. This treatment required bone marrow transplants to the tune of about
$200,000 per patient. Close to 3,000 high-dose chemotherapies were for breast cancer
patients alone – when in fact no one knew whether this treatment would be effective or
not! It turned out not to be – and this same doctor finally admitted that this very
expensive and very dangerous technique simply did not work!
Do Your Homework
So beware and do your homework. The media may use terms like “pivotal
results,” “astonishingly effective,” “wonder drug,” and “major breakthrough.” But do you
know if anyone really read the study thoroughly? Did anyone notice the results
presented here in our summation of the study? Did they even care? It certainly appears
not, and this is why it is critical to get the right information if you have cancer.
We have wonderful reports on cancer. Be sure to see “Treating Cancer
Holistically,” Health Alert, Vol. 23, No. 3, for solid information. Always get true
information on whether medical treatments will help or not.
Some of the information in this article is from Ralph Moss, Ph.D. We always
recommend that cancer patients start by contacting The Moss Reports at
www.cancerdecisions.com. For a reasonable fee, you will get a true, unsullied, and
uninfluenced report on your type of cancer and the effectiveness of the prescribed
medical treatment.
Once you learn this, whether you pursue medical therapies or not, it is important
to also employ a phytonutrient protocol to give yourself the best odds of survival. My
article and reports can help. For specific information, you can drop us a line with a selfaddressed envelope with two stamps and say CANCER.
Cancer can be beat. But not by Herceptin or any other single therapy. Get the
real facts, turn off the TV, weigh your oncologist’s prescriptions with data from The Moss
Reports, and pursue a cure with real ammunition, not hype.
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Choosing to Live—A Daily Choice
By Linda Caputi
Socheata, my daughter-in-law, died December 15, 2012, five years after first
being diagnosed with advanced breast cancer. By the time the cancer was found, it had
already attached itself to her chest wall and spread to the lymph nodes.
Her doctors insisted her prognosis wasn’t good unless she had radiation
treatments and a mastectomy followed by chemotherapy. But she refused. Instead
Socheata flew to Mexico to consult with the doctors at the Bio-Medical Center otherwise
known as the Hoxsey clinic. The clinic recommended that Socheata follow their protocol
and have a simple mastectomy, which she agreed reluctantly was necessary.
Even before being able to locate a doctor in the U.S. who would perform the
surgery, a feat in itself, Socheata started on the clinic’s herbal tonic similar to what Cayce
advised, a healthy diet and supplements, and soon was back to her healthy, energetic self.
At first, she was very diligent about the diet. She avoided sugar, white flour,
processed and fried foods, alcohol, vinegar, and tomatoes (the last three, the clinic
explained, interfered with the tonic). But after a couple of years of this routine and
perfect lab reports, Socheata felt she was completely healed and, unbeknownst to me,
decided to stop everything. This was despite the clinic explaining that five years was the
usual length of time required to make sure conditions had stabilized. Even then a healthy,
alkalizing diet was the basic foundation to maintain balance and well-being.
Socheata was one of many people, in the last 10 years, with whom I had shared
the clinic’s approach to reversing cancer. But she was also one of many people who, after
going into remission on this healing protocol, chose to discontinue it.
This isn’t to say that the Hoxsey treatment works for everyone who uses it
correctly. It doesn’t. The clinic claims about an 80% success rate but that isn’t the point
either. Other alternative/complementary approaches (Essiac Tea, Macrobiotics, Gerson
therapy, intravenous Vit. C, protocel, flaxseed oil and cottage cheese, etc.) have worked
for many; but why when they do work, do people abandon them? What was it that made
it too difficult for these individuals to be consistent with a healthy routine?
I’ve spoken with at least six people, including Socheata, who used the Hoxsey
approach and fall into this category. Originally I would have guessed that the time and
expense of traveling to Mexico for the tonic would be the deterrent, but I learned
differently. For most, dietary restrictions were the primary issue.
One woman, who had surgery for metastatic ovarian cancer but refused further
conventional medicine, used the Hoxsey protocol and happily watched as all her markers
came down. However after a while she found the diet too difficult and resumed her old
ways of eating. Within a year her markers went back up. She’s currently trying other
alternatives.
Another woman, who used the traditional wisdom of conventional medicine
(radiation, mastectomy, and chemo) in treating the cancer in her right breast, successfully
used the Hoxsey approach when the cancer reoccurred in her other breast without any
conventional intervention. Yet, because of the diet, she chose to stop after a couple of
years. The cancer came back once more but she resumed the protocol and it seems to be
working again.
One man with prostate cancer found his health returning and his PSA levels
dropping on the clinic’s protocol. But after all that, he still chose to have his prostate
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removed and return to his old ways because, as he told me, the suspense of not knowing
when and if the cancer would return was “killing him”… and he missed his evening glass
of wine too much. Now, despite enduring all the side effects a man can have from this
type of surgery, he is content.
Another man, a physician with prostate cancer, did well initially, but found the
diet too difficult to follow as well as having a poor reaction to the tonic—his thyroid
stopped functioning on its own.
And one other man with Hodgkin’s lymphoma did extraordinarily well. He even
wrote a book about his experience and the clinic’s help, but thought he alone could keep
enjoying his wine without it neutralizing the tonic and couldn’t. He died recently.
All of these people, in the beginning, were elated to find they had reversed the
course of their disease. Life was sweet, but maybe not sweet enough. After a while
“keeping on, keeping on,” as Cayce put it, was too much of a challenge and they chose to
stop what had worked for them.
Why? Why do we resist necessary changes that are needed for our healing—
whether it’s our diet, lifestyle, or attitude? Even after they’ve worked!!! Are we so
addicted to poor habits that we can’t see how we kill ourselves? Do we think our life will
be joyless if we must forgo our cigarette, doughnut, alcohol, or “successful” stress-filled
career?
…I have set before you life and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life,
that both thou and thy seed may live.
(Deut. 30:19)
Underneath it all, it seems to come down to the issue of “will”—the Father’s or
our own —and whose “will” will we choose to follow. Are we praying and listening for
Guidance from within or are we trying to figure it out ourselves, getting other people’s
opinions or statistics, worrying, becoming anxious, etc.? It’s our choice—but, certainly
over time, we must be able to see where our choices lead us, and change them if need be.
Last week, early Saturday morning, I had a wonderful surprise at work. In
walked a woman with a big smile on her face. “Remember me?” she asked.
I smiled back, not immediately remembering the circumstances but remembering
her. And then it dawned on me, this was a woman I had met at the library a year-and-ahalf ago—with stage 4 lung cancer. Tears came to my eyes.
She looked good and with little coaxing proceeded to tell me about her healing.
“I’m cured! I had my last PET scan two weeks ago, and the cancer is completely
gone. I just had to tell you.”
She explained that at its worst, it had spread to both of her lungs, thyroid, and hip.
She had first tried chemotherapy but after only one session and an extremely poor
reaction, she knew that wasn’t for her. Radiation wasn’t an option because of the extent
of the metastasis. So she had come to the library the year before to see what she might
find.
After borrowing the book, Outsmart Your Cancer: Alternative Non-Toxic
Treatments That Work, she read about ‘protocel,’ a liquid that can be simply ordered and
implemented at home. Its only constraints were that it had to be taken 4-6 times a day
around the clock, and certain common supplements, like vitamins C and E, and fish oil
could neutralize it and needed to be avoided. Naturally sugar was also to be avoided
because it feeds any cancer.
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There were a number of testimonials in the book and on the author’s Web site
(outsmartyourcancer.com) about the success people had had using protocel and other
regimens, for a variety of cancers. But she was drawn to protocel, in particular, and
started using it right away.
The past year had been very difficult for this woman between financial difficulties
and the loss of a loved one. On top of all that, she had just recently learned that the
company she worked for as a dietician was being bought by another company and she
would be losing her full-time position. But she had been undeterred, and persisted, and
continued with the protocel regimen despite these major setbacks.
I was engrossed in her story and enjoyed the early quietness in the library, when a
man walked in and came up to the front desk to return a book. The woman waited
patiently as he apologized for returning it so late and took out his wallet to pay the late
fees. I looked down to see the book’s title and was startled to find it was the same one the
woman had previously borrowed, Outsmart Your Cancer!
I held the book up for the woman to see and we smiled knowingly at each other.
Curious, I turned back to the man and asked if he had found the book helpful.
He explained that he was working with a doctor to design a new building for his
practice, and had borrowed the book, not because he knew anyone with cancer, but
because he thought this doctor was open-minded and would be interested in seeing it.
At that point, it only made sense to introduce him to the woman standing there
since she was a living testimony to the effectiveness of one of the treatments mentioned
in the book. As you would expect, he was delighted to meet her and they began talking
about her success. He suggested that she get in touch with the doctor he was working
with, and gave her his contact information. He also mentioned that the second floor of the
new building was going to be devoted to a cafeteria in addition to nutritional counseling
and education—and here she was looking for a new job!
*
There’s a story about a man on top of his roof because of a rising flood. A boat
comes by and offers him a ride but he turns them away saying, “God is going to save
me.” Time passes. The water continues to rise, as a raft floats by. Again he is offered a
ride to safety and again he turns them away, saying, “God is going to save me.” Finally a
helicopter flies overhead, and drops a ladder for him to grab onto. And again he refuses,
saying, “God is going to save me.” Eventually drowning, the man reaches heaven. Face
to face with God, the man asks his Creator, “Why didn’t you save me?” God smiles and
looks him in the eye, “But I sent you a boat, a raft and a helicopter!”
What is the moral of the story? God’s help might come in ways we didn’t, at first,
anticipate—but ask—it might still be helpful. So pray, listen for guidance, and be
persistent. Choose life!
Many thanks to Roger Bloom, Bill Henderson, and Tanya Pierce for bringing to light the
many other choices we have in dealing with cancer. Their books, Cancer Medicine from
Nature (Second Edition): The Herbal Cancer Formulas of Edgar Cayce and Harry
Hoxsey by Roger Bloom, Cancer-Free: Your Guide to Gentle, Non-toxic Healing (4th
edition), How to Cure almost Any Cancer at Home for $5.15 a day by Bill Henderson,
and Outsmart Your Cancer: Alternative Non-Toxic Treatments That Work (Second
Edition) by Tanya Pierce are a godsend.
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